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GAME
CHANGER
FIVE DOLLARS

HOW COACH
BUDDY TEEVENS ’79
TURNED LOSERS INTO
CHAMPIONS—AND
TRANSFORMED
THE GAME OF
FOOTBALL FOREVER

Hanover & Woodstock’s Premier Boutique Brokerage

FINE HANDCRAFTED VERMONT FURNITURE
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45 y e a r s
of craftsmanship
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Selectively taking new listings. Please call to inquire.

Africa’s Wildlife

Inland Sea of Japan

Imperial Splendors of Russia

Journey to Southern Africa

with Dirk Vandewalle
March 17–30, 2019

with Steve Ericson
May 22–June 1, 2019

with John Kopper
September 11–20, 2019

with DG Webster
October 27–November 11, 2019

Zimbabwe Family Safari
and Victoria Falls

Apulia

Ancient Civilizations:
Adriatic and Aegean Seas

Vietnam and Angkor Wat

Faculty TBD
March 18–29, 2019

Caribbean Windward
Islands—Le Ponant
with Coach Buddy Teevens ’79
March 26–April 2, 2019

Young Alumni Getaway
to Iceland

Tahiti and French Polynesia

with Erich Osterberg
April 11–15, 2019

with Lindsay Whaley
February 5–15, 2019

Panama Canal and Costa Rica
with Vicki May
February 8–16, 2019

Dutch Waterways
with Benoit Cushman-Roisin
April 18–26, 2019

Southwest National Parks

Wolves of Yellowstone

with Deb Nichols
May 8–17, 2019

with Barbara Will
February 18–24, 2019

Ethiopia—Classic Explorations
with Susan Ackerman ’80
March 2019

with Ada Cohen
June 5–13, 2019

Great Journey
Through Europe

with Nancy Marion
September 15–26, 2019

Alaska’s Glaciers

Trade Routes of Coastal Iberia

with Elizabeth Wilson
July 13–20, 2019

with Steve Swayne
September 29–October 7, 2019

Canadian Maritimes

Guatemala:
Land of Eternal Spring

with Colin Calloway
July 19–28, 2019

Canadian Rockies, Parks,
and Resorts
with Coach Bob Gaudet ’81
July 26–August 1, 2019

Women of Dartmouth:
A Long Weekend
in Southern France

Faculty TBD
October 7–21, 2019

Grand Seine River and
Normandy Passage
Changing Tides
of History: Baltic Sea

Scottish Isles and
Norwegian Fjords

with Lynn Patyk
July 29–August 7, 2019

with Chris MacEvitt
May 21–29, 2019

Circumnavigation
of Iceland for Tuck Alumni

Tanzania Migration Safari
with Lisa Adams MED’90
November 6–17, 2019

Island Life in Greece
with Sonu Bedi
November 7–15, 2019

with Doug Bolger and
Celia Chen ’78 A&S’94
December 7–16, 2019

Discover Tasmania
with John Stomberg
January 8–22, 2020

Mauritius, Madagascar,
and Mozambique
with Nate Dominy
January 15–31, 2020

Quest for the
Antarctic Circle
with Ross Virginia
January 2020

Arctic Winter Adventure:
Norway and Finland

Mystical India

with Sienna Craig
and Ken Bauer
October 8–25, 2019

with Darrin McMahon
May 16–23, 2019

with Mike Mastanduno
November 5–19, 2019

with John Watanabe
October 1–11, 2019

Trek to Everest Base Camp

The Galapagos Islands

with Peter DeShazo ’69
March 12–23, 2019

Tour du Montblanc

with John Stomberg
June 7–17, 2019

with Lynn Higgins
May 16–21, 2019

Chile and Argentina:
Wine and Walking Adventure

with Ron Lasky
September 15–23, 2019

Trek to the Summit
of Mt. Kilimanjaro

March 12–21, 2020

Egypt and the Eternal Nile
with Barbara Kreiger
November 7–21, 2019

Hawaii Astronomy
with James Wright ’64a
December 3–11, 2019

*All trips and dates
are accurate at the time
of publication. Keep up
with all of our departures
by updating your email
at dartgo.org/update.

with Aine Donovan ’59a
October 12–20, 2019

Amalfi Coast
with Richard Wright
October 16–24, 2019

Faculty TBD
July 31–August 8, 2019

LEDYARD

PEAKS

EXPLORER
SERIES

OF THE WORLD
SERIES

alumni.dartmouth.edu/travel

BIG PICTURE

Class Action |

Students and
guests circle the Old Pine as part of
Class Day exercises sometime during
the late 1880s. Seniors used the site of
the iconic conifer, later known as the
Lone Pine, as a gathering place starting
in 1828. The tree, damaged by lightning
and wind, was cut down in 1895.
Photograph courtesy Dartmouth
College Library

BIG PICTURE

Power Portage |

In May
more than 20 paddlers in five canoes
ventured from Hanover to the
Long Island Sound. Their 220-mile
Trip to the Sea included several forays
over land, including this trek past the
hydroelectric dam in Vernon, Vermont.
Photograph by Robert Gill
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Sue Shock
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Annie Phifer ’20
INTERN

ROBERT FROST: TORTURED BY LOVE
EXCERPT: HEARTBROKEN, THE YOUNG POET FLED DARTMOUTH
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CREW HEAVYWEIGHT
SWEATSHIRT Green
or gray reverse-weave
sweatshirt 95% cotton/5%
poly. S-X XL. DCSW001.
$64.99 Kids Midweight
Crew 50% Cotton/50% Poly.
XS-XL. DCK8011. $21.95

HEAVYWEIGHT HOOD
SWEATSHIRT Green or gray.
Front pouch pocket. Adult 95%
cotton/5% poly. S-XXL. DCSW006.
$78.99 Kids Midweight Hood
50% Cotton/50% Poly. XS-XL.
DK815A. $29.95

CLASSIC TEE Cotton. Green,
Grey or White. Short sleeve.
Adult S-XXL. DCT124. $16.95.
Youth XS-XL. DCK8001. 13.95.
Inf/Tod 6M-4T. DK801. $12.95.
Long Slv. Adult S-XXL. DCT129. $24.99

BADGER PERFORMANCE TEE 100% polyester
moisture management/antimicrobial performance
fabric. Adult XS-XXL. 4320L. $24.99.

Mark Boillotat
Lauren Zeranski Chisholm ’02
C.J. Hughes ’92, Dirk Olin ’81
Hannah Silverstein, Julie Sloane ’99
Jake Tapper ’91, Bryant Urstadt ’91
Jennifer Wulff ’96
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS

Advertising

Chris Flaherty
(603) 646-1208
advertising@dartmouth.edu
A DV E RT I S I N G M A N AG E R

Heather Wedlake
(617) 319-0995
Director of Operations

hats
too!
MOM, DAD, OR GRANDPARENT TEE
100% Cotton. Unisex S-XXL. MOM. $14.99.
DAD. $14.99. Grandparent 1253. $14.99

DARTMOUTH MID-WEIGHT
ARCH SWEATSHIRT 50%
cotton/50% poly. Unisex. S-XXL.
MV135. $26.99

NIKE MEN’S DRI-FIT TEE
100% Polyester Nike Dri-FIT fabric.
S-XL. Long sleeve 3215. $38.00
Short sleeve 3214. $32.99

CROSSWIND 1/4 ZIP
Soft 65% cotton/35% polyester
sweatshirt fabric. Relaxed fit
cuffs and waist. Side pockets.
Unisex. S-XXL. 9359. $43.99

I VY L E AG U E M AG A Z I N E N E T WO R K

ESI EGGLESTON BRACEY ’91

MINH LE ’01

BECCA HELLER ’05

The head of personal care
at Unilever North America
reveals secrets of her
personal style.

A children’s book author
discusses his experience
as a first-generation
Vietnamese-American.

The International Refugee
Assistance Project head
discusses her work on
behalf of immigrants.

BE SURE TO BROWSE THE DIGITAL DAM ARCHIVE

EVERY. ISSUE. EVER.

MORE THAN 100 YEARS OF DARTMOUTH ALUMNI MAGAZINE AVAILABLE
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS IN A SEARCHABLE, PRINTABLE ARCHIVE
FROM THE ARCHIVE

LOOK AGAIN

“DON’T JOIN THE BOOK BURNERS”
By Richard C. Cahn ’53
July/August 2016
President Dwight D. Eisenhower delivered one of
Dartmouth’s most memorable Commencement
addresses back in 1953. Here’s the unknown story
behind his famous words.

FOLLOW DAM

Editorial Board

Jamie Trowbridge ’82 (Chair)
Justin Anderson,
Rick Beyer ’78, James E. Dobson
Julie Dunfey ’80, David Geithner ’88
Annette Gordon-Reed ’81, John Harvey ’78
Abigail Jones ’03, Carolyn Kylstra ’08
Matthew Mosk ’92
Sarah Woodberry ’87
Cheryl Bascomb ’82 (ex officio)

DARTMOUTH VINEYARD
VINES TEE White shortsleeve, 100% cotton. XS-XXL.
SSVINE. $46.99 Blue Blazer
Long-sleeve, 100% Cotton.
XS-XXL. 6V0019. $54.99

DA R T M O U T H A LU M N I M AG A Z I N E

7 Allen Street, Suite 201
Hanover, NH 03755-2065
Phone: (603) 646-2256 • Fax: (603) 646-1209
Email: alumni.magazine@dartmouth.edu
ADDRESS CHANGES

Alumni Records: (603) 646-2253
Email: alumni.records@dartmouth.edu
Other Dartmouth offices: (603) 646-1110

VINEYARD LONE PINE
SHORT Lightweight, 100%
Poly Peached Microfiber. 10”
Inseam. Men’s pant sizing
30-44. LPHSHORT. $64.99

FRANCHISE D FITTED
HAT Cotton and recycled
polyester blend. S 67/8–7.
M 7–71/8. L 71/4–73/8.
XL 71/2–75/8. DH215. $30.00

Dartmouth Alumni Magazine is owned and published by Dartmouth
College, Hanover, NH 03755, and is produced in cooperation with the
Dartmouth Class Secretaries Association. The purposes of the Magazine
are to report news of the College and its alumni, provide a medium for
the exchange of views concerning College affairs, and in other ways
provide editorial content that relates to the shared and diverse experiences and interests of Dartmouth alumni. This publication is guided
by Dartmouth’s principles of freedom of expression and accepted
standards of good taste. Opinions expressed are those of the signed
contributors and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the
editors or the official position of Dartmouth College.
W W W. D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E . C O M
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LONE PINE HAT
Pine embroidered on
cap. DARTMOUTH
embroidered on the back
of cap. Adjustable. DH88.
$23.99

DARTMOUTH ARCH HAT
Lightweight, adjustable cotton
hat. DH103. $21.99

JOHNNIE O JACK POLO
100% cotton. Available in
Vista (light blue stripe) or
Fern (green stripe). Men’s
S-XXL. JACK. $74.99

MEN’S HEATHER
FLEECE PULLOVER Yarn
dyed 100% polyester sweater
fleece, brushed soft interior.
S-XXL. 9312. $69.99

CHAMPIONSHIP JACKET
Wind & water-resistant
TechLyte Nylon lined with
mesh for air-flow circulation.
Unisex S-XXL. 9971. $59.99

ENTERPRISE JACKET
Wind & water-resistant
Optima Taslan Nylon. Heavy
9 oz. poly/cotton blend
sweatshirt fleece lining. Unisex
S-XXL. 9922. $69.99

40 OZ PEAK
BOTTLE Premium
hydration, copper
vacuum insulated.
Hot 12 hours, cold
24. K3086. $39.99
NIKE WOMEN’S DRI-FIT TEE 100%
polyester Nike Dri-FIT wicking fabric. S-XL.
3212. $32.99. TUCK 21148. $32.99

WOMEN’S BESTIE TEE 100%
cotton. Premium baby jersey. White
or Green. S-XL. 195. $21.99

PHYS ED LONE PINE TEE
50% cotton/37% polyester/
13% rayon, triblend jersey.
Women’s S-XL. PE350. $34.99

SHERPA FLEECE FULL
ZIP 8.9 oz., 100% polyester.
Women’s XS-XL. Q12. $64.99

WOMEN'S 1/4 ZIP
SHERPA FLEECE 9.7 oz.
100% Polyester. XS-XL. Q10.
$49.99

NIKE WOMEN’S
DRI-FIT TRAINING TOP
89% polyester / 11% spandex
Nike Dri-fit stretch material.
S-XL. 5323. $78.99

DARTMOUTH
SHIELD ORNAMENT
Green glass ornament
with gold shield.
DHF621. $11.99

LONE PINE LOUNGE
PANT All over Lone Pine
sublimated print. 80%
Poly/20% Cotton. Unisex
XS-XL. SUBPC. $32.99

GREEN ETCHED
SHIELD MUG Laser
engraved 16 oz. ceramic
mug. DHF4545.
DHF4545. $18.99

MOOSILAUKE TRAIL PLANK
SIGN 11"x20". 1060WP20. $44.99
$14 freight.

DEEP ETCHED GLASSWARE 22 oz. balloon wineglass – DHFL46,
DHFL46 $28.99.
$28.99
16 oz. pint glass – DHFX8, $17.99. 15 oz. stemless wineglass – DHFND01, $19.99.
14 oz. DOF – DHFX6, $17.99. 12 oz. highball beverage glass – DHFX7, $17.99.

DARTMOUTH LICENSE
PLATE ART SIGN Custom
handmade in Vermont art, each
slightly different. 3/4" finished
pine backing. Approx. 15.5" W
X 6" H. LICDART. $85.00

VINEYARD
VINES SILK TIE
Dartmouth D and
Lone Pine pattern.
DHG004 $75.00

DARTMOUTH LEATHER
BELT English Bridal leather
trim, nylon ribbon over cotton
webbing. Sizing online. $29.99

CORN HOLE BOARDS Two ACA Regulation 1/2" birch
plywood tops, 24" x 48"cornhole boards, 8 durable Dartmouth
duck cloth corn bags for two teams. Made in the USA.
CORNBOARDS. $299.99

DOG COLLAR 1" nylon
webbing, black plastic clasp.
XS–XL. DHG164. $19.95

DARTMOUTH DOG
LEASH 1" web nylon belt. 6
ft. or 4 ft. DHG163. $21.95

OH THE PLACES TEE
100% cotton.
Adult. S-XXL. 60808. $21.99
Youth 30808. $19.99
Toddler 20801. $19.99

INFANT LONG-SLEEVE
ONE-PIECE 95% cotton / 5%
spandex. Made in the USA.
6 mo., 12 mo. 2206. $24.99

1938 CARNIVAL PLANK
SIGN 14" x 24" wood plank
sign. 1060WP24. $49.99

TODDLER LONE PINE
SLEEVE TEE Lightweight
Cotton Girls Short Raglan
Sleeve Tee. 100% lightweight
4 oz Cotton. MADE IN USA.
2T-5T. 8361. $24.99

BLOCKWORD ONEPIECE
100% Cotton with snap
closure. Green. DK201. 6M or
12M. $21.99

YOUTH BADGER 1/4 ZIP
100% Sublimated Polyester
moisture management/
antimicrobial fabric. XS-XL.
2174. $36.99

KIDS ‘THING’ TEE 100%
Cotton. ‘Thing 1’ or ‘Thing 2’
available. Toddler 2T – 5/6.
71883. $19.99

Dartmouth College, Dartmouth, Tuck, Thayer, the Geisel School of Medicine, and their logos and symbols are Trademarks owned by the Trustees of Dartmouth College.
They are reproduced on Co-op merchandise under license agreements with the Trustees. Every purchase supports the students and activities of Dartmouth College.

PLAYING CARDS
DHG166. $12.99

DARTMOUTH SHIELD TIE
IN BOX 100% Italian silk, in
silk covered box. DHG509.
$69.99

VINEYARD VINES
LEATHER TAB BELT
100% Italian leather. Imported
green silk on cotton canvas
navy webbing. Brass buckle.
Made in the USA. Sizing
online. DHG007 $49.99

DARTMOUTH DECAL
10.75" x 1.75" exterior,
removable, vinyl decal.
DHGCDI3. $5.99

PING PONG PADDLES
Rubber or laser engraved
traditional sandpaper.
Rubber DHG263. $24.99.
Sandpaper DHGPADDLE.
$19.99

CLASSIC GOLF
UMBRELLA. 62" coverage
with wooden shaft. DHG501
$32.99

GREEN PLAID
FLANNEL PANTS
Feature elastic band, no
fly, no pockets. 100%
Cotton, 4 oz. material.
Adult S-XL. F14GW.
$29.99. Youth YS-YL.
Y14GW. $29.99

GOVINO WINE
GLASS 16 oz.
shatterproof, plastic
wine glass. 1797.
$6.99

LICENSE PLATE
HOLDERS Polished chrome
thin rim license plate holder.
Alumni DHG173.
Vox DHG473. $16.99

CHATHAM PULLOVER
100% Softex Polyester, wind
& water-resistant, Lightweight
jersey lining with nylon sleeve
lining. XS-XL. 5809P. $52.99

NIKE WOMEN'S
DRI-FIT TEMPO
RUNNING SHORTS
Built-in liner briefs.
100% Polyester taffeta.
3" inseam. Forest or
Black. S-XL. 73120.
$38.99

kid
sizes
too!

CAMELBAK EDDY
BOTTLE .75 liter
with bite-valve.
DH452. $24.99

BFF LONG SLEEVE 100% cotton.
Premium baby jersey. Heather or
white. 403. $26.99

CLOISONNE
ORNAMENT
Enamel and
metal. Landscape
DHF19970. $49.99

WOMEN'S HEATHERED
FLEECE PULLOVER.
100% polyester, brushed on
the inside for softness (13.76
oz/lyd/280gsm). Princess
seams. XS-XL. Grey or Oat.
5312. $69.99

16 OZ. DURBAN
TUMBLER Premium
hydration, copper
vacuum insulated.
Hot 12 hours, cold
24. K4056. $36.99

DARTMOUTH CRIBBAGE
SET Natural maple wooden set
with Dartmouth shield. Includes
two sets of three pegs. 14" x 4"
x 3/4" thick. Made in the USA.
GM049. $59.99

Order by Phone:

800 634 2667

SHIELD TOTE BAG
18" L x 6" W x 13" H. 12
oz. cotton canvas with 28"
handles. DHG438. $23.99

VINEYARD VINES TOTE
Cotton canvas, trimmed with
Lone Pine and D silk. Gingham
lining. Zip-top closure. 18" x
12" x 6" DHG1996. $95.00

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE CAPTAIN'S CHAIR Affordably
priced hardwood. Personalized plaque available.
COTTON THROW 40" x 60", 100% woven cotton. Made in the
USA. DHF330. $64.99
Shop in the Store:

21 South Main, Hanover

STRAFFORD, VT Sensational 180 degree
views! Spacious 3 BR, 3.5 BA home
includes guest suite. Comfortable.
Luxurious. $725,000

LYME, NH Close to Skiway, 4 BR,
2.5 BA, huge great room, super kitchen,
near the AT. 4 acres, fruit trees, views.
$549,000

SOUND BITES

D E PA R T M E N T S
16 | YOUR TURN Readers

react.

Notebook
20 | CAMPUS News and

notes from around the
Green

29 | CLASSROOM

Students assess the
world’s superpowers—
and China’s threat to U.S.
dominance—in a course
that keeps pace with
current events.

“I didn’t know anything
about poor
techniques such as ‘a
drunken octopus.’ ”

Quality
Service...

—JEREMY HOWICK ’92

PAGE 36

BY JUDITH HERTOG
32 | OUTSIDE

A classmate’s death
inspires four climbing
friends to venture where
few have dared.
BY ALEXANDRA
PATTILLO ’17

36 | PERSONAL HISTORY

LYME, NH Contemporary post
& beam colonial on 10.73+/-acres.
3 car garage. Private setting.
Energy efficient. $449,000

A crew coach’s quiet
confidence enlightens a
novice rower.

“I expect China to
continue to rise.”

THETFORD, VT Long range views,
open floorplan, pond, new heated
barn. 3 BR, 3.5 BA. 26+/-acres.
Great for entertaining. $695,000

BY JEREMY HOWICK ’92

—PROF. JENNIFER LIND

39 | TRIBUTE

PAGE 29
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CORINTH, VT Fabulous contemporary.
High quality craftsmanship. Long range
views. Large open living room with builtins. 3BR 2BA. Hardwood floors on
34.5+/- acres. $340,000

ORFORD, NH Beautifully restored and
with 3 BR, 3 BA, 4 fireplaces and an
in-law rental apartment. Separate studio/
commercial rental. $535,000

—DAVID SHRIBMAN ’76

PAGE 96

A few years ago, coach Buddy Teevens ’79 looked like a goner.
Then he reorganized his staff and started a radical experiment:
no tackling in practice. That not only saved his job but
transformed his career, his players—and the game of football.
BY B R A D PA R K S ’ 9 6

48

Reunions Sketchbook

Alumni return to campus in record numbers for a memorable
10-day stretch of parties, passion, and pyrotechnics.
I L L U S T R AT I O N S B Y M I C H A E L W I T T E

PHOTOGRAPH BY JOHN SHERMAN

52

On The Green
Lyme, NH 03768
603-795-4816
•

LYME, NH Renovations include new
kitchen, appliances, built-ins, window
treatments. 2 BR, 1.5 BA. 1 car garage.
$375,000

•

www.marthadiebold.com

Pursuits

Game Changer

“The best advice
I give aspiring
journalists is to read
the Bible—and all of
Shakespeare.”

LYME, NH Early antique cape,
beautifully restored. Frontage on Trout
Brook. Views. 11.4 acres horse property.
Run in shed. $575,000

“Look Students In the Eye”
“It’s not just fishnets
and throwing
elbows.”
—DARYL CONCHA ’11

PAGE 60

Writer and professor Alexander Chee brings a novel
approach to his English and creative writing courses.
BY JULIA M. KLEIN

W W W. D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E . C O M

Vincent Starzinger
shaped many young
minds and prominent
careers.

BY MATTHEW MOSK ’92

42

stands
the test
of time.

Allen Street
Hanover, NH 03755
603-643-4200

42

57 | VOICES IN THE
WILDERNESS

Bee expert James Hung
’10, biotech entrepreneur
Sourav Sinha ’12, reading app developer Kaya
Thomas ’17, artist John
Stephens ’68, roller derby
star Daryl Concha ’11,
and astrophysicist Nick
Schneider ’79
62 | ALUMNI BOOKS

Class Notes
66 | THE CLASSES
94 | CLUBS & GROUPS
94 | DEATHS
96 | CONTINUING ED

Veteran journalist David
Shribman ’76 on the
Fourth Estate
BY LISA FURLONG
ON THE COVER:

Photograph by John Sherman
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“BE BOLD.
BE SMART.

BE BRAVE.
BE TRUE.
GO FORTH
AND ROCK.”
Jake Tapper ’91
Journalist and author

Now is our time to change the world.
Now is our time to answer The Call to Lead.

calltolead.dartmouth.edu | #dartmouthleads

YO U R T U R N

reade rs react

Tired

The Nays Are In

You do neither the alumni magazine nor
Senator Gillibrand ’88 any favors by
printing her laundry list of anti-Trump
slogans [“The Crusader,” July/August].
Freedom of the press, an independent
judiciary, immigration problems, terror
attacks by Muslims and others, the ISIS
threat, and climate change are serious issues, and they deserve thoughtful, civil
discussion, not knee-jerk mud-slinging.
In my day at Dartmouth, President
John Sloan Dickey offered the “Great Issues” course to help seniors examine all
sides of issues.
Apparently, that’s long gone. How sad!
ELMER L. SULLIVAN ’52

Ewing, New Jersey

Jake Tapper’s interview with Senator Gillibrand fails to address her opportunistic
support of the Iran nuclear deal, despite
her assertion that “You must stand up when
evil is spreading.” If funding the No. 1 state
sponsor of terrorism is not evil, then what
is her concept of evil? The opportunistic
morphing of her positions and her support of the Iran deal make her an unlikely
paladin in the battle of what she calls “good
vs. evil.”
ROGER A. GERBER ’59

Scarsdale, New York

Gillibrand strikes me as a hypocrite. In earlier years she campaigned extensively with
Bill Clinton. Only after Hillary Clinton’s
defeat did she speak out concerning Bill
Clinton’s behavior toward women. Tapper
danced around the issue but never really
confronted it. He knows how to ask hard
questions. Gillibrand is a deeply flawed
spokesperson for #MeToo, and Tapper
confirmed his reputation as someone soft
on Democrats.
DOUGLAS FURTH ’79

Chappaqua, New York

In each issue of DAM I read letters from
old alums who lament that Dartmouth
has become far too liberal, too female,
too colored, too gay, or, in some other
respect, too changed. They wail about
Dartmouth’s liberal leanings and deftly
cite unsourced statistics (“95 percent of
Dartmouth professors are Democrats!”),
resurrect tired boogeymen (“socialism!”),
and excrete hackneyed catch phrases (“fake
news!”).
Their desire for a safe space at Dartmouth is derived from fear, and they resent
it when the same fear is expressed by anyone else—the fear of being a minority. In
true conservative fashion, such a concern
only matters when being in the minority
happens to them. Can we let these annoying voices cry in the wilderness rather than
condemn every issue of DAM with their
presence?
HEMANT JOSHI ’04

Boston

Me Too

Your May/June issue [“What’s Next”] featured an illustration of astronauts on the
cover. Did you know that one of the world’s
premier painters of astronauts is a Dartmouth alum? Me! I’m writing to advocate
for all alums making art. People know
Dartmouth for its doctors, economists, and
politicians—and rightly so. But people don’t
think of Dartmouth as a school that produces artists. I’d like that to change. Talk
about Dartmouth as a place that produces
artists. If we don’t, I’m not sure how we’re
going to convince anyone else.
SCOTT LISTFIELD ’98

Somerville, Massachusetts

High Point

The essay about the 50th-reunion Moosilauke hike [“At the Mercy of the Mountain,”
May/June] painted the landscape of the
September of our lives. Through the years
we’ve taken family, friends, and two dogs
on various trips to the summit, and all our
daughters carry fond recollections of those
summer hikes. Thanks for stirring those
memories.
BILL JACOBS ’73

Berkeley Heights, New Jersey

Head of the Class

My compliments to Joe Gleason ’77 for
his excellent reminiscence on the unique

teaching skills of John Adams [“Awakening,” March/April]. Professor Adams’
publication record and administrative
contributions may not have been as great
as those of some of his colleagues, but his
ability in the classroom was unequaled. I,
too, took History 52, as well as most of the
other courses he offered. I’m a professor
of history at Carleton University, and my
notes from his courses subsequently influenced my own lectures, and, to an even
greater degree, his way of conveying European history also left its mark. It is fitting
the magazine should recall his talents more
than 30 years after his death.

LIVE SCENIC

CARTER ELWOOD ’58

Ottawa, Ontario

We Beg to Differ

The contributions of Janos Marton ’04 were
critical to JustLeadershipUSA’s #CLOSE
rikers campaign [“Freedom Fighter,” July/
August] but were mischaracterized. We did
not “work closely” with Mayor de Blasio or
manage the campaign. The mayor opposed
closing Rikers, and it was only through our
major organizing effort that he relented a
year after the campaign launched. In addition, Marton supervised a small team, not a
team of 25, and the #CLOSErikers budget
is a fraction of the amount cited.

OURBROOKSIDEACRES.COM

PEACE AND QUIET

OPEN CONCEPT LIVING

A safe haven from the busy life, 40 acre gentleman’s farm
with custom designed home, barn, outbuildings, studio,
swimming pond, meadows, trails and brook.
WILMOT, NH | $995,000 | MLS#4634311
STEPHANIE WHEELER | C: 603.344.9330

Its location at the end of a private driveway and its
impressive view give the property a restorative air, making
the hustle and bustle of the world a thing of the past.
PLAINFIELD, NH | $1,395,000 | MLS#4703775
MELISSA ROBINSON | C: 603.667.7761

Stroll to the Stratton Mountain Village for dining and
shopping. Walk to the trail from your home and be on the
slopes in minutes. Create new traditions and memories.
STRATTON, VT | $1,500,000 | MLS#4703572
ELLEN MALLIA | C: 518.527.8511

MONICA NOVOA

Director of Communications
JustLeadershipUSA
New York
CORRECTION: In the last issue we failed to

include Rep. Alex Mooney ’93, R-W.V., in
our list of members of Congress. Mooney
is up for reelection this fall and was in the
Maryland state senate from 1999 to 2011.
He majored in philosophy at Dartmouth.

LIVE THE VT DREAM ON 74 ACRES
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SPECTACULAR LAKE SUNAPEE HOME

This antique gem offers total charm with wideboard
floors, four fireplaces, a Sugarhouse, Barn, Studio,
Trails, Bunkhouse, and Brook.
WILMINGTON, VT | $595,000 | MLS#4636560
ARLENE PALMITER | C: 802.380.3077

This historic residence evokes the finest qualities of New
England living. Carriage barn, patio, pool, guest cottage, workshop
and exquisite custom details inside to suit modern living.

Gorgeous lake and mountain views, sunsets, 132 foot
frontage, sandy beach, large dock, 4,555 square feet,
custom built, excellent neighborhood.
NEW LONDON, NH | $4,250,000 | MLS#4702901
KAREN HOGLUND | C: 603.491.0978

ORFORD, NH | $995,000 | MLS#4680550
LEAH MCLAUGHRY | C: 603.359.8622

WRITE TO US

We welcome letters. The editor reserves the
right to determine the suitability of letters
for publication and to edit them for accuracy
and length. We regret that not all letters
can be published, nor can they be returned.
Letters should run no more than 200 words
in length, refer to material published in the
magazine, and include the writer’s full name,
address, and telephone number.
Write: Letters, Dartmouth Alumni
Magazine, 7 Allen Street, Suite 201,
Hanover, NH 03755
Email: DAMletters@dartmouth.edu
Online: dartmouthalumnimagazine.com

MAKE THIS HOME YOURS

MYSTONEYBROOKFARM.COM

THE UTMOST IN PRIVACY

Come home and enjoy peace and tranquility with gorgeous
year round views. A custom built home with a centrally located
spacious living/dining area and beautiful new kitchen.
WEATHERSFIELD, VT | $680,000 | MLS#4694684
MELISSA ROBINSON | C: 603.667.7761

Complete privacy and stunning views on 163 acres.
Spacious custom built 4-bedroom home and separate
studio. Or with 40+- acres at $1,680,000.
SUTTON, NH | $1,998,000 | MLS#4701387
STEPHANIE WHEELER | C: 603.344.9330

5500+ square foot Davis Frame Post and Beam home on 114+
acres. Enjoy complete privacy and heavenly mountain views
from this special home. Meticulous for the discerning buyer.
DOVER, VT | $1,750,000 | MLS#4702734
ARLENE PALMITER | C: 802.380.3077

HAN OV ER O: 603.643.6070/603.643.6400 | N EW LON DON O: 603.526.4050
ST RAT TON O: 802 . 2 97. 1100 | MOU N T SN OW O: 802 .464. 1200 | FOU RSE ASON SSI R.COM
Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.
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DA RT M O U T H C O L L EG E F U N D AWA R D S
Thank you to all donors and volunteers who supported the Dartmouth College Fund in 2018. Your commitment
to Dartmouth and your support for our vital ﬁnancial aid program make a huge difference in the lives of our
students—and advance the College’s distinctive liberal arts experience. Congratulations to our volunteers and
classes, listed below, for your outstanding accomplishments over the past year. Your leadership inspires us all!

CLASS OF 1938 AWARD
Largest reunion dollar total
Class of 1993: $6,415,520
JOHN H. DAVIS 1925 AWARD
Largest non-reunion dollar total
Class of 1978: $2,137,294
CLASS OF 1948 AWARD
Highest reunion dollar multiple
Class of 1993: 10.7
JOSHUA A. DAVIS 1927 AWARD
Greatest improvement
in non-reunion dollars
Class of 1981: 54%
Class of 2016: 54%
CLASS OF 1953 AWARD
Greatest number of reunion donors
Class of 1988: 651
RAYMOND J. RASENBERGER
1949 AWARD
Greatest number of non-reunion donors
Class of 1979: 607
CHARLES F. MOORE JR. 1925 AWARD
Greatest improvement in donors of
a reunion class over the prior year
Class of 1983: 75.2%

Dartmouth College Fund
800-228-1769 | 603-646-3621

FRED A. HOWLAND 1887 AWARD
Greatest increase in non-reunion donors
Class of 1974: 68
ANDREW J. SCARLETT 1910 AWARD
Greatest increase in non-reunion dollars
Class of 1981: $399,197
ROGER C. WILDE 1921 AWARD
New reunion dollar record
Class of 2013 (5th): $96,673
HARVEY P. HOOD 1918 AWARD
New reunion participation record
Class of 1948 (70th): 53.2%
Class of 1953 (65th): 72.4%
Class of 1988 (30th): 65.1%
CLASS OF 1964 AWARD
Greatest number of reunion
1769 Society members
Class of 1988: 144 members
MELVIN O. ADAMS 1871 AWARD
Greatest number of non-reunion
1769 Society members
Class of 1989: 118 members
CLASS OF 1960 AWARD
Shows the greatest commitment
to ﬁnancial aid
Class of 1993: 15 DCF scholars

NEW NON-REUNION YEAR-OUT
DOLLAR RECORDS
Class of 1954: $318,757
Class of 1960: $596,354
Class of 1977: $730,779
Class of 1978: $2,137,794
Class of 1979: $868,228
Class of 1996: $711,625
Class of 2006: $155,448
Class of 2007: $110,626
Class of 2010: $81,884
Class of 2012: $73,920
Class of 2014: $51,739
NEW NON-REUNION YEAR-OUT
PARTICIPATION RECORDS
Class of 1952: 55.4%
Class of 1960: 76.1%
Class of 1961: 77.3%
Class of 1973: 44.1%
Class of 1974: 57.7%
Class of 2004: 33.3%
Class of 2006: 37.0%
Class of 2007: 37.4%
Class of 2009: 43.0%
Class of 2010: 44.1%
The Parents and Grandparents Fund
extends a special thank you to the
co-chairs of the Parents and Grandparents
Fund Committee, Beatrice Mitchell
and Paul Sperry P’16,’20, and all the
committee members for their hard work.
See these awards and the Dartmouth
College Fund volunteers recognized for
Outstanding Volunteer Performance at
dartgo.org/outstanding.

CENTENNIAL CIRCLE
OF ALUMNAE CLASS AWARD
Greatest number of
new Centennial Circle members
Class of 1993: 10 new members

UPFRONT

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE / ROBERT GILL

JOHN R. MASON 1915 AWARD
Highest non-reunion participation
Class of 1961: 77.3%

CHARLES J. ZIMMERMAN 1923 AWARD
Greatest percentage improvement
in non-reunion donors
Class of 1974: 19.32%

▲

MARK R. ALPERIN 1980 AWARD
Highest reunion participation
Class of 1953: 72.4%

Baccalaureate
Bling
Graduating seniors Tyler Dowse ’18 and Wyatt
Omsberg ’18 show off their four Ivy soccer
championship rings at Commencement June 10.

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2018
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CAMPUS

“Our
students
are fearless
learners.”

notes from around the gree n

TRADITIONS

Fire Alarm

LOOK WHO’S TALKING
> KEVIN BARON, Thayer Machine Shop Manager and Instructor

▲

Dartmouth Night may never be the same. In June, Hanover
town officials informed the College that they won’t allow
the Homecoming bonfire in its present form on the Green
due to safety concerns. Sophomores on campus this summer
expressed annoyance with the decision, while a team led by
engineering professor Douglas Van Citters ’99, Th’03, set out to
make recommendations for a smaller, safer bonfire. A new plan
is expected soon. “We respect the very reasonable concern,”
says interim provost David Kotz ’86.
Hanover fire chief Martin McMillan pulls no punches when
he describes the danger posed by the bonfire structure. Standing
about 35 feet high, it is the equivalent of a blazing, two-anda-half-story vacant home. “We wouldn’t risk our personnel
on a fire like that,” he says. “We don’t enter those structures.
We control those fires.” Despite a fence and a 60-foot collapse
zone, students still try to touch the fire, one of the College’s
more dubious traditions. “These absolutely brilliant people
are somehow manipulated to make them think they have to
touch the fire,” says McMillan. “I don’t like it. Some of them are
in Speedos, bare skin. We wear [flame-resistant] Nomex and
goggles. It puts people in a risky situation needlessly.”
The N.H. Department of Environmental Services also insists
the College stop dumping fuel on the fire. According to town
officials, the practice is illegal—natural sources and flammable
material must be used for kindling. Additionally, town manager
Julia Griffin says a permit won’t be issued unless the bonfire
height is reduced and its shape altered to prevent the structure
from collapsing outward. This year’s festivities are scheduled for October 26. The permitting process usually begins in
September. “Traditions evolve, and Homecoming may look a
little different in the future,” says alumni relations VP Cheryl
Bascomb ’82, who is a member of Van Citters’ team, “but the
enthusiasm for Dartmouth will be the same.”

What goes on in Thayer’s shop?
We make things, and we make things that make
things. Our laser cutters, 3-D printers, and machine tools let our engineers fashion products
from plastics, composites, ceramics, graphite,
glass, rubber, metal, and wood. We do machining, casting, injection molding, forming, 3-D
scanning, digitizing, sculpting, and hand layup.

>

What do these machines cost?
Their prices are all over the lot. The most
expensive ones cost about $60,000. They cut
robust materials such as exotic alloys. CNC
[computer numerical control] machines may
be $10,000. They carve out 3-D shapes in soft
materials.

FROM THE ARCHIVES

“Pets, of course, have long been verboten in dorms and
[College-owned buildings]. That led, 80 years ago, to The
Dartmouth editorializing that the College should ‘provide
individual kennels outside each building.’ For reasons lost
in history, this was never done.”
—FROM “DARTMOUTH DOGS” IN THE OCTOBER 1997 ISSUE OF DAM

Senior class gift
participation rate,
down by 4 percent

9

Club teams that advanced
to national championships in
the spring
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P S YC H E D E L I C D R E A M P O P

Sound of Ceres performs at a late-night show in Collis as part
of the seventh annual Digital Arts Expo in June. The Brooklynbased group plays to the accompaniment of a laser light show
controlled by band members.

illu st rat ion by R OSS MAC D O N A L D

1,972

Bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral
degrees conferred

10

Valedictorians (4) and
salutatorians (6)

What makes your shop unique?
It’s the intersection for diverse makers from
arts and sciences, a return to the Renaissance
model of studio work where innovators in
engineering, art, and science collaborate.

Food Court cookies eaten in 30
minutes by a friend of Nicholas
Norwitz ’18, who mentioned it in his
valedictory address

What’s your biggest challenge?
My shop faces the same three problems
every campus workshop faces: The staff is
greatly outnumbered by its student clients,
our clients are unskilled, and students need
maximum support near the end of every term.

LEFT: ELI BURAKIAN ’00; RIGHT: SEAMORE ZHU ’19

47%

WINNING

2018
Commencement

What are you most proud of?
Dartmouth requires students to design patentable inventions in Engineering 21. At
first I thought that was unfair, but students
mostly succeed. Last fall and winter students made improvements to a gantry-style
robotic farming machine that planted seeds,
watered, and pulled weeds. They made it commercially viable.

What’s the value of working with your hands?
It develops powerful problem-solving techniques. No one knows so clearly the difference
between a problem set and a problem as the
student who can’t get his Stirling engine to
run. Students have long labored in contrived
learning environments working on theoretical problems, but getting an engine to run can
require all the senses. Everything needs to be
seen, smelled, heard, and touched for a solution.

CLASS OF 2018

BY THE NUMBERS

Have you ever had an accident?
I set a machine on fire—an electrical discharge
machine, which is like a tiny arc welder. I pulled
the electrode out while the spark was leaping,
and vapor burst into flames. This produced a
great sensation among student observers and
was a topic of conversation for days. Things
are not always predictable.
—George M. Spencer
ph oto g ra ph b y JO HN S HERM A N

24
4

Graduates who received military
commissions (Morgan Philie,
Jessica Jones, Kyle Dotterrer, and
Morgan Corley)

6

Honorary degree recipients

11,000
Estimated size of audience

16:53

Duration of speech, in minutes
and seconds, by main speaker
Mindy Kaling ’01
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2018
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CAMPUS

NEWS AND NOTES

CAMPUS CONFIDENTIAL
FINAL RIDE

Equestrian coach Sally
Batton announced she’ll
retire following the 2018-19
season. During her 29 years
here she led the team to
five Ivy championships and
a 2014 trip to Nationals.
DOWNTIME

Dutch elm disease strikes
again, taking another
campus elm. A replacement
tree will be planted on
Crosby Street.
WAKANDA!

Dickey Center fellow
Donald Steinberg, a former
USAID administrator, taught
a spring government class
in which students produced a report on how the
country of Wakanda might
use its resources to help
other nations. Wakanda is
the fictional setting of Black
Panther, the smash movie
released last winter.

BREAKFAST CLUB

Jarett Berke, Tu’17, and his
wife, Cailin, have purchased
Lou’s Restaurant. “I love
Lou’s exactly as it is,” he
says.
CHAMPS!

BIG GREEN BALLOT

Sociology professor Kathryn
Lively, who is also residential
professor for South House,
started as interim dean of
the College in July.

SLURPY

The Atlantic asked readers
which fictional house they’d
most like to live in. Animal
House got only 8 percent of
the vote. Tolkien’s Bag End
won the poll.

Princess Layout won
its second consecutive
national ultimate Frisbee
title. The women went 7-0
during the tournament.

Baronet Harrington ’20, a
Republican, and Garrett
Muscatel ’20, a Democrat,
are running for the Hanover
district seat in the N.H.
House of Representatives.

Dartmouth Dining Services
eliminated plastic straws
in favor of red-and-whitestriped biodegradable paper straws. Some students
complained the new tubes
get soggy too quickly.

LOADED CONVERSATION

College Republicans
brought gun rights and
concealed-carry activist
Antonia Okafor to campus
for a talk in May.
NEW PLEDGE?

KID STUFF

MSNBC host Rachel Maddow chastised U.S. Health
and Human Services
Secretary Alex Azar ’88 for
attending his Dartmouth
reunion during the border
crisis over immigrant
children.

Bragging Rights
>>> For the first time in history,
a coach and a current studentathlete protégé of that coach
competed against each other in
the same event at the USA Track
& Field Outdoor Championships.
Tim Wunderlich ’09 (above) and
Benjamin Ose ’19 both took part
in the decathlon at the June event
in Iowa. Wunderlich finished sixth
with 7,289 points while Ose, an
All-Ivy decathlete, finished 11th
with 7,011 points. “It was memorable,” says Wunderlich, who
helped Ose earn second-team
All-America honors this year. “The
good thing about decathletes is
that there’s a camaraderie. We
work together, we help each
other out, and we kind of perform
like teammates.”

NEW APPOINTMENT

BILBO VS. BLUTO

DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH

The College could be
fated for an eruption. New
seismic studies reveal a
supervolcano is growing
under New England. It
might mark the beginning of the end for New
Hampshire, Vermont, and
Massachusetts—millions of
years from now.

Accused Professors
Depart
>>> The fates of three psychological and brain sciences professors
who faced allegations of sexual
misconduct came into more
focus in July. Todd Heatherton
retired, and Paul Whalen and Bill
Kelley resigned. All three had
been on paid leave. A full report
on the allegations and subsequent investigation has yet to be
released.

SMILE!

“Niceness” is now an
admissions criterion for
Tuck applicants.

New Hires

INDY AND ALLY

Pedestrians spotted actors
Harrison Ford and wife
Calista Flockhart walking in
Hanover in late June.

ROMAN MURADOV

A young bear strolled down
Webster Avenue and spent
some time up a tree near
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
house during a mid-July
weekend.

MADE IN AMERICA

Ken Burns offered a sneak
peek of his newest series,
Country Music, at Spaulding Auditorium in mid-July.
Producer Julie Dunfey ’80
and writer-producer Dayton
Duncan joined him for a
post-screening discussion.

QUOTE/UNQUOTE

“I never thought I would be
here this long.
It’s been incredible.”
—Hopkins Center programming director Margaret Lawrence,
who is departing after 23 years
22 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E
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RANKINGS

The College’s rank among
schools that graduate the
most CEOs of $1-million
startups

>>> Former DOC member
Timothy Burdick ’89, DMS’02, has
taken over as the new director of
the outdoor programs office. He
replaces Dan Nelson ’75. Keene
State athletics director Kristene
Kelly starts as senior associate
athletics director for varsity sports
on August 1. And former NBA pro
Walter Palmer ’90 has joined the
alumni relations team as director
of lifelong connections and professional programs.

2018
San Francisco
Dartmouth
Entrepreneurs
Forum
September 7
UCSF Mission Bay
Conference Center
Fireside chats with Jeff Immelt ’78, retired CEO of GE;
Hany Farid, Albert Bradley 1915 Third Century Professor of
Computer Science; and Eileen Donahoe ’81 of Stanford’s
Global Digital Policy Incubator
Sessions on angel investing, digital health, e-commerce, the
future of food, blockchain, craft beer and spirits, and more
Networking with more than 500 members of the Dartmouth
community at all stages of entrepreneurship

Join us! See the full schedule and register at: dartgo.org/def18

The New Emeriti
>>> Five arts and sciences
professors retired in June: Robert
Drysdale (computer science), Joy
Kenseth (art history), James Moor
(philosophy), Melinda O’Neal (music), and John Winn (chemistry).

#DartmouthEF18

CAMPUS

DEADLY INTENT?
In fights, bone daggers had a simple
purpose: “To kill
people,” says anthropology professor Nate
Dominy. “The goal
was to stab your
opponent in the neck
and twist.” Most of the
time, however, “wearing one was like having a hammer in your
belt. Sure, you could
bash someone with it,
but its day-to-day use
was different,” says
Hood visiting curator
Robert Welsch. He
says most daggers
would have been used
to open breadfruit or
butcher pork.

THE HUMAN OPTION
Most bone daggers
were sculpted from
the shin bones of
cassowaries, giant
flightless birds native to New Guinea.
The rarest and most
valuable daggers
were fashioned from
the densest, thickest
bone in the human
body, the femur.
Made from the thigh
bone of an enemy
killed in combat or
an honored ancestor,
such a weapon was
believed to imbue its
owner with the dead
man’s fighting spirit.
“Like a Rolex, it had
strong social capital,”
says Dominy.

Ž/ŚĂǀĞĞŶŽƵŐŚŵŽŶĞǇƚŽƌĞƟƌĞ͍
͞DǇ ŚƵƐďĂŶĚ ĂŶĚ / ůŽǀĞ ƚŽ ƚƌĂǀĞů͕ ĂŶĚ
ĨŽƌƚŚĞůĂƐƚϯϬǇĞĂƌƐǁĞ͛ǀĞƚĂůŬĞĚĂďŽƵƚ
Ăůů ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƉůĂĐĞƐ ǁĞ͛Ě ǀŝƐŝƚ ǁŚĞŶ ŽƵƌ
ǁŽƌŬŝŶŐǇĞĂƌƐǁĞƌĞŽǀĞƌ͖ďƵƚǁĞǁĞƌĞŶ͛ƚ
ƐƵƌĞ ŝĨ ǁĞ ĐŽƵůĚ ĂīŽƌĚ ƚŚĞ ĂĚǀĞŶƚƵƌĞƐ
ĂŶĚƐƟůůŚĂǀĞĞŶŽƵŐŚĨŽƌĂĐŽŵĨŽƌƚĂďůĞ
ƌĞƟƌĞŵĞŶƚ͘
>ĞĚǇĂƌĚ &ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů ĚǀŝƐŽƌƐ ďƵŝůƚ Ă
ĐƵƐƚŽŵŝǌĞĚƉůĂŶƚŚĂƚƐŚŽǁĞĚƵƐŚŽǁƚŽ
ŵĂŬĞ ŽƵƌ ŵŽŶĞǇ ůĂƐƚ͘  dŚĞǇ ŚĞůƉĞĚ ƵƐ
ƉůĂŶǁĞůůƚŽĂĐŚŝĞǀĞŽƵƌĚƌĞĂŵƐ͘͟

NO REFUNDS
“If a dagger broke,”
says Dominy, “It
became emptied of
all its magic, social
power, and symbolic
prestige.” CT scans
and computer analysis at DMHC of human
and bird daggers
reveal the curvier
human ones are twice
as strong. “They were
carved to have great
curvature to minimize
the risk of damage,”
says Dominy.

&ŽƌĂƉĞƌƐŽŶĂůĐŽŶƐƵůƚĂƟŽŶ͕ĐĂůů
:ŽŚŶK͛ŽǁĚ͕^sWΘ^ĞŶŝŽƌtĞĂůƚŚ
ŽŶƐƵůƚĂŶƚĂƚϲϬϯ͘ϲϰϬ͘ϮϲϵϬŽƌĞŵĂŝůŚŝŵ
Ăƚ:ŽŚŶ͘KŽǁĚΛůĞĚǇĂƌĚďĂŶŬ͘ĐŽŵ͘

GET A GRIP
A dagger’s owner
carved intricate
power symbols onto
his weapon’s handle.
When a man grasped
it, he believed he
absorbed their mystic
power. Occasionally
women would use
them to scrape coconut meat, according
to Welsch.

FOWL FASHION
Cassowary daggers
were flatter, straighter, and easier to
wear, often in plaited
armbands. “They’re
decorative looking to
attract the attention
of girlfriends and to
get the respect of
male peers,” says
Welsch, who lived in
New Guinea villages
for almost six years.

ERA OF THE DAGGER
Most bone daggers
come from northern
New Guinea, but
some southern
tribesmen wielded
them, too. The Hood’s
daggers date from
1900 to 1950, though
such implements
have been used for
centuries.

BLADE RUNNER
The Hood’s daggers,
along with about
1,000 other artifacts,
were donated in 1990
by the estate of Beverly Hills, California,
art dealer Harry A.
Franklin.

CUTTING EDGE
Human bone daggers
are extremely rare.
The Hood has more
than any other U.S.
museum—even the
Smithsonian.

/Es^dDEdDE'DEd| t>d,DE'DEd| WZ/sdE</E'
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ůĞĚǇĂƌĚďĂŶŬ͘ĐŽŵϭ͘ϴϴϴ͘ϳϰϲ͘ϰϱϲϮ
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HOOD MUSEUM OF ART

A R T I FAC T

Striking Objects

The Hood Museum’s collection includes 25 bone daggers from New Guinea. Deadly
and prestigious, these artistic daggers were used by villagers in combat and in daily life. “Their combination of abstract and
representational images appeals to me, as does their union of symbolism and biology,” says anthropology prof Nate Dominy, who
has studied the Hood daggers for almost a decade. “Few objects merge meaning and function so beautifully.”
—Annie Phifer ’20
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FALL
IN LOVE
AGAIN

CAMPUS

“The freedom.
Dartmouth gives you
ample opportunities to
explore things you
didn’t think you’d be
passionate about.”

“The people.
Dartmouth brings
together some of
the most extraordinary
students.”
—SAI MUPPARAJU ’18

—DAVID SMITH ’18

I N S TA - S T U D E N T

Moving On

What will you miss most about Dartmouth?

OCTOBER 26-27, 2018

See the full schedule of Homecoming
events, wear your green, and book your
stay today at dartgo.org/homecoming

“The professors
are amazing, and
I love working
with my fellow
government majors.”

▲

Crisp fall days, the comfort of old friends,
the roar of the crowd, and the professors
who brought the world to life…This is the
perfect time to come home to Dartmouth.

▲

DARTMOUTH
HOMECOMING

“The lively
chatter of the dining
halls and the
peaceful silence of
Sanborn.”
—MANUEL FIGUEROA ’18

—CHARLOTTE BLATT ’18
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When Nations Collide
Students assess China’s threat to U.S. dominance in a course that
keeps pace with current events. by J U D I T H H E R T O G
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great contest is underway—in the world and in the class “The Rise and Fall
of Great Powers.” As China and the United States squabble over trade and
tariffs, professor Jennifer Lind is asking her students to split into two teams.
Their mission? To debate whether China will overtake America as the world’s preeminent power. Team Dragon will make China’s case. Team Panda will contend the
United States will stay safely in the lead.
Nearly 2,500 years ago the Greek historian Thucydides observed that nations
constantly battle for dominance, that rising powers try to overtake dominant ones.
The history of the past 500 years shows that more often than not, this results in war.
For example, Great Britain and France battled for control of the American frontier in
the mid-1700s, Napoleon challenged other great European powers in the early 1800s,
and the Japanese fought the Chinese and Russians for dominance of East Asia in the
late 1800s and early 20th century.
In Lind’s government class, students analyze the conditions—economic, military, demographic, political, and cultural—that allow a country to dominate others.

i l l u s t ra t i o n b y A L EX N A B AU M

“The United
States is going
to have a very
difficult time,”
says professor
Jennifer Lind.
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Then students apply their findings to China
to determine whether it will surpass the
United States.
All too often, says Lind, policymakers’
predictions about rising nations are based
on prejudices or ad hoc reasoning, which
leads to dangerous miscalculations. As an
undergraduate at the University of California, Berkeley in the late 1980s, Lind
initially focused on Japan. At the time,
some observers feared it was well on its
way to overtaking America. Scholars wrote
dozens of books with ominous titles such
as The Enigma of Japanese Power and In
the Shadow of the Rising Sun.
Lind says we are now living through a
second rising-nation era. “It seems when
these debates come, we experience them
anew every time without learning anything
from previous debates,” she says. “People
tend to reason backwards from their preferred policy.”
For example, Jeffers Insley ’21 chose
Team Panda because his classwork convinced him China won’t maintain its rate
of economic growth. He thinks it will price
itself out of the global market for cheap labor and stagnate. “But, obviously,” he says,
“this may be influenced by the fact that I
don’t want China to rise to power.”
What defines a dominant power? A
country must have a well-educated population large enough to sustain a powerful
economy and military, according to Lind.
It must also develop technologically advanced industries that produce a high
standard of living for its people in international trade. The final ingredient? “A
country needs a national story of how and
why it wants to become great,” says Lind.
China has such a narrative. Since China instituted capitalist reforms in the late
1970s, its leaders have promised prosperity
to its people and instilled pride. Regaining
national dignity strongly motivates China.
British military and economic humiliation
of China in the Opium Wars of the 1800s,
along with Japan’s WW II invasion and
its vast civilian atrocities, remain fresh
in Chinese minds. When General Secretary Xi Jinping came to power in 2012, he
spoke of “the great revival of the Chinese
nation.” He invoked his country’s 5,000year history and vowed that by 2050 China
would again be “fully developed, rich, and
powerful.”

Tuck Business Bridge is a total
immersion business program designed
to prepare top liberal arts, science, and
engineering undergrads for challenging
careers in business and beyond.
In just a few weeks, the Tuck Business
Bridge Program®, held at the Tuck School
of Business at Dartmouth College, delivers
a comprehensive business curriculum
taught by Tuck’s top-ranked MBA faculty,
a capstone team project, recruiting,
and one-on-one career guidance, to give
students the tools they need to get a job
and succeed.
Scholarships are available!

2018 December Bridge Program
November 25–December 14
2019 Tuck Business Bridge Program
Session 1: June 10–July 5
Session 2: July 15–August 9

Dartmouth College . Hanover, NH
603-646-6459
tuck.biz.bridge@dartmouth.edu
bridge.tuck.dartmouth.edu

“OKAY, LET’S HAVE PANDAS ON THIS
side and Dragons on the other,” says Lind,
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ready for the debate. Thirteen students join
the Panda side, leaving the Dragons with
only seven. “Wow, seriously?” says Lind.
As a results, three students decide to defect
to China’s side.
After a few minutes of deliberation,
the two groups present their cases. Team
Dragon’s leader lists recent Chinese
achievements: It has built economic alliances across the world. The command
structure of its armed forces has been
streamlined, and Xi has more direct control over his military than any leader before him. China’s navy is creating artificial
islands in the South China Sea that could
allow it to control sea lanes and intimidate
nearby nations. It has built its first overseas
military base—in Djibouti, on the strategic
Horn of Africa. Chinese technology has advanced enough that its military now relies
less on foreign suppliers. The rejuvenation of Chinese nationalism has united its
people and improved military morale and
effectiveness. The list goes on.
“Okay, Team Panda,” says Lind, turning
to the other side. “What’s your rebuttal?”
For a moment there’s silence and then
embarrassed laughter: The Pandas have
underestimated the strength of their opponents’ arguments and aren’t ready. They
soon recover and contend China will be
unable to sustain its growth rate. Widespread corruption undermines its military,
which is stretched thin by its occupation
of Tibet and domestic conflicts. The recent
crash of its space station indicates China’s
technical prowess is weaker than its propaganda claims. America has nothing to

worry about.
Lind, however, thinks the United States
should prepare to share dominance in a
bipolar global power structure. “I expect
China to continue to rise,” she says. “There
may be some economic crises along the
way, but when I look at how far the Chinese
have already come and their awareness of
what they need to do to keep growing, it
makes me think they are quite capable.”
Lind, who is an advisor to the U.S. State
Department and intelligence agencies, as
well as an associate faculty member at Harvard’s Reischauer Institute of Japanese
Studies, believes “the United States is going
to have a very difficult time.” Nonetheless,
she thinks the United States may stay ahead
if it addresses its various problems. “We
have favorable demographics, and our diplomatic and military resources look good,” she
says. “Frankly, in the past couple of years, the
biggest problem has been politics. We’re in
this very toxic, polarizing moment.”
Yi Yuan ’20, a government major from
the People’s Republic, hopes that by 2050
global poverty will be a thing of the past and
the world will be a better place for everyone. A member of Team Dragon, he predicts
his country will end up on top. “Naturally,
I root for China,” he says.
The most amazing thing the course
has taught him, he says, is how swiftly a
dominant nation can lose its standing . “The
British empire, the strongest the world ever
experienced, faded in less than 30 years,”
he says.
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do all of the elements come together in the same
way that they do at 95 Elm Street in Norwich,
Vermont. This incomparable property combines
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JUDITH HERTOG lives in Norwich, Vermont.

RECOMMENDED
READING
Professor Lind suggests the following sources to learn more about
great power conflicts:
Why Nations Fail by Daron
Acemoglu and James A. Robinson
(Crown, 2012)
Over the Horizon by David M.
Edelstein (Cornell, 2017)
When Right Makes Might by Stacie
Goddard (Cornell, forthcoming)
Breakout Nations by Ruchir
Sharma (W.W. Norton, 2012)
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Mission to Xanadu

gym every day getting ready. I was one of the
stronger climbers there, and he was training every day and getting so strong. Seeing
him there was a real kick in the butt.”
Vale was a very determined young man,
according to his mother, Karen Dell. “This
was mostly a good trait, although sometimes ‘determined’ turned into ‘stubborn,’
especially if you didn’t agree with him
about something,” she says. She believes
that more than anything else her son was
determined to do something out of the ordinary with his life. “When he had to do an
engineering project in high school, he didn’t
just build a table,” she says. “He built a very
specialized microscope. It was the same at
Dartmouth.”
Vale and his climbing friends (opposite
page, from left) Gabe Boning ’18, Bain, Billy
Braasch, Adv’18, and Zebediah Engberg,
Adv’11, Adv’14, had daydreamed about
mounting an expedition to some exotic
summit. In the weeks after Vale’s accident, talk turned to action. They agreed
they would celebrate his singular spirit by
setting aim on the wildest, most ambitious
objective—Mount Xanadu, the centerpiece
of the Arrigetch mountain range in Gates
of the Arctic National Park. “This region

A classmate’s death inspires four climbing friends to
venture where few have dared. b y A L E X A N D R A P A T T I L L O ’ 1 7

A
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Fear tempered their awe.
“If you think climbers don’t
get scared, you’re wrong.”

BILLY BRAASCH

t twilight, the sun washes El Capitan’s broad face in oranges, pinks,
and yellows. From the ground,
climbers nearing its 3,000-foot summit look like ants. Chris Vale ’18 and his
climbing partner had spent September 5,
2016, on that big wall in Yosemite, a rite of
passage among climbers. As the sun died,
they topped out, and as the moon rose, they
descended. To show the way down, they
clicked on their headlamps.
Vale was moving faster than his partner. One hundred feet below him, Vale
yelled, “Off rappel!” indicating he was fastening himself to another rope a climber
had left behind. Eight seconds later, his
partner heard a crash. He saw the light from
Vale’s headlamp fade on the valley floor.
The rope hadn’t held, and Vale, a 21-yearold engineering sciences major from Tiburon, California, was dead.
Eight hundred miles away in Wyoming’s Wind River mountains, Vale’s friend
and fellow climber David Bain ’17 was hiking out after a multi-day trek. He was telling
his companions about Chris’s expedition
up El Cap. “I got a text from a friend,” he
recalls. “It said, ‘Call me. Something bad
happened to Chris.’ ”
Before the pair had met on campus,
word about Vale and his adventures spread
throughout the Dartmouth climbing community. Prior to college, Vale had taken a
gap year to teach Tibetan refugees in India
and trek the Himalayas. Then he worked in
a lab in Santiago, Chile, and backpacked in
Patagonia. “I heard a story about how he
traveled in India for a month eating just
rice and living on two dollars a week,” Bain
says. “I thought it was bull, but then I saw a
picture of him there, and I thought, ‘Wow.
I guess that was real.’ ”
A member of Dartmouth’s Mountaineering Club, Vale loved leading trips for beginners as much as he did tackling gnarly
routes with veterans. “He’s one of the few
larger-than-life people I ever met—a superinspiring climber, fearless and driven,”
Bain says. “Before Yosemite, he was in the

GABE BONING (4)
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R O C K A N D SO UL
The foursome ventured
by plane and trekked
on foot to the deep
Alaskan backcountry.
They traveled light—
but with heavy hearts.
“Chris would sail up
this,” they thought.

of northern Alaska sees only two to three
expeditions a year,” Engberg says. “It’s a
wild, remote location, far from civilization.”
“Desolate and sublime” is how Engberg and Braasch described Xanadu to the
mountain climbing publication Alpinist.
com. “Its ever-present mass, the aesthetic
geometry of its walls, the sheer steepness
of all of its facets give the peak a feeling of
utmost prominence.”
The foursome planned to tackle Xanadu’s unclimbed 7,160-foot west face. Climber and author Jon Krakauer was a member
of the first team to summit Xanadu in 1974
via a different route. “The first ascent of
Xanadu was a big objective in one of the
world’s great mountain ranges,” Engberg
says. “Professional climbers had their eyes
on it for years. It had been attempted before. Xanadu was probably the most im-

portant unclimbed wall in the Arrigetch.”
For Vale’s friends, it posed the biggest
climbing challenge any of them had ever
faced. They spent nine months detailing
their plan of attack. Braasch built a spreadsheet to track the food and equipment they
would need. They sought and received
funding via grants from the American
Alpine Club and the DOC’s Chris Vale
Expedition Fund, whose charter says he
“epitomized turning outdoor fantasies into
realities through his adventurous spirit,
passion, and drive.” It provides funding up
to $5,000 for one major expedition-style
trip per year to a single group of Dartmouth
students.
Reaching Xanadu in July 2017 required
three flights from Anchorage, Alaska, and a
three-day backcountry hike. For their last
flight, the foursome stuffed themselves into
a single-engine plane out of Bettles, population 12. After making a pontoon plane landing on Circle Lake, sun glinting on its clear
water, they trudged through dense marshes,
maddened by buzzing, biting gnats before
they slogged up the aptly named Escape
Pass and arrived at Xanadu. Beneath the
sheer face of the granite monolith, they set
up base camp.
“It was as majestic as we’d hoped,”
Bain says. “The face was striking, the rock
a beautiful gold color—pristine. We had
no idea if we could actually climb it, but
I thought even if we’re not able to, this is
the highest-quality rock we could have
dreamt of.”
They went up cautiously in pairs, Engberg and Braasch going first, leaving fixed
lines in the wall, while Boning and Bain
stayed in camp and kept their eyes on the
duo. The next day, they switched roles,
pushing to greater heights.
“There are no guarantees putting up a
first ascent,” Bain says. “We could have hit
a dead end, or we could have gotten into bad
rock, or rock could have fallen.”
“The climbing was phenomenal,”
Braasch recalls. “We felt Chris would
have done so well. We kept thinking, ‘Chris
would sail up this.’ ”
Fear tempered their awe. “If you think
climbers don’t get scared on big, exposed
walls, you’re wrong,” Engberg says. “I’m
definitely afraid of heights, despite climbing regularly for the past 18 years. It was
scary up there.”
“There are times when you’re scared,
and you know you should keep going, and
there are times when you’re scared, and
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Vale loved leading
trips for beginners
as much as he did
tackling gnarly
routes with veterans.
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you know it’s the right decision to back off,”
Bain explains. “The hard part is you never
know where that line is. It’s a constant
mental battle of ‘Does this feel scary because it’s super-dangerous, or does this feel
scary because I’m a wimp and it’s cold?’ It’s
hard to know until you cross that line, and
sometimes you mess up. So many things in
life are guaranteed to be safe, but in climbing, no one is saying something is a good
idea or that it’s safe to be here. Climbing
is one of the few times in my life where I
have 100-percent responsibility for what
happens to me. If I mess up, I can die, and
it’s on me.”
A few days of heavy rain soaked the
rock, interrupting their steady progress,
and the climbers retreated to their tents
to wait for skies to clear. They had made it
three-fourths of the way and were restless
to reach the top.
Soon they got their chance. One day
after dinner, Braasch and Engberg agreed
the rock had dried enough for them to make
the final, 400-foot push. After climbing
through the night, they reached the summit at dawn. Bain and Boning, perching
on a ledge below, soon took their turn at
the top. It was July 12, 2017, almost a year
after Vale’s death.
“Chris would have been the most
psyched of any of us to be on that wall,” Bain
says. “I remember looking out across the
Arrigetch. The light was shining through
the clouds, almost as though it was from
heaven. The mountains stretched forever
and ever, and they had this draw to them,
this raw, unexplored energy. I kept thinking, ‘Wow, if Chris was here.’ We were so
happy we could do something so exciting
in his memory.” 			
ALEXANDRA PATTILLO is a health, science, and

adventure writer based in New York City.
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PERSONAL HISTORY

Buddha on
the Water

octopus” or “catching a crab.” When I first
heard the word “cox,” I thought it was part
of a dirty joke.
Our coach had never coached, and six
of us were walk-ons who had never rowed.
Dartmouth had never won any rowing
championships. Ever. On top of that, unlike the waters where Harvard and Yale
trained, ice covered the Connecticut River
near Hanover all winter.
But we believed deeply and trained
hard. At our meet against Yale, Armstrong

A crew coach’s quiet
confidence enlightens a
novice rower.
by J E R E M Y H O W I C K ’ 9 2

W

hen I came to Dartmouth, I was
17 and had never excelled in
sports. In high school I’d been
the kid nobody wanted on their team because I was clumsy. Now I wanted to pursue
athletics in a serious way. I’d heard that
rowing and rugby welcomed newcomers.
I intended to try both.
I went to the rowing club’s introductory meeting at Zimmerman gym. I milled
around with other freshmen waiting for
the team’s new coach, Scott Armstrong,
to show up and convince curious would-be
beginners to take up an oar.
One of my fellow freshmen—or so I
thought—stepped forward and introduced
himself as our coach. Tall and lanky, he had
short blond hair and a boyish face, and he
wore jeans and a T-shirt like everyone else.
Though he was only 24, he spoke with an
enthusiastic authority that captivated me.
He said he had never rowed before college.
But with hard work, he had won a seat on
the varsity team at Brown, which beat
Harvard and Yale at a big race called the
Eastern Sprints. Only a back injury kept
him off the U.S. Olympic team.
“If you really believe you can do it, and
if you work really hard, you can win all your
races and compete for your country,” he
told us. Many years later I read a saying
attributed to Buddha: “When the student is
ready, the teacher appears.” I know teachers don’t appear out of thin air, but as Coach
Armstrong spoke, I felt he was speaking
directly to me. Everything in the room but
his voice faded out. I was hooked. I didn’t
bother going out for rugby.
Unfortunately, my confidence was unrelated to underlying facts. At 6 feet, I was
shorter than most elite rowers, but I didn’t
know that. I didn’t know the difference
between port and starboard or anything
about poor techniques such as “a drunken
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“You need to pull harder
than the other team and
believe you can do it.”
gave us a barn-burning pep talk that fired
me up so much I could barely think straight.
We burst ahead at the start.
“Drive!” our coxswain shouted as we
pulled the oars as fast as we could. After
a minute, we had the lead. Then the Yale
eight, who had paced themselves better
(and had more experienced rowers and no
frozen river), glided past us. I felt crushed.
To further grind our egos, we had to give
the Elis our shirts, wet with the sweat of
defeat. This ritual piled humiliation on top
of devastation.
After a few days Armstrong helped us
regain our confidence. “You need to pull
harder than the other team and believe you
can do it,” he said. And so once again we
believed. We worked harder. We wanted
it more. Our next race was against Boston University. This time we started even
faster. I’m sure I didn’t breathe for the first
20 strokes. Halfway through the race the
more experienced BU shell slid past us.
Afterward, someone suggested we
should have paced ourselves better. I angrily disagreed. Pacing? What’s pacing? My
false and naive theory, which Armstrong
opposed, was that we had to expend every
atom of energy during the race and push
ourselves so hard we passed out or at least
threw up at the end of the race.
In spite of my passion, we won only one
race that season. We didn’t even make the
final of the Eastern Sprints, which I now understood were the rowing championships of
the Eastern Association of Rowing Colleges.
The same dismal pattern repeated iti llu st rat i on by MIC K W IGG I N S

self my sophomore year. And junior year.
Head down, I visited Armstrong to tell him I
wanted to quit. I had lost my belief that rowing was taking me or the team anywhere.
I was surprised when he tried to stop
me. I had suspected—wrongly, as it turned
out—that after so many defeats he, too, had
lost faith in the team and me. Also, truth be
told, I had not been the easiest guy to coach
or row with. I was bull-headed. I griped to
others about our failures. Yet once again
Armstrong told me and the team, “If you
really believe you can do it, and you work
really hard, you can do it. You can win all
your races—and the Eastern Sprints.”
Instead of quitting, I doubled down.
Over the summer I trained so hard I was
too tired to be obstinate. The demanding
bouts on the water taught me pacing. I
became quieter and calmer and a better
team player. I still believed everything
Armstrong said, but now my faith in him
had matured. I finally understood what
he’d been trying to tell me. At last I truly
believed.
I brought what I learned—and my hardwon confidence—to Dartmouth my senior
year, where I was happy to find I wasn’t the
only one who had been inspired to train
harder. A core group of us had gone on individual missions that summer. That year we
lost only one race and won the gold medal
at the esteemed Eastern Sprints, a victory
that shocked the rowing world. No other
crew with so many walk-ons has won since
then. Three of my teammates and I then
competed internationally.
Sometimes solutions to complex problems are best solved when boiled down to
things as simple as Armstrong’s message:
“Believe in yourself and pull harder.” At several crucial moments in my life I’ve called
him to ask for advice. The last time was
three years ago when I was beginning to
write about my research for a wider audience. I worried whether anyone would like
what I planned to do.
Armstrong didn’t know about academic
careers, but he knew I could transcend my
fears to focus constructively on what was
important. “What you are doing is important,” he said. “Especially now with the
growing obesity and healthcare crises.
Believe in yourself, and go for it.”
is director of the Oxford
Empathy Programme and the author of
Doctor You: Introducing the Hard Science
of Self-Healing.
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Politics.” He even memorized their names
before they ever plunked down in the hard,
wooden chairs of 105 Dartmouth Hall.
Paul Gigot ’77, The Wall Street Journal’s
longtime editorial page editor, calls Starzinger “the best lecturer I’ve ever heard in
any academic setting or, for that matter,
any setting. The flow of logic, the humor,
the storytelling, the precise diction. He was
like a Shakespearean actor on stage.”
Shortly after learning of Starzinger’s

“He was like a
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The Zinger
Vincent Starzinger shaped many young minds and
prominent careers.. by M A T T H E W M O S K ’ 9 2
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rofessor Vincent Starzinger, a legendary and demanding Dartmouth instructor,
left his most lasting impressions in the lecture hall, where he taught generations
how to think about government and the U.S. Constitution.
“He was so funny and clever,” says U.S. Sen. Angus King ’66, an Independent from
Maine. “He would come about 15 minutes early and write on the board the names of the
people he was going to mention in the lecture. It was always first initial and last name.
Like S. Ray Robinson, J. Christ, W. Churchill, H. Bogart. It was a wonderful technique.
The moment you walked into the room and stared at the chalkboard you wondered how
he was going to weave these names together. You were instantly curious and engaged.”
Some five decades after those classes, the senator retains passages from Starzinger’s
lectures in his head.
Starzinger died last September at age 88. He had retired from teaching in 1994
after terrorizing generations of incoming freshmen in his survey class, “International
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passing, Gigot listened to a tape recording
of one of his lectures. “It was just astonishing,” he says. “The clarity and the wit.
When you heard that, you just kept coming
back for more.” Which clearly was the case,
because Gigot took not one, but five classes
with “The Zinger.” The professor’s noted
reputation for exacting toughness—the
source of endless dorm room commiseration—was earned. He handed back a chapter of Gigot’s thesis with slashes through
the first four and a half pages “and a little
note saying, ‘Start here,’ ” says Gigot.
“Starzinger was not somebody who was
contributing to grade inflation,” Gigot recalls. “He was a pretty rough guy. He was
very formal. Everybody was ‘Mister’ or
‘Miss.’ And that could be forbidding because he had a very formal style. In class
he was very much the instructor, and you
were the student.”
Tom Barnico ’77, a Boston College law
professor and longtime Massachusetts
assistant attorney general, is another former student who, years after his time in
Hanover, visited the Rauner Special Collections Library to listen to recordings of
Starzinger lectures. “There was something
about his rigor of preparation and delivery
that the 20-year-old mind understood to be
at the highest level,” Barnico says. “Like a
great performance.”
Starzinger came to Dartmouth in 1960.
Raised in Iowa, he studied alongside Henry
Kissinger and James Schlesinger at Harvard. A rugged outdoorsman, he climbed
more than 200 high peaks and rowed more
than 58,000 miles on the Connecticut River. The class of 1981 newsletter noted that
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his was the only class not cancelled during
the great blizzard of 1978, when Starzinger
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in Norwich, Vermont, on cross-country
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Starzinger’s demands for rigor in the
classroom crossed the political spectrum.
“He was not there to make you think a cer-
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tain way, he was there to make you think,”
says Gigot. Wayne Young ’72, a Vermont
attorney, recalls how Starzinger addressed
emotional debates about the Vietnam War,
which could not be sidestepped when talking about government. “He respected any
position that was well argued but was ruthless in exposing sloppy thinking from all
sides,” Young says.
The lecture that stood out most to
King used the movie The African Queen
to explain different views of natural law.
“Humphrey Bogart wakes up in his boat to
see Katharine Hepburn dumping his gin out
into the river, and he’s very upset. He says
to Hepburn, ‘It’s only natural, ma’am, that
a man should want to drink every now and
then.’ That’s one view of natural law. Hepburn says, ‘Nature, Mr. Allnut, is what we
are put in this world to rise above.’ That’s
the other view of natural law. It has been
50 years, and I remember every word of
that lecture.”
King wonders whether Starzinger,
who published only one narrow though
highly regarded book during his time at
Dartmouth, might have had trouble earning
tenure under today’s rigorous publish-orperish regime. “It tells you we’re not valuing
teaching enough,” he says.
Former U.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner ’83 has a similar view of
Starzinger’s lasting legacy. “He made you
think and made you curious,” he says. “The
definition of a great teacher.”
is a senior investigative producer for ABC News. He is based in
Washington, D.C.
MATTHEW MOSK
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GAME
BY BRAD PARKS ’96
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A FEW YEARS AGO,
COACH BUDDY TEEVENS ’79
		
LOOKED LIKE A GONER.
THEN HE REORGANIZED
HIS STAFF AND STARTED
A RADICAL EXPERIMENT:
NO TACKLING IN
PRACTICE. THAT NOT
ONLY SAVED HIS JOB BUT
TRANSFORMED HIS CAREER,
HIS PLAYERS—AND THE
GAME OF FOOTBALL.

T

he Pittsburgh Amtrak station is a strange place to start
a profile of Buddy Teevens.
It’s more than 600 miles from Hanover, where
Teevens makes his living as Dartmouth’s head football
coach. He’s never even been to the station.
Yet this is where his quest to save football began.
Because this is where Mike Webster sometimes slept
during the final years of his life.
An NFL Hall of Fame center who won four Super
Bowls with the Pittsburgh Steelers, Webster—known
as “Iron Mike”—went more than 10 seasons without
missing a game. His troubles began soon after he retired in 1990.
His thoughts tangled. His speech rambled. His business dealings
and personal finances collapsed. His behavior became erratic. One
day he walked into his kitchen and, in front of his family, peed in
the oven.
After a divorce and bankruptcy, he lived in his car, the bus station—and yes, the Pittsburgh Amtrak station, where bewildered
fans recognized a football legend living off of potato chips and dry
cereal. He shook constantly. Some nights, desperate to make his
tremors stop long enough to steal a few minutes sleep, he’d zap
himself with a Taser.
Following his death in 2002, Webster’s body—and brain—ended
up on the examining table of Allegheny, Pennsylvania, forensic
pathologist Bennet Omalu (played by Will Smith in the 2015 movie
Concussion). Webster, who was never diagnosed with a concussion
as a player, became the first former NFL player to be diagnosed with
chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE), the condition that poses
an existential threat to America’s favorite game.
“The Mike Webster story,” Teevens says, “really got me
thinking.”
GRANTED, TEEVENS HAS BEEN IN worse places than the Pittsburgh Amtrak station.
Like 2-8.
That was his win-loss record in 2005, the first season of his
second stint at Dartmouth, where he’d previously coached from
1987 to 1991. It was also his record in 2006. And—after going 3-7
in 2007 and winless in 2008—2-8 was his record again in 2009.
This was not entirely his fault. The Big Green won a record 17
titles during the first 41 years of Ivy League play, including one with
Teevens at quarterback in 1978, and two by Teevens the coach in
1990 and 1991. But in the late 1990s, the team fell into a deep slumber.
The clear culprit was recruiting. Dartmouth’s academic profile
had improved to the point where the College was forced to compete
with the likes of Harvard, Yale, and Princeton for top players, and it
was losing those battles—either because it wasn’t matching what
other schools offered in financial aid or because, as Dartmouth
coaches quietly griped, relations with the admissions department
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L E A DE R O F
T HE PAC K
Teevens is “an
innovative leader
whose impact is
reaching all levels
of our sport,” says
NFL commissioner
Roger Goodell.

hovered just north of abysmal.
That last point was underscored in 2004, shortly after the firing
of Dartmouth coach John Lyons, when what is now remembered
as “the Furstenberg Letter” was leaked to the Valley News. In it,
dean of admissions and financial aid Karl M. Furstenberg praised
the president of Swarthmore for eliminating its football program,
calling the sport “antithetical to the academic mission of colleges
such as ours.”
“That letter was a disaster in at least two ways,” says Harry
Sheehy, who had to deal with fallout from the letter six years later
in 2010, when he became Dartmouth’s athletics director. “One, it
didn’t become public for four years after it was written. So, for four
years [Furstenberg] was selecting football players for us, with us
not knowing what had been written. And when it came out, it was
a disaster. Who’s going to come here when that’s the attitude?”
Then there were the antiquated campus facilities. Teevens
recalls visiting after the 2004 season. Dartmouth was searching for
a new coach, and Stanford had let him go after three seasons (and
a 10-23 record). “It was like I walked back in time,” says Teevens.
“Nothing had changed. The wear marks on the carpet were the
same as when I had left.”
Teevens took the job only when then-president Jim Wright
promised significant improvements to football specifically and
to athletics generally—a commitment his successor, Jim Kim,
honored. Floren Varsity House, football’s new home, opened in
2007. Stadium and weight room upgrades soon followed.
No one expected a quick fix. Still, as the years went by and the
2-8 seasons piled up, Teevens was in trouble. “I never doubted
that what we were doing would work,” says Teevens. “It was just
whether I would be around to see it through.” Coming out of that
0-10 season in 2008, Dartmouth did what institutions often do
when they need to fire someone they don’t really want to fire.
The College hired a consultant.
HIS NAME WAS RICK TAYLOR. An assistant coach at Dartmouth
in the 1970s, he’d had a long career as a football coach and athletic
director, finally retiring from Northwestern.
Taylor’s report noted improvements to facilities and in admissions. But Dartmouth’s nonconference schedule was too difficult.
The team needed more money for recruiting. And Teevens, who
also served as quarterback coach and offensive coordinator, needed
to relinquish those duties and concentrate on being head coach.
In other words, the College didn’t need to fire Buddy. It needed
to help him. The team lured two longtime Ivy League assistants to
Hanover by offering them better salaries: Don Dobes came from
Princeton to be defensive coordinator, and Keith Clark came from
Yale to coach the offensive line. Teevens, who admits he can be “a
micromanager,” says being forced to step back from a more handson role was “frustrating at times, professionally.” But it also freed
him to focus on his strengths: recruiting and fundraising. “I was
very, very fortunate to be allowed to continue,” he says. “If it wasn’t
my alma mater, and if people didn’t look deeply in terms of what
we were doing, I would have been unemployed.”
Teevens’ position remained tenuous entering the spring of
2010. Having digits at the end of his name would not help him
much longer if he didn’t start winning. This was probably not the
moment to embark on a radical experiment to dramatically change
the entire sport of football.
Yet it was around this time that CTE was bursting into the
national conversation. Football entered the bizarre paradox where
it finds itself today: It’s the most popular sport in America, by a
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wide margin, and it’s also in deep crisis. As injuries mount, nervous parents are steering their kids away, causing participation
levels to plummet.
The Mike Webster story hit a nerve with Teevens. So did
conversations with fellow coaches—including his former boss at
Florida, Steve Spurrier, and his mentor at Stanford, Bill Walsh.
His players were going on to careers in medicine, finance, and
engineering, where they would need their brains. Researchers
were finding that repeated subconcussive hits, such as those that
doomed Webster, were leading to later-life CTE.
And the majority of those hits (60 percent, according to studies) didn’t take place during games. They happened in practice,
during barbaric-but-common drills such as “Oklahoma,” in which
a defensive player lines up 10 yards from an offensive one, then
attempts to knock the snot out of him—a time-honored method
of teaching tackling.
But what if they could find a new, less-violent way? One that
took player-on-player contact out of the equation?
“IT WAS A CUMULATIVE THING. And the sum of it all was, why
are we doing this?” says Teevens. “And so I just decided we’re not
going to tackle in practice anymore.”
The reaction was something less than universal recognition of
his genius. Teevens says fellow head coaches called him an idiot and
told him he was going to get fired. Even his own assistant coaches
asked him what the punchline was.
Then they got to work. No college program had ever eliminated
tackling from practices. Dartmouth’s coaches started breaking
down film, studying tackling like never before. They learned that
the historical archetype of a so-called “perfect form” tackle—which
begins when the defensive player drives the crown of his helmet
into the opposing player’s chest—almost never happens in a game.
Most tackles were, in fact, distinctly imperfect.
Back out on the field, they used dummies and crash pads to
replicate what they’d seen players do on film. No human athletes.
“It was a learning process,” says Teevens. “There was no template
to steal from. It was just coming up with stuff as we went along.”
Then a funny thing happened to the team that no longer tackled in practice. Players started tackling much better in games. In
2010, missed tackles dropped by half, according to Teevens. The
players were also healthier, fresher, and missed far fewer games
due to injuries. Dartmouth finished 6-4 that year, its first winning
season since 1997.
The coaches kept tinkering. Before long, Teevens used what
he now called “the Dartmouth Way” of teaching tackling to win
something else: recruiting battles. Take, for example, linebacker
Jack Traynor ’19. The leading tackler in Illinois high school history,
he was wooed by Harvard, Penn, Princeton, and Yale. Late in the
process, he got a visit from Teevens, who sat down with Jack and
his parents, Carl and Darcy.
“Jack has been a fan of contact since he was in the second grade.
When Jack heard about the no-tackle thing, there was disbelief,”
says Carl. “For Darcy? Holy smokes. She was sold. When Coach
Teevens left our home, Darcy just looked at me and said, ‘Jack
needs to go to school there.’ ”
Several more winning seasons followed, including an 8-2 mark
in 2014. Then came 2015 and the breakthrough. Dartmouth finished 9-1 to share the Ivy League title, thanks in part to a stifling
defense that allowed only 10.1 points per game—the best in the
nation by three points.
“People were laughing at us for a long time,” recalls Dobes, the

‘‘

A LOT OF COACHES ARE AWARE 		
OF THE RESEARCH AND WANT
TO MAKE CHANGES.
BUDDY IS AT THE FOREFRONT
OF DOING SOMETHING ABOUT IT.”

architect of that defense. “But if you look at that 2015 team, we had
almost no injuries. Ten guys who started on defense against Georgetown in the first game of the season started against Princeton in
the last game of the season. They weren’t laughing at us anymore.”
Teevens next won perhaps an equally satisfying honor. After
the season, the Ivy League voted unanimously to eliminate tackling
from practices during the season. “That conversation took five
minutes,” says Teevens. “We had just won a championship. They
all played us. They all knew we tackled well.”
IT WOULD MAKE FOR A nice story to say the nation’s other conferences immediately recognized the Ancient Eight’s wisdom and
followed suit. In fact, none have. Even the rest of the Ivy League
still tackles during preseason and spring practices. Dartmouth
remains alone in the no-tackle wilderness—both in the league
and the nation.
“No one is as far out there as Buddy is right now,” says Robert
Cantu, cofounder of the CTE Center at the Boston University School
of Medicine and arguably the nation’s leading authority on the condition. “A lot of coaches, like Nick Saban at Alabama and David Shaw
at Stanford, are aware of the research and want to make changes.
Buddy is at the forefront of doing something about it.”
One of the efforts Teevens remains involved with is the Mobile Virtual Player (MVP), a remote-controlled football robot. It
began as a hairbrained idea of Teevens. One day in the spring of
2011 he asked classmate and Thayer School research engineer
John Currier ’79, Th’81, if he could make a tackling dummy move.
Now Teevens’ small startup venture, MVP LLC, has a staff of six,
including ex-football player Ryan McManus ’15 and ex-rugby
player Quinn Connell ’13, Th’14, who helped design the prototype
as an undergraduate at Thayer.
While Currier admits MVP is “still something of a novelty,”
it is now being used by half of the teams in the NFL and 33 colleges. “A lot of coaches are realizing they can’t just spit tobacco
and run the Oklahoma drill anymore,” he says. “There is a strong
and universal trend toward less contact in football, and MVP is
part of that paradigm.”
MVP and Teevens have been featured on The Late Show with
Stephen Colbert, in The Boston Globe and The Washington Post, and
on an ad that ran during last year’s Super Bowl—just part of the
glut of attention the coach has garnered as college football’s leading no-tackle evangelist. He’s become a go-to speaker at coaches’
conferences and recently got a visit from NFL Commissioner
Roger Goodell, who dropped in on spring practice to witness the
Dartmouth Way. He calls Teevens “an innovative leader whose
impact is reaching all levels of our sport.”
When the U.S. House of Representatives subcommittee on
oversight and investigations convened a hearing on concussions in
youth sports two years ago, Teevens testified. “If we don’t change
the way we coach the game, we won’t have a game to coach,” he told

a rapt group of representatives.
“I’m just of the mindset we
all have got to do this eventually,”
says Teevens. “So when do you
embrace it? You can be the last
guy on the bus, or you can be the
guy who’s leading the charge.”

NO ONE WOULD CARE HOW
Dartmouth practiced if the team
were still 2-8. Instead, a winning
buzz now surrounds Dartmouth football. The Big Green went 8-2
last year, losing those two games by a combined eight points. A
stud quarterback, Jake Allen ’22, has transferred from Florida
and should help keep Dartmouth in the conversation this fall.
Buoyed by continued success and Teevens’ relentless enthusiasm—he is surely one of the few Division I head football
coaches to pepper his emails with smiley face emoji—Friends of
Dartmouth Football now brings in $1.5 million a year, more than
four times what it did a decade ago. This has allowed coaches
greater flexibility and range in recruiting, even if Teevens still
sometimes acts like he hasn’t gotten the memo. He packs a jar of
peanut butter and a loaf of wheat bread for road trips so he doesn’t
have to eat at restaurants.
Teevens no longer calls plays during games, but he is no outof-touch CEO. Bruce Wood, who runs a subscription newsletter
dedicated to Dartmouth football called Big Green Alert, recently
asked Teevens for a “brief overview” of spring practice. Teevens
proceeded to rattle off a position-by-position breakdown off the
top of his head, without notes.
More important, Teevens drills into his players that they are
expected to attend every class, sit up front, and introduce themselves to their professors. Once a week the football team puts up
an “A-board” list of every player who has earned an A on an assignment. “Before the Princeton game last year, we had 92 guys’ names
on the board,” Teevens says. “We want kids to be as passionate in
the classroom as they are on the field.”
Dartmouth football’s graduation rate for the class of 2014, the
most recent year for which NCAA results have been tabulated, was
100 percent. Its five-year average is 97.6 percent.
At 61, Teevens remains as trim as he was during his playing
days. He either runs, bicycles, swims, or lifts weights every day.
McManus, the former Big Green wide receiver, says Teevens was
notorious for joining especially grueling early-morning workouts,
known as “Breakfast Club,” and lapping his own gasping players—a
feat that only grows more impressive now that Teevens and his
wife, Kirsten, have four grandchildren.
His longtime friend, Dave Shula ’81, the former Cincinnati
Bengals head coach and son of the winningest coach in NFL history, says Teevens still “burns as hotly as my dad or anybody I’ve
ever been around.” Shula is back in Hanover, having stepped away
from running a successful chain of steakhouses to become Dartmouth’s wide receivers coach. One of his favorite photos is from
2007, when Teevens bicycled across the country and Shula joined
him to climb the mountains to Flagstaff, Arizona. In the picture,
Teevens is little more than a yellow dot, far off in the distance.
“That, to me, is Buddy,” Shula says. “He’s always way out
ahead.”						
BRAD PARKS is an author of eight novels, most recently Closer Than

You Know.
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Reunions Sketchbook
ALUMNI RETURN TO CAMPUS IN RECORD
NUMBERS FOR A MEMORABLE 10-DAY STRETCH OF
PARTIES, PASSION, AND PYROTECHNICS.
illustrations by Michael Witte
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It was a reunion season

that saw more than 5,200 people, representing
alumni from 12 classes and five decades, come back
to school for the June festivities.
Posers—for selfies and portraits—filled the Green
(left), yet sweethearts Jack Boger ’13 and Thea
Sutton ’10 (right) managed to find a quiet moment
atop Baker Tower, where he proposed. (She said
yes.) Meanwhile, members of the 50th reunion class,
some of whom wore black armbands in 1968 to
protest the Vietnam War, donned white armbands
for their Commencement march (below). “Not so
much a protest as a disapproval of the current [U.S.]
administration,” explained one ’68.
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Young and old

had plenty to keep them
occupied, and some of the older
alums displayed their inimitable
fashion sense. Former athletes
stepped back in time, and
most of the shells stayed
afloat during the alumni row.
Finally, reunions culminated
on the Green with the annual
performance by the Dartmouth
Idol All-Stars and an eyepopping fireworks display.

Reunion activities included

a full slate of buffets, brunches, and breakfasts, as well
as faculty lectures, academic open houses, and a sneak
peek at the soon-to-reopen Hood Museum. Former Glee
Clubbers showed off their pipes, and dance fever broke
out under the stars.
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“LOOK STUDENTS IN THE EYE”

WRITER AND PROFESSOR
ALEXANDER CHEE
BRINGS A NOVEL
APPROACH TO HIS ENGLISH
AND CREATIVE
WRITING COURSES.

|||||||||| B Y J U L I A M . K L E I N
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Chee. “Writing them down is what the writer does.”
It’s no coincidence that several essays in his cunningly titled new collection, How to
Write an Autobiographical Novel, opine on writing or the teaching of writing, in ways both
comic and profound. “Invent something that fits the shape of what you know,” he suggests
in the title essay. “To do this, use the situations but not the events of your life.”
Chee, an associate professor of English and creative writing, did just that
in his elegant and elliptical first novel,
Edinburgh (2001), about the aftermath
of sexual abuse. His second novel, The
Queen of the Night (2016), was a major
departure: a picaresque tale, populated
by historical characters, whose protagonist-narrator is a shape-shifting opera
diva in 19th-century France.
But teaching has long been central
to the 51-year-old Chee, who came to
Dartmouth two years ago. His impact
on his students at his two alma maters,
Wesleyan University and the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, as well as at Princeton,
Amherst, Dartmouth, and elsewhere, was
recognized by the literary magazine One
Story, which named him 2018 Mentor of
the Year. The prize, previously awarded
to Ann Patchett, Dani Shapiro, and other
literary luminaries, was a booklet of stories about his teaching by several former
students. Among the common threads,
says Chee: “I took them seriously in a way
that they had to adjust to—that helped
them take themselves seriously.”
Chee’s teaching and writing reflect
“his ongoing inventiveness, his refusal of
certainties, and his apparently constant
evolution,” says Dartmouth English professor Melissa F. Zeiger. Observing his
classes made her want “to rethink the
staging of my own courses and the way
I write, to be braver and more inventive,”
she adds.
“A large part of the act of teaching
is simply to look students in the eye and
believe that they can do it,” Chee says in
late May, shortly before heading to Florence, Italy, to teach a creative writing
course. “I’m trying to take off the table
the anxiety about ‘Will I be good enough?’
Even fighting against that anxiety takes
energy away from learning how to be good
enough.”
Annie Ma ’17, a journalist in San
Francisco who took Chee’s speculative
fiction course “Imaginary Countries,”
says Chee “really pushed me to be fearless as a writer, to not limit myself with
premature self-editing, and to not worry
so much about how to do things the right
way. He believed in me when I was start54 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E

ing to doubt myself as a writer trying to
break into a tough field.”
Nicholas Mancusi, a 2010 Amherst
graduate, was a student in Chee’s advanced fiction course. “His manner as
an instructor was kind, patient, deeply
considerate, and stunningly perceptive,
and the classroom environment took on
these qualities,” Mancusi recalls. “But
I think what I most learned from Alex
is how a writer, or any artist, needs to
respect themselves and their craft. It
was Alex who first convinced me that I
could take myself seriously as a writer.”
Mancusi’s debut novel will be published
next summer.
Aja Gabel, whose debut novel The
Ensemble was published in May by Riverhead Books, studied with Chee about
15 years ago at Wesleyan. “He’s wise and
irreverent, generous and exacting,” says
Gabel. She recalls Chee pulling out the
novel The Lover by Marguerite Duras
and telling her to read the first paragraph
aloud, saying it would teach her “about
how sentences and images can do whatever you make them do, if you’re good
enough.” The lesson stayed with her, and
she has tried to pass it on to her students.

CHEE SAYS he draws his practical,

craft-centered approach to the teaching
of writing in large part from Annie Dillard, his literary nonfiction professor at
Wesleyan. In “The Writing Life,” from
How to Write an Autobiographical Novel,
he notes that Dillard—who won a Pulitzer Prize in 1975—taught him to choose
strong verbs and to regard the literary
essay as “a moral exercise that involved
direct engagement with the unknown.”
Despite stellar instructors and some
early plaudits, Chee did not find immediate publishing success. But his long
apprenticeship and colorful professional
detours provided plenty of fodder for his
new essay collection: Through the years
Chee did stints as a Tarot card reader,
a cater-waiter for the conservative
commentator William F. Buckley and
his wife, and an AIDS activist. In “The
Querent,” he writes that Tarot plunged
him into “too close contact with the

lives of others”—and showed him only
“the possibilities of the present, not the
certainties of the future.” Being a caterwaiter similarly “allowed me access to
the interiors of people’s lives,” he writes
in “Mr. and Mrs. B,” which highlights the
contradiction between Buckley’s public expressions of homophobia and his
wife’s AIDS-related philanthropy.
Chee put aside what would have
been his first novel—about AIDS activists on the West Coast—to struggle with
Edinburgh, a tragic literary and mythic
transmutation of his childhood experiences. It recounts the story of a choir
director in Maine who molests the boys
in his charge, with dire consequences.
The protagonist, a singer and swimmer
nicknamed Fee, suffers a cavalcade of
losses as those closest to him succumb
to the trauma of abuse.
Like the Rhode Island-born Chee, Fee
is gay and Korean American. (Chee’s late
father was Korean with Mongolian and
Chinese ancestry. His mother is Scotch
Irish, Irish, and Welsh.) In the essay “The
Autobiography of My Novel,” Chee says
Edinburgh was rejected 24 times in the
course of a two-year submission process.
When Welcome Rain Publishers finally
published the book, reviews were glowing. The novel won the James Michener/
Copernicus Society Fellowship Prize, the
Lambda Literary Foundation Editors’
Choice Award, and other honors.
The Queen of the Night, published
15 years after Edinburgh, represented
a dramatic shift in both subject and
style. “My editor said, ‘You only write
your second novel once, thank God,’ ”
says Chee. “I think it’s hard for a lot of
people.” He did extensive research for the
book, immersing himself in biographies,
historical monographs, and French novels in translation, and agonized over the
novel’s complex structure. “It was like
intellectual spelunking,” he says, “and
there were caves you could get lost in.”
The current essay collection was
spurred, in part, by a 2015 invitation to
read his work in Columbia University’s
nonfiction program. “Everyone else in
the series had a book,” he says, “so I felt
a little self-conscious. I started thinking
it was time for me to have my own book.”
From about 70 published essays,
he culled 10, adding another half dozen
that he had yet to complete. He revised
the essays to avoid undue repetition and
assembled them more or less chronologically. The collection is “like a shadow” of
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KEEP ON KEEPING ON
A teacher learns by teaching.

BY ALEXANDER CHEE

STUDENTS OFTEN ASK ME whether I think they can be a

JAMES M. PATTERSON/THE VALLEY NEWS

“

I TRY TO COMMUNICATE that everyone makes up fictions,” says Alexander

LIT H IT
Chee’s latest
collection of essays
earned critical
acclaim. “So brave
and bluntly honest,”
wrote one reviewer.

Edinburgh, he says, material that never found
its way into the novel. The linked themes of
masks, disguises, identity, and exile recur.
Among the new book’s revelations is that
Chee refrained from telling his mother about
the sexual abuse he suffered as a child until
the eve of his first novel’s publication.
Married to Dustin Schell, his longtime
partner, Chee splits his time among an
apartment in New York City, a house in the
Catskills, and an apartment in Bradford, Vermont, about 25 miles north of Hanover. His
current literary project is a return to his AIDS
activist characters, destined to become either
a novel or a set of linked short stories, he says.
Between 1988 and 1990, Chee says he read
only female writers, to avoid “being someone
who relied too much on male privilege.” He
considers the #MeToo movement “an overdue reckoning” that nevertheless “places a
burden on all of us who teach. It makes every
interaction something that you can sometimes second guess. You have a meeting with
the student and the door closes, you forget to
go back and open the door—that alone can
haunt you for days.
“I take my students very seriously,” he
adds, “and I know they take me seriously, too.
It’s hard for me to have sympathy for people
who don’t respect that relationship. You’re
trying to offer students the tools to become
themselves. And if that’s not what you’re doing, what are you doing?”
is a cultural reporter and
critic in Philadelphia whose work has appeared in The New York Times, The Wall
Street Journal, and other publications.
JULIA M. KLEIN

writer. I tell them I don’t know. Because it depends, first and foremost, on
whether you want to be one. This question is not as simple to answer as it
seems. The difficulties are many, even if you truly want to be a writer. What
seems to separate those who write from those who don’t is being able to stand it.
“I started with writers more talented than me,” Annie Dillard had said in
the class I took from her in college. “And they’re not writing anymore. I am.” I
remember, as a student, thinking, Why wouldn’t you do the work? What could
possibly stop you?
I began teaching writers in the fall of 1996, at a continuing education
program based on the Upper West Side of Manhattan. I called it the MASH
unit of creative writing because you can’t turn anyone away from your classes
there. The program pays instructors what it has always paid them, even now,
twenty years later, and they do so because there is always an M.F.A. graduate
like me who needs a first teaching job, and every other place that offers writing
classes in New York is more or less like this. But I loved my students, and what
I still value of this experience is that it was there that I first discovered that
good writing was, as Annie had said to us, very teachable. Talent mattered less
than it was made to seem to matter. I watched in my first classes as I applied
techniques I’d been taught to students who seemed at first to be unlikely writers and they turned into excellent ones. I learned a different kind of humility
there in the face of their efforts, which I think still serves me as a teacher: You
don’t know who will make it and who will not, and students’ previous work
may or may not be an indicator of what they can do, good or bad.
Most of what Annie had taught me was about habits of mind and habits
of work. As long as these continued, I imagined, so would the writing. I will
always want my students to know that if what you write matters enough, it
makes no difference where you write it, or if you have a desk, or if you have
quiet, and so on. If the essay or novel or poem wants to be written, it will speak
to you while the conductor is calling out the streets. The question is, will you
listen? And listen regularly?
Teaching these classes I also learned what could stop a
writer. So many of the students in my classes were stuck. Some
were struggling with a story they both wanted to tell and had
forbidden themselves from telling. Some were struggling with
a family story that they believed, if told, would destroy their
family, or them, or their relationship to the family.
Why does the talented student of writing stop? It is usually
the imagination, turned to creating a story in which you are a
failure, and all you have done has failed, and you are made out
to be the fraud you’ve feared you are. You can imagine the story
you might tell, or you can imagine this other story—both will be extraordinarily
detailed, but only one will be something you can publish. The other will freeze
you in place, in a private theater of pain that seats one. These writers were—are,
in many cases—people who know how to write. What they don’t know is how
to become unstuck. How to leave that theater they made for themselves, how
to stop telling themselves the story that freezes them.
I discovered I needed to teach not just how to write, but how to keep writing. How to face up to who you think is listening. Is the person listening more
important than you? Or is the story you would tell more important than you?
Reprinted with permission from How to Write an Autobiographical Novel by
Alexander Chee. Copyright 2018, Mariner Books.
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alumni books

EDITOR’S PICKS
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CHARLES B. SCHUDSON ’72

Independence Corrupted: How
America’s Judges Make Their
Decisions
University of Wisconsin Press

A former appellate judge takes
readers behind the bench to
probe the judicial minds that oversee trials and sentencings. Their
stories reveal the pressures that
threaten judicial ethics and the
reforms needed to protect judicial
independence.
P E T E R S TA R K ’ 7 6

Young Washington: How
Wilderness and War Forged
America’s Founding Father
Ecco

CAROLINE PRESTON ’75

Vintage Love
HOLLYWOOD’S WW II LOVE STORIES TYPICALLY END IN TRAGEDY
or a happy reunion. But in reality? “It’s much more nuanced,” says Preston.
Her graphic novel tells a wartime love tale that keeps
readers guessing with plenty of twists and turns. Its
narrative unfolds in a colorful scrapbook kept by Lila
Jerome, the bride of dashing Army engineer Perry
Weld, who is off fighting in Europe.
On each page, snippets of the narrator’s diarystyle commentary appear with photos of 1940s
ephemera such as magazine ads, travel postcards,
stamps, war bonds, fabric swatches, uniform patches,
and military stationery. Preston, a retired archivist,
found some items, such as a 1946 Chevy owner’s
manual, online. “You can find anything on eBay,”
The War Bride’s
Scrapbook: A Novel in
she tells DAM.
Pictures
Without resorting to any digital wizardry such as
ECCO
Photoshopping images, she artfully assembled each
224 PP. $30
page’s cut-outs by hand, scanned them, and sent them
to the printer. She includes postcards that G.I.s sent home from newly liberated Paris and a mass-produced map that listeners to FDR’s Fireside talks
used to pin-point his descriptions of the ebb and flow of battles. “I have a real
appreciation for stories contained in old things,” says Preston, who admits
to being a lifelong collector of historical ephemera.
The inspiration for War Bride came from Preston’s aunt, a Vassar dropout
who wed a boyfriend she hardly knew just before the war began. They later
divorced. To research her book, Preston attended war reenactments and
visited Normandy beaches and a Charlottesville, Virginia, history buff who
had transformed his basement into a home-front museum. She also scoured
Ladies’ Home Journal and other wartime women’s magazines for fashion
tips and advice columns that told readers how to be “good” wives while their
husbands were away at war. Not surprisingly, Preston has amassed a collection
of WW II scrapbooks. After the war, many women stuffed them into attics and
forgot about them. “They’re a really interesting study of what was happening
on the home front and in women’s lives,” she says.
—Betsy Vereckey
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Adventure writer Stark tells the
story of a young George Washington and his harrowing exploits
serving the British Empire in the
Ohio wilderness of the 1750s. It’s
“supremely entertaining…the descriptions of conflict and wilderness travails rousing,” raves The
Wall Street Journal.
R I C H A R D A . CO N N J R . ’ 7 9

The Earthbound Parent: How
(and Why) to Raise Your Little
Angels Without Religion
Pitchstone

Conn, a father of four, gives
advice on how to raise children
without any religious beliefs to
prevent religious violence. “A
child’s innocent belief in Santa
Claus will not result in the killing
of people, but an adult’s extremist belief in a god or gods can,”
he explains.
ERIC DEZENHALL ’84

Best of Enemies: The Last Great
Spy Story of the Cold War
Twelve

In this true story of the improbable friendship between a CIA case
officer and a KGB double agent,
crisis consultant Dezenhall and
coauthor Gus Russo detail how
two espionage cowboys worked
together to unearth a Soviet mole.
J E S S I C A WA R D ’ 0 4

The Art of Walt Disney’s Mickey
Mouse
Disney Editions

Longtime Disney Publishing editor Ward shares highlights of the
mouse’s 90 years entertaining
audiences. From his debut in the
1928 cartoon short Steamboat
Willie, “Mickey was…assigned to
the purposes of laughter,” said
creator Walt Disney.

Find additional alumni books at dartmouthalumnimagazine.com.
i llu st rat i on cou rte sy of E cco
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NOW LEASING!

the classes

The Village at White River Junction, is a new, unique, custom-built
Assisted Living and Memory Care residential option. It’s located
in historic, arts-rich downtown White River Junction, just a few
miles down the road from Dartmouth. If you’ve thought about
“coming home” to Big Green Country, this is the place for you!

66

clubs & groups

94

deaths

The Village, designed by architects with high-end hotel experience and the interior designers of The Woodstock Inn and
the Trapp Family Lodge, is located within a few blocks of restaurants, shopping, and live professional theater, and in-house
transportation is available to Dartmouth events. We want you to enjoy all of the opportunities life has to offer!
With only 50 Assisted Living apartments and 30 for Memory Care, we anticipate they will go quickly, so call us TODAY to get
all of the details and to reserve your apartment. There’s no “buy-in”; everything you need comes with the monthly rent, and
everything you want is nearby. And to sweeten the deal, we have special incentives for The Founders, our “early adopters.”
Order three meals per day off the menu, prepared by our own chef, in the airy, window-filled dining room. A full-scale movie
theater, live performance space, art gallery, and computer-equipped library are at your disposal. Watch and learn from
artists-in-residence in the Larson Studio. We even welcome cats and small dogs to make your stay complete! Assistance
with daily living is always available from our carefully selected and trained staff, managed by Life Care Services, one of
the very best in the business.

When You’ve Still got a lot more living to Do.

Gates &
Dickson

leaSing offiCe at 129 South main Street
Suite 103, White river JunCtion, vt

Game Day

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE LIBRARY

noW is the time to reserve your
space. Don’t wait until we’re full!
Call us toDaY at 802.295.7500

101 Currier Street
White river JunCtion, vt 05001
802.295.7500
WWW.thevillageatWrJ.Com
info@thevillageatWrJ.Com

FROM THE ARCHIVES

Holy Cross beat up the good
guys 27-9 in the opening
game of the 1952 season,
despite the efforts of receiver
Richard Calkins ’53 (14).
This year’s squad kicks off
at home against Georgetown
September 15.
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38

Here it is the fall of 2018, and with it
comes the influx of freshman for the
class of 2022. Eighty years and a few
months earlier, ’38s began their new life away from
“home.” Oh, how the excitement must be flowing
on campus!
This is from a letter from a freshman, circa
1934-35: “The old College machinery has been
grinding away for a couple of weeks now, and about
all I manage to get out of it is a perpetual state of extreme poverty. I did have a few loose shekels when I
came here, but they have disappeared. Blackguards
have conspired against me. First, a tall blond upperclassman wearing an enormous D stopped me
to buy the local humor magazine, Jack-O-Lantern,
and, as he plays left guard on the football team,
I invested in the magazine. But now I wish I had
the money and my own sense of humor. Then a
thick-set fellow convinced me that a few pennants
of Dartmouth, Harvard, and Skidmore would add
an air of dignity to my room. After this followed
a battalion of salesmen with books, desks, beer
mugs, newspapers, magazines, neckties, electric
grills, etc., so I find myself without the necessary
wherewithal. The final siege on my shekels was
made by a man who desired the privilege of doing
my laundry—as a result, I had to buy two new shirts.
Life here is confusing; not only are you assailed on
every side to buy useless things, but you are immediately drafted to ‘try out’ for half a dozen activities—reporting on football for the daily newspaper
(and I don’t know a thing about football), building
scenery for the Players, athletic managerial work,
etc. It is really a system whereby all the work that
other people should be doing is turned over to the
freshmen.” Not sure how this compares to 2018!
Now there remain 14 classmates from the class
of ’38 reliving their golden years. I recently received
word of the passing of David Balmer, a resident of
Fairfield, California, for 63 years. David passed
away just 26 days shy of his 102nd birthday. He
received his degree in sociology and was a flight
instructor during WW II. David is survived by
children Marguerite, Thomas, and Joanne, nine
grandchildren, 14 great-grandchildren, three greatgreat grandchildren, and several nieces and nephews. Our deepest sympathies to all the members of
this grand family.
Enjoy and remember this most beautiful of
times in New England, and know that I’m thinking
of this most amazing class.
—Jean M. Francis, 2205 Boston Road O-139, Wilbraham, MA 01095

42

I have uncovered more statistical
folklore. There were seven ’42s whose
fathers were in the class of 1911. One
wonders if these men faced WW I in 1914 the way
the members of the class of ’42 faced WW II in their
senior year. Those with 1911 fathers include Leo
Caproni, Huntly Allison, David Heald, Edwin Hawkridge,
Arthur Henderson, Ed Stafford, and Frank Wheatley. I

wonder if they all knew about each other. I do know
that four of them did because they talked about it
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at mini-reunions. There were four students commissioned in the ROTC this year. Each of those
graduates received a copy of Dartmouth at War,
handing of our legacy to our future military and
acquainting them with the greatest generation.
I had a nice letter from Bob Gale with news
of his family and his continued writings. I need to
hear from you all. If I can get permission from Jon
Mendes, I want to tell you of an inspiring booklet
that he wrote titled “Why I Enjoy Good Health at
96—and You Can Too!” complete with photos, recipes, and illustrations. I know he would be pleased
to share it with you.
The class of ’42 and its legacy of supporting
scholarships with a gift started long ago. Two students—Abubakar Kasule ’21 from Saudi Arabia
and Emily Zurcher ’21 from Elkins Park, Pennsylvania—were awarded this privilege in 2017.
Some statistics about our 1942 Scholarship
Fund: In June of 2017 the historic book value was
$549,082.20; the market value was $855,323.44.
During the fiscal year ending June of 2017, the
portfolio experienced an investment return of
14.6 percent, resulting in an increased market
value for the period. During the longer period of
the last 10 years, we have continued to outperform two other bench marks with a 6.4-percent
return over the 3.7-percent return for the MSCI
All Country World Index and a 4.5-percent return
of a general 60-percent global equity/40-percent
bond benchmark over the same period.
I have the sad duty to report the passing of
another member of the class, Ed Finn, in May. The
class of ’42 sends condolences to his family.
Please, classmates and widows, send me some
news of you and your family. I can’t make this up.
—Joanna Caproni, 370 East 76 St., Apt. A 406, New
York, NY 10021; caproni@aol.com
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Robert W. “Doc” Tirrell Jr. is more than

eligible for due recognition. He was
well prepared for his freshman year
at Hanover, as he attended private schools in New
England, New Jersey, and Germany. Like most
of our class, Doc’s college attendance was interrupted by World War II. He served with the 3rd
Marines in the Pacific and then returned to graduate in 1947. He received his D.D.S. from NYU in
1951 and had his practice of dentistry in New York
City and New Jersey until retiring in 1991. He married Margaret “Peg” Morse in 1948, and they had
children Scott, Barbara, and Gail plus five grandchildren. He became a fellow in the International
College of Dentistry in 1965 and a master in 1967.
Doc and Peg were avid and renowned devotees of
round dancing and were given much praise and
awards for having led groups in this form of square
dancing all over the place. After retiring to Lower
Waterford, Vermont, Doc was involved with both
the ’45 monthly luncheons in Norwich, Vermont,
and the mini-reunions near Quechee, Vermont.
Doc also edited the ’45 newsletter and was cochairman of the 60th class reunion in 2005.
Notice has been had of the loss of Thomas H.
Lewis Jr. last April. Tim served the College and
class on numerous reunion, special gifts, and
alumni fund committees as well as class treasurer. His fraternity was Alpha Delta, and he was
in Casque & Gauntlet. Our sympathy is extended

to his three children.
—Bud Street, 99 Locust Lane, Barnstable, MA 02630;
(508) 362-3780; mlnbud@comcast.net
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Jack Howard, our recently deceased

president, delivered a dinner speech
in 2016 at our 70th reunion titled
“We are a Class of Achievers.” He concluded his
speech saying that after 70 years out, we, the class
of 1946, can be proud of being in the “best” category
of Dartmouth alumni. The following excerpts will
explain why.
“Our gift-giving to the College Alumni Fund
has been outstanding for the past 70 years, during
which we met or exceeded our giving goal 20 out of
23 years during the tenure of Tom Adams, head class
agent. The individual achievements of some of our
classmates are noteworthy: an elected U.S. House
of Representatives member for seven terms and a
builder of eight high-rise skyscrapers in New Jersey
overlooking Manhattan, a developer of one of the
largest retail store franchises in the country (TJ
Maxx), a co-chairman of the board of the nation’s
largest accounting firm, a successful investment
banker from Boston, a career-long infectious disease specialist in two major N.Y.C. hospitals with
early involvement in the HIV epidemic, a humanitarian who cofounded a corporation that has built
multiple health clinics in South Sudan.”
I will add award-winning authors and writers,
a scuba diving explorer who added much knowledge
of undersea life through photographs and books,
a partner in a well-respected N.Y.C. construction
firm, a Superior Court justice from New Jersey,
and no doubt others requiring updated information.
One of the achievers is former seven-term
U.S. Congressman Frank Guarini, who gave a gift
of $10 million in 2013 to endow a new Institute of
International Relations. Frank has now extended
his gift-giving to include a $20-million donation to
NYU School of Law to support the Guarini Institutions for Global Legal Studies.
Our class sympathy to the families of our deceased classmates Robinson Vohr Smith, Maurice
Daniel Smith, Robert Patterson Mann, John Lewis
Greisberger, Richard Andrew Kelly, and George Edward Young Jr.

On a personal note, I have recovered from
surgery and am now getting back to my infectious
disease practice while coping with the loss of my
wife, Susan, who died from cancer on November
29, 2017.
—John L.E. Wolff, M.D., 860 Knollwood Road, White
Plains, NY 10603; (212) 772-1700; (212) 772-9933
(fax); jlewolffmd@aol.com
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In the May/June issue of DAM I put
in the names of four classmates in the
hopes of hearing from them. In return
I received a great note from Ben Brewster of Plymouth, Massachusetts. He writes of his family of
four children, five grandchildren, one in the “great”
category, and his lovely wife, Anne. And all seem
to be well. He has enjoyed a busy business career
and retirement, all while living in the same town.
Thanks for your response, Ben. The other response
came from Jenny Harvey, one of Bob’s daughters.
She told me that “Bun” had died on March 5, after
having lived in assisted living for more than three

years. I visited him during that time and found that
his memory of times past was unbelievable. He even
remembered the name of my date from the Winter
Carnival of 1944. (I couldn’t.) We were roommates
from day one, and at 6 feet 5 inches and weighing 230 pounds, he always got the bottom bunk!
We remained roommates for more than two and
a half years. We played football together, though
he lettered in three varsity sports. After the war
we eventually ended up living in Wellesley, Massachusetts. Our kids went to the same schools, and
our families shared more than a few Thanksgiving
and Christmas holidays. He left eight children, four
stepchildren, his wife, Vicky, and 19 grandchildren.
He was predeceased by his first wife, Janet.
I’m putting in three more names in hope of a
response: Dick Hollerith, Don Shedd, and Charles Markley. You can reach me at jhayes697@yahoo.com.
I am indebted to Tim Wolfe, manager of the
Dartmouth memorial book program, for our history
and our contributions to the fund—details of which
will appear in the next issue.
I regret to report the deaths of Austin Callaway,
September 2, 2017; Marvin Cline, July 3, 2017; John
Mansfield, September 17, 2017; Cyril Shea, November
10, 2017; and Richard Jacques, December 29, 2017.
—Joseph D. Hayes, P.O. Box 697, Rye Beach, NH
03871; jhayes697@yahoo.com
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Since we have a preliminary list of attendees for our 70th, including new
and old faces, a little background information for both may be helpful cognition. After
their earlier years at Harvard, doctors Cathy and
Sam Katz were faculty pediatricians at Duke for 43
years. Cathy worked to eliminate the transmission
of HIV from millions of infected mothers in Africa
to their newborns. Sam’s work was principally with
vaccines. Both have received international honors.
Nan and Mort Smith have lived in the Sugar Hill
Retirement Community just nine miles north of
their summer home on Lake Winnipesaukee, New
Hampshire, where their three sibling families, now
including five great-grandchildren, get together.
Nan and Mort love to travel and last year took two
American Queen paddle-wheel cruises, following
the Lewis and Clark trail up the Columbia River
to Washington and on the Mississippi from New
Orleans to Memphis, Tennessee. Dorothy and Dick
Dahl are bringing their son, daughter in-law, and two
children to join us and look over the College. Dick
has had a sacrum problem, but is improving and
walking with a cane. He was our class photographer
and wrote the newsletter for many years. Warren
(married to “Dot”) Daniel, who as head agent writes
all the thoughtful and courteous solicitations and
acknowledgments, is recovering well from a hip
replacement. Our president and general factotum
Bud Munson is now our only active alumnus living
in the Hanover area and should be treated with
tender, loving care. After all, he spent most of his
working life for us in the CIA and other government
agencies. Pete (Ann) Foster, whom I’ll discuss in my
next notes, spent his working career with the Bell
System and was an avid flyer, holding a commercial license for land and sea planes. Bob Eckerson’s
wife, Arlene, died two years ago, and his daughter,
Lynn, is accompanying him to our reunion. She is
a physical therapist, and Bob stays active going to

a fitness center “using all of the equipment” three
days a week and swimming two days.
Dr. John (Barbara) Price is still a practicing
psychologist, seeing patients two days a week. He
says that he plays tennis on the other five days.
John also is an enthusiastic gardener, hybridizing
and raising his own types of daylilies. Your secretary, Dave (Joyce) Kurr, acquired and ran a specialty
packaging company for his last 12 working years.
We enjoy golfing, walking, and our view into the
woods adjacent to Hamilton College. Nine widows
plan to join the reunion, including Pat McAllister,
who is a member of the executive committee and
runs our widows program, and Judy Cross, who was
John Hatheway’s companion for a number of years.
—Dave Kurr, 4281 Indian Field Road, Clinton, NY
13323; (315) 853-3582; djkurr@verizon.net
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Let’s hear a wah hoo wah! for our 70th
reunion, scheduled for September
27-29, 2019. Put it on your calendars
and stay heathy enough to be there for what will
probably be our last roundup. Class president Ray
Truncellito is our fearless leader. Dartmouth plays
Colgate.
Raymond Joseph Rasenberger died on April 3
in Washington, D.C., where he lived. Ray was class
valedictorian and president of the Undergraduate Council and held major Dartmouth alumni
leadership positions. He received his law degree
from George Washington University, specialized
in aviation law at his own firm, worked on political campaigns for Jack and Bobby Kennedy and
Edmund Muskie, and became an accomplished
self-published poet. Ray leaves his wife, Nancy,
son James ’86, and four daughters.
Robert Jay Evans died on April 20 in Concord,
New Hampshire, where he lived. Jay’s name was
synonymous with the Ledyard Canoe Club, kayaking, and canoeing. He coached national teams at
world championships in 1969 and 1971 and at the
Munich Olympics in 1972. Jay spent his career in
high school teaching, in Dartmouth’s admissions
office (1962-74), and directing Hampshire College’s
recreational athletics program. He is survived by
his wife, Frances, son Eric ’72, and daughter Anne.
Richard Stewart Carr Jr. died at home in Madison, Connecticut, on March 28, 2017. Dick spent
most of his life after Dartmouth in Guilford, Connecticut, where he owned sales, engineering, and
travel businesses. He was deeply involved in musical, equestrian, and Boy Scout activities. Dick leaves
his wife, Sally, three sons, and a daughter.
James Wilmer Valliant died on July 3, 2017, at
home in Centreville, Maryland, where he grew up
and spent his life. Jimmy ran the family fertilizer
business and then taught math and geography at
the local Gunston School. He enjoyed sailing, gardening, and opera. Jimmy is survived by his wife,
Joann, and three children.
Robert Carl Smith Jr. died on September 19,
2017. Bob, who lived in Intervale, New Hampshire,
spent his career in the utilities business, becoming
president of New England Power Service Co. Bob
liked playing golf and skiing. He is survived by son
Robert ’81 and daughters Susan ’83, Patricia, and
Meredith.
—John Adler, 75 Silo Circle, Riverside, CT 06878;
(203) 622-9069; (203) 637-3227 (fax)
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>>> College of William and
Mary English professor Henry
Hart ’76 has been named poet

laureate of Virginia. Hart has
published four books of poetry and books on poets such
as Robert Frost (see an excerpt
on our website).
>>> Attorney Anthony Roisman
’60 has been appointed to a six-year term as
chair of the Vermont Public Utilities Commission, which regulates rates and utility
operating issues. The Weathersfield, Vermont, resident previously worked on nuclear
energy and toxic waste litigation.
>>> Michael Kirst ’61 will end his 50-year career
shaping education policy when he retires
as superintendent of the California State
Board of Education at the end of the year.
Kirst was one of the early policy experts on
what became the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, and has been Gov. Jerry
Brown’s chief education advisor since 1975.
>>> David Spalding ’76 has been appointed to
his second five-year term as dean of the Iowa
State University Ivy College of Business. He
joined Iowa State in 2013 after serving eight
years as senior vice president to the president and vice president of alumni relations
at Dartmouth.
>>> Gina Barreca ’79, an English and feminist theory professor at the University of
Connecticut, has earned the 2018 American
Association of University Professors Excellence in Research and Creativity Career
Award. A professor at UConn since 1987,
Barreca is also a columnist for the Hartford
Courant and the author of 10 books.
>>> Yuriko Jackall ’99 has joined
the Wallace Collection in London as its curator of French
paintings. Jackall, most recently the assistant curator
of French paintings at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., will also continue
her research on materials and
techniques of 18th century artists.
>>> Princeton professor Robert Karl ’03 has
earned the Middle Atlantic Council of Latin
American Studies’ Arthur P. Whitaker Prize,
given for the best book published in the past
two years. Karl’s Forgotten Peace: Reform,
Violence, and the Making of Contemporary
Colombia examines the apparent paradox between that country’s reputation for violence
and its tradition of democratic governance.
>>> Eileen Carey ’04 has been promoted to
director of U.S. Paralympics Nordic Skiing in
Colorado Springs, Colorado. For the past four
years Carey was head coach of the Nordic
ski team, which earned a record 16 medals,
including six gold, at the 2018 Paralympic
Winter Games.
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In a column earlier this year I quoted
Andy Pincus, whose research shows that
two-thirds of us served on active duty
following graduation. Parke Sickler points out that
nearly 10 percent of these veterans were enlistees
in the very selective U.S. Marine Corps, and many
of them fought in Korea. Highly decorated ’51s in
this group were John Hoskins, Bud Lang, Rob Jackson,
Jerry Mitchell, and Dick Reed.
Bill Mulligan was a World War II veteran before
enrolling with us in 1947 (U.S. Army in graves detection and identification). News of his death in
2012 in Monterrey, California, which only recently
reached us, includes confirmation of his long-time
service in the CIA, which honored him with its
Distinguished Medal of Service.
Jack Skewes reports on a regular round of golf
in Hanover with Mike Choukas, his North Country
neighbor (“He often shoots his age”). Mike has at
last hung up his hockey skates, but still skis “flat
out,” according to Jack. Earlier this year Mike lost
his wonderful wife, Nita, who was a regular hostess
and day-brightener at our reunions.
The theater has been a long-standing joy for
Jan and Don O’Dowd. Wherever they have lived they
have launched or helped build theater companies.
They are traveling less but still make an annual visit
to the Oregon Shakespeare Festival in Ashland.
Don and Jan recently celebrated their 65th wedding anniversary at their home in Santa Barbara,
California. Large-number wedding anniversaries
are cropping up regularly among our classmates
(Mary and Buck Scott also celebrated their 65th),
a reminder of our advancing years. Another clue:
Jean and I are part of a growing group whose “kids”
have started to retire.
Katie Pfaff, Pinky’s widow, is an active volunteer. She helps look after a Syrian refugee family
sponsored by her church in Stamford, Connecticut, drives seniors to medical appointments, and
tutors young students. Doris and Joe Lindner and
Elaine Bovaird also serve their communities, Elaine
following Jim on the board of the Winnetka Community House and overseeing the Jim Bovaird
Memorial Gardens there.
We report with sadness the deaths of Ralph
King and Bob Meyer.
—Pete Henderson, 450 Davis St., Evanston, IL 60201;
(847) 905-0635; pandjhenderson@gmail.com
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The headline of an article in the Dartmouth Alumni Magazine in the fall of
1948 read “’52 Trip Sets Mark” and the
opening sentence followed, “In mid-September 195
freshmen from 31 states and two foreign countries
headed for Hanover to participate in the annual
Freshman Trip.” They further reported, “Freshman
enthusiasm had the sophomores baffled. While ’52s
obligingly wore their caps, only one would turn
his clothes inside out in response to Vigilante demands.” Thus began the “record-breaking” class of
1952, and now here we are, some 70 years later, still
going strong, loyal to our class, loyal to our friends,
and loyal to the College. Just in the most recent
months, we have had written or spoken communication with Larry Schiffenhaus and Dr. Ben Stein
in New Jersey, George Sherman in Michigan, Jack
Unkles, Hank Waters and Pat Gramm in Florida, Gene
Cesari and Alden Fiertz in Vermont, Dr. Evan “Bud”
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Nelson in Minnesota, Dr. Gordy Kay in Virginia, Tyler
Dann in Maryland, Dr. Harry Goldsmith in Nevada,
Vic Trautwein in Rhode Island, Kermit Ingham in
Oklahoma, Jim Churchill in Kansas, Jack Craig in
Washington, Ross Daniels and Dr. Harry Wachen in
New York, and John Barto in New Hampshire. They

all seem to be doing fine and keeping in touch. Their
stories, predictably, were about health issues, moving to retirement communities, travel, family, and
contacts with classmates. We also were pleased
to hear from Jane Flounders, wife of the late Burt
Flounders, Ann Weidman, wife of the late Jim Weidman, and Ruth Guild, wife of the late Alden Guild.
We would like to hear from more spouses, as well
as classmates. In other news, class president Frank
Logan has asked our class treasurer, Steve Parkhurst,
to assume responsibility as class vice president, and
he has accepted. Treasury functions for the class
have been assumed by the College as of this year,
the normal procedure for us old guys. With all this
good news, we are saddened to report the passing of
classmates Robert Foley, Steven Lazarus, John Wall,
Peter Stanley and Charles Schuck. Keep in touch.
—William Montgomery, 11 Berrill Farms Lane, Hanover, NH 03755; (603) 643-0261; wmontgod52@
aol.com
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The sun shone bright on the Hanover
Plain as it did that Sunday morning in
1953. And as on that auspicious occasion, the horns announced the start as the piper
piped the happy procession across the Green, followed by the faculty dressed in their colorful robes,
smiling like a group of newly minted parents as they
introduced their progeny for the first time. There
followed the honorees, the beaming members of
the class of 2018 merrily wending their way to their
well-earned seats. It has been 65 years since we
paraded into the Bema for the last time as students
and had the honor of hearing President Eisenhower
send us off and on our way. So, watching five of our
own receive their diplomas brings a special joy
for us all. Included in that joyous procession were
John Anderson, Jimmy Fair, Cortland Begor, Tiger
Henderson, and Jaime Eeg, grandchildren of Alice
and Forest Anderson, Ann and Harlan Fair, Lois and
Adolph Franz II, Carol and Bob Hendserson, and Sylvia
and Ralph Heyman. We all share a pride in them as
they continue the legacy of our class and join us
as loyal Dartmouth alums. Congratulations to all.
Back in town in time for graduation was Harlan Fair, who had just completed a 70-mile hike
across Spain with his dear friend Granthia Proctor.
Could they be in training for the Mount Moosilauke
climb at our wondrous 65th reunion this September? By the way, the reunion should be spectacular,
with Put Blodgett leading the way. Please see the ’53
Out for more information. One of Andy Warhol’s
famous Marilyn Monroe paintings will grace the
campus shortly, a gift to the College from Audrey
and Ted Spiegel. In accordance with their wishes, it
will be hung, fittingly, in the 1953 Commons.
Sadly, I offer our class’ most profound condolences to the families of our dear classmates Norman Carpenter, Scribner Fauver, Brian Menides, James
Porath, James Steubner, and Warren Wentworth. They
will be missed.
—Mark H. Smoller, 4 Schuyler Drive, Jericho, NY
11753; (516) 938-3616; dartmark@gmail.com
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Our own Ironman, Steve Mullins, has
done it again: He just won three national championships at the U.S. Masters
Swimming (USMS) National Championships in
Indianapolis, Indiana, in the 85-plus age group
(100-yard freestyle, 200-yard freestyle, and 1,650yard freestyle). The Evanston, Illinois, newspaper
had a quite extensive article on Steve’s Toby Jug
collection. If you would like the article, email me
and I’ll send a pdf.
Dick Barker attended the April meeting of
the Dartmouth Club of Cape Cod along with Lew
Milkey and Ed Hayes to hear a talk by Jung-Ho Pak,
conductor of the Cape Cod Symphony Orchestra.
I hope you noticed the May-June issue of
DAM, which features a nice article, “Nomadic
Newsman,” on Pete Kenyon’s son, Peter ’80.
Dick Page writes, “I went to Tedesco Country
Club in Marblehead, Massachusetts, for the ‘Celebration of the Life of John Pope’ for family and
friends. It was a great party that John would have
loved, complete with the New Black Eagle Jazz
Band (without Pete Bullis!), a bagpiper for ‘Amazing
Grace,’ an ensemble rendition of ‘My Way,’ and a
cannon salute.”
Pete Kenyon forwarded some information
on our 2018 interns. The two Dickey interns are
Kingsley Osei-Karikari ’19 and Mark Dominguez
’19; the Rockefeller intern is Solomon Bang ’19;
the Dartmouth Center for Social Impact (DCSI)
intern is Jaeyoung Oh ’21, who is spending his
time at Mangochi, Malawi, with Naturally Africa
Volunteers. It is a program based in various parts
of Africa and focuses on improving areas of day-today life, education, medicine, sports, wildlife conservation, and community outreach. Because the
program is focused around local care, most of Jae’s
role as an intern will be in communities in rural
areas that do not have much access to healthcare.
One of his main roles will be home-based care,
where he will carry out home visits to chronically
ill patients and will clean, dress, and bandage basic
wounds. Jae is also involved in Army ROTC and
Dartmouth emergency medical services and is a
student assistant at DCSI.
We are sad to announce the passing of classmates Frederick Brooks and Sargeant Joys.
—Wayne Weil, 246 Ridge Road, Rutherford, NJ 07070;
(201) 933-4102; wayne@dartmouthgraphics.com
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Trapp Family Lodge was the site of
our mini-reunion June 19-22 for 25
classmates, wives, widows, and guests:
M.J. and Bruce Alexander, Jane and Don Charbonnier, Jane and David Conlan, John Dinan and Joni
O’Donnell, Iris and Bob Fanger, Carole and John
French, Karen and Mike Gorton, Marta and Buck
Kuttner, Kathy and Ken Lundstrom, Leon Martel, Joe
Mathewson, Ralph Sautter and Carole Cacciamani,
Jill Hastings, Betty Brady, and Lou Hance. Special
thanks go to Betty and Lou for the outstanding arrangements. Most of us know the von Trapp story,
but Johannes, the youngest, class of ’63, added
details when he joined us for the evening meal
the first night. He had an interesting story of his
“gap years” in New Guinea, where his sisters were
teaching. While there, he decided on Dartmouth,
which led to a series of letters back and forth to
the admissions office that went from rejection,

then to apply later, to “Okay, you can come now.”
Son Sam ’94 visited with us at our class meeting
Wednesday morning.
Thursday night we feasted on Austrian favorites and cold lager from the brewery at the Bierhall. Another highlight was John French’s D-Day
talk before dinner. John and Carole have visited
Normandy several times, and their recollections
and photos added depth and understanding to
his presentation. His recommended reference:
The Guns of Last Light by Rick Atkinson. Carole
cited The Jersey Brothers by Sally Mott Freeman,
a tale of three brothers who attended Annapolis
and their agony and triumph and devotion to each
other against the Japanese in WW II.
The new Stonington, Connecticut, boathouse
for crew and recreational rowing has been named
for Hart Perry. Don Charbonnier is active in the
fundraising activities.
Dick Mount completed his tennis odyssey—
featured in The Boston Globe—of 17,400 miles to
play a set in each of the state capitols of the lower
48 to raise funds for youth tennis.
Next mini: Homecoming, October 26-27.
Sadly we report the passing of Don Aronson,

A Great Place
to Live.
For the Dartmouth Family
Rogers Elliott was a member of Dartmouth’s Psychology
Faculty for over 52 years. He and his wife Soong moved to
The Woodlands from Norwich, Vt., in 2010. Here’s why:
“I joined the Dartmouth faculty in 1961. My goal — to be a
scholar and teacher — was Dartmouth’s as well. I
remained for 39 years as a professor and another 13 as an
adjunct. The Dartmouth community became an
important part of our lives. When I retired, Soong and I
wanted to stay in the area for many reasons: friends, the
College, and the unique blend of social and cultural
advantages the Upper Valley offers.
We enjoyed all this during 48 years in Norwich, but as we
and our house became creakier, we had to arrange for
easier living. The Woodlands coincided with our needs
and we were among the first residents. It has many
amenities: comfortable apartments in varying sizes, the
pool and fitness room, indoor parking. There’s one more
that’s not counted as such but is critical: small size. There
are about 85 residents and we know them all. We never
imagined we would find such a friendly, collaborative
community.

Bruce Bergquist, Jack Cogswell, Earl Fain, John
Fitzgerald, and William Gavitt.
—John Dinan, 20 Gardiner St., Richmond, ME

We miss our old house but we don’t miss our old friends
because they’re close by. And, we’re delighted with new
friends we’ve found in abundance—including several
retired Dartmouth alumni, faculty and staff. In short, it’s a
neighborhood. Every evening in our dining room certainly
one of the better restaurants in the area, sociability and
good conversation are on display. It’s easy to think of The
Woodlands as a cruise ship permanently docked.”

04357; (207) 252-7442; captdinan@yahoo.com
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I got a lengthy email from Egil Stigum
that is of substantial interest. I will
try to fit in as much as I can. “Arlene
and I moved to Carmel by the Sea, California, in
September 2011 and are very happy with the move.
Arlene is an artist and writer, and hence we choose
to live in a community of people accomplished in
many areas, including art. We are still skiing and
spent two lovely weeks in Sun Valley, Idaho, during the winter of 2016. Unfortunately, 2017 skiing
was canceled because I had a double bypass in
April 2017. I’m now a member of the zipper club.
And 2018 was also canceled due to medical issues,
but we are now making plans for skiing in 2019.
We enjoy the climate here, and we both keep very
busy. Right now I am making plans to go to the 65th
reunion and look forward to seeing many ’56s.”
The sounds of the Barbary Coast jazz band
marching up Main Street signal the passing of
two classmates, H. Stephen Farmer, M.D., and Stuart
Klapper. As the procession marches around the
Green, all remaining class members bow their
heads in tribute.
I noted a missive from Prentiss Carnell in the
latest issue of Dartmouth Engineer and pass along
part of it for the benefit of those who do not get
the Thayer magazine. “I’ve been retired almost
30 years and am fairly healthy. I feel sorrow at
the diminishment of our class size. Have enjoyed
interviewing admissions candidates for 40-plus
years.”
From “New England”:
New Hampshire my poems glorify,
A place where they live free or die;
White Mountains so green,
Winter sun, snow bright sheen,
Dartmouth College beneath the blue sky.
—Joel D. Ash, P.O. Box 1733, Grantham, NH 03753;
(603) 863-3360; jash_125@comcast.net

Call us for details.

603-442-5970

TheWoodlandsNH.org
A proud partner of the Alice Peck Day
Memorial Hospital Lifecare Campus
Lebanon, New Hampshire

Independent Living At Its Finest
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With sadness we note the passing of
Barry Rotman’s mother, Ida Rotman, our
first female classmate. Our heartfelt
condolences to Barry. As further evidence of our
mortality, the College notified us of the deaths of six
more classmates: Sam Bartlett, John Farley, Dan Goggin, Bill Hamel, Bob Prasch, and Mal Robinson. Obituaries have been prepared by Howie Howland and
posted on the DAM website and on the ’57 website.
Our successful mini-reunions in Florida and
California are behind us, so the next big event is
planned for Tuscany, Italy, December 5-10. Attendees will travel with the Dartmouth Symphony
Orchestra to Florence, Lucca, and Siena. A major
event, for sure, but don’t forget “mini-minis.” For
example, Lorna and Charles Tseckares joined Elaine
and Mike Lasser for a couple of enjoyable days together in upstate New York exploring Corning and
its famous glass museum, reminding me of recent
fun get-togethers Lyn and I have enjoyed: gathering
oysters with Cathy and John Roberts in Wellfleet,
Massachusetts; wandering the Filoli Gardens with
Judy and Bob Creasy in Woodside, California; and
exploring for alligators with Alice and Tom Macy in
Fellsmere, Florida. Too small to count as minis, but
they make for fun reading. Share with us here or on
the website, www.class-57@listservdartmouth.
edu. Let’s hear about your get-togethers.
Did you know Chris Wren’s latest book is out?
Grab a copy of Those Turbulent Sons of Freedom,
all about Ethan Allen’s Green Mountain Boys and
the American Revolution. Mike Lasser is working
on final revisions to his third book: City Songs and
American Life, 1900-1950.
Art Koff, having visited Bali, Java, Borneo, Brunei, and the Philippines already this year, is now
planning for trips down the Columbia and Snake
Rivers this fall. Bob Mowbray is busy volunteering
several times a month at the U.S. Botanical Gardens
in Washington, D.C., and Bruce Sloane continues his
efforts for the 2018 midterm elections, serving as an
election official in Rappahannock County, Virginia.
Regrettably, no room for the promised fake
news. I’ll try to deliver next time.
—John W. Cusick, 105 Island Plantation Terrace, Vero
Beach, FL 32963; (772) 231-1248; johnwcusick@
aol.com
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What with recovering from June’s fabulous 60th reunion and sorting through
classmate photos and post-reunion reflections, I darned near missed my late June deadline for this DAM column. It would have been the
first time in 10 years as class secretary, 60 columns
going back to 2008. Happily, the magazine saved
some space for the class of ’58 column.
Gersh Abraham and Frank Gould deserved every
ovation they received for organizing and overseeing
the reunion. Attendance broke above 150, higher
than expected. The weather was great, in sharp
contrast to the rain-soaked 55th reunion that forced
then-reunion chair Larry Weltin to continually revise his events. Pete Kelsey officiated at a moving
memorial service for departed ’58s. Hal Bernsen’s
post-reunion sojourn in Woodstock, Vermont,
was a huge success. John Trimble presided over an
orderly class meeting in 105 Dartmouth, at which
Sam Smith was elected vice president and Mike Simberkoff was elected treasurer to replace retiring
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predecessors Norm Sylvester and Jack Bennett. John
and yours truly will continue as class president and
secretary. More to come in the next jam-packed edition of The Sound & Fury. Dr. Sam’s sex talk played
to a packed auditorium of ’58s and ’63s.
—Steve Quickel, 411 North Middletown Road, Apt.
F-310, Media, PA, 19063; steve58@quickel.net
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Joanne Wise, chair of the 1959 Women’s
Initiative, is again guest columnist and
shares some women’s comments. Paula
Friedricks: “When Larry and I moved to Rancho
Mirage, California, 10 years ago, I was exposed to
challenging opportunities I previously never had
time to pursue. I am now vice chair of the speaker
series commission. Its mission is to enrich the
cultural life in our community by providing wellrounded programs, often consisting of speakers
from the political, entertainment, or literary fields.
This year’s speakers included Gen. Wesley Clark,
television-radio journalist and war correspondent
Lara Logan, and actor-singer Tab Hunter.”
Ellen MacVean: “Turning 80 has been an interesting experience. I am aware how many times
people say, ‘Can she do that? And ‘She is 80?’ Yes, I
can still do it. I might be a bit slower, and I cannot
do three things at once, but give me a job, and I will
accomplish it. When we were in our 60s, I observed
that some older friends seemed to do well until they
turned 80, and then there was a definite change.
Now I am 80 and aware my body is getting older,
and I need to take care of myself. I am impatient
with people who say 80 is the new 60. Yes, you might
feel like you are 60, but your body is 80, and let’s be
realistic about it.” Phoebe Shaw: “I have been doing
major downsizing, such as selling my Florida house
and getting rid of stuff except for my paintings.
Two mottos to live by: ‘Life begins when you leave
your comfort zone’ and ‘Age doesn’t matter unless you are wine or cheese.’ ” Nancy Adams says
she is pleased to have moved to New London, New
Hampshire. When Sam died, many in the Hanover
area had hopes of Nancy moving closer to many ’59
activities. Recently she and many others shared
lots of stories and laughs at one of the monthly
class luncheons at Jesse’s restaurant in Hanover.
—Dick Hoehn, 845 Union St., Marshfield, MA 02050;
(781) 834-4113; r06hoehn@gmail.com
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Corinne Marlow summing up 2017:
“For most of the year Jim Marlow’s interests were focused on getting another
book self-published and now his short stories, Once
We Were Sioux: Growing Up Dakotan, joins his
novel My Vienna on the list at Amazon. Now he
can go back to trying to write plays, if I would only
give him some more ideas. Jim did bring in some
decent soil to grow flowers and to get in touch with
his dirt-farmer heritage.”
This July Neil Koreman along with Dorothy
will be celebrating his “real 80th” in Hanover at
the Hanover Inn with his two kids, their spouses,
and five grandchildren. One, Samantha ’20, was
just selected a Presidential Scholar. Parents Robert
’92 and Lynne ’90 are Dartmouth alums. It should
be an interesting 80th. Ann Fromholz ’90, daughter of Haley Fromholz, is a chip off the old block.
After working for a list of big-time corporations,
she founded her own firm in 2015 and conducts

investigations into allegations of workplace misconduct from harassment to discrimination and
campus investigations under Title IX. She lives
in Pasadena, California, with her daughter, Alden.
Duncan Mathewson is back in the Florida Keys
working on his “hurricane house,” which Hurricane
Irma left in such bad shape. “Last week I took a
break with my son and daughter to attend the ‘gold
bar trial’ for one of the guys who stole Mel Fisher’s
bar out of the museum exhibit in 2010! He was
charged on both federal counts.” The Miami Herald
story can be found by searching “stolen gold bar.”
Save the dates October 26 and 27, as Bob Hager’s Homecoming highlights include Friday night’s
bonfire, Saturday’s Harvard game, and a couple of
new wrinkles. A Friday panel will feature three of
our classmates sharing interesting subjects from
their careers. Saturday’s evening banquet finds a
new and better location, a good-looking ballroom
at the Coolidge Hotel in White River (www.hotelcoolidge.com), and offers four entrées, including a
prime rib carving station or poached salmon. Watch
for a registration form in the mail mid-summer.
—Sid Goldman, 97 Bay Drive, Key West, FL 330406114; (305) 745-3645; sidgoldman@gmail.com
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The three-day mini-reunion held in May
in Newport, Rhode Island, was a huge
success. The program was varied and
perfectly paced, the hotel accommodations excellent and reasonably priced, the weather good, and
the close camaraderie among the 30-plus classmates attending along with an almost equivalent
number of spouses and significant others was beyond great. At an official class meeting held during
the festivities, it was agreed unanimously to include
all wives and widows of classmates as ongoing
members of the class of 1961. In addition, outstanding classmate awards No. 2 and No. 3 were awarded
to Mike Murphy and Art Kelton, both of whom were
deserving of the awards. Kudos to class president
Don O’Neill for the initial and ongoing push and to
Dave and Joan Prewitt, who selected the location,
developed the program, and implemented all of the
details during a year and a half.
The next off-campus mini-reunion is scheduled for May 15-18, 2019, in London and will celebrate the 80th birthday for most of our classmates.
This event will be run by Frank and Dawn Stephens,
who reside in London. The next class mini-reunion
will be during October 26-28 in Hanover, which
will coincide with Homecoming Weekend. This
annual fall on-campus mini-reunion is again being
organized by Maynard Wheeler, who has become a
master at managing these on-campus functions.
Sign up online with the forms provided by Harris
McKee on the class website.
Dick Beattie, senior chairman of a major New
York City-based national law firm, recently stepped
down as chairman of New Visions for Public
Schools, an education-based foundation that he
founded three decades ago. He will remain on its
board of directors and executive committee. The
goal of the foundation is to ensure that every student in New York City has access to a high-quality
education, based on the belief that public schools
should be able to provide that quality education.
New Visions has become a successful innovation
incubator for the New York City school system.

The Tanzi license plate plaque has made its
annual transfer, this year from Gerry Kaminsky to
Vic Rich. The next recipient, beginning July 1, 2019,
will be Ron Boss.
—Victor S. Rich, 94 Dove Hill Drive, Manhasset, NY
11030; (516) 446-3977; richwind13@gmail.com
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The bon temps did indeed rouler as
66 classmates, spouses, and friends,
“rolled down” the Mighty Mississippi
from Memphis, Tennessee, to New Orleans on the
paddlewheel steamboat American Queen the last
week in April. The adventure began with a party
atop the Bass Pro Pyramid in Memphis the night
before embarkation, where we were joined by local
resident Ed Hirsch. In addition to frequent group
gatherings aboard ship, we enjoyed visiting numerous sights, including Elvis’ Graceland and the
Civil Rights Museum in Memphis; the 1927 Flood
Museum in Greenville, Mississippi; the battlefield
at Vicksburg, Mississippi; antebellum mansions in
Natchez, Mississippi, and St. Francisville, Louisiana; the state capitol; and the sugar plantation
partly owned by Nancy and Dave Pritchard in Baton
Rouge, Louisiana. The majority of the group extended their stay in New Orleans, where we dined
and danced to the tunes of the same Treme Brass
Band that helped us celebrate our collective 65th
birthday in February 2005. The recent passings of
Charlie Giersch and Fred Cook were commemorated
with moving eulogies by Pat Giles and Tom Komarek, followed by a lively rendition of “When the
Saints Go Marching In.” (See www.bit.ly/2xLtSKz
and Al Huck’s excellent class newsletter coverage.)
We toured the fabulous World War II Museum
for which Phil Cantelon was a consulting historian.
Many thanks to our “Rollin’ on the River” organizers, Tom Komarek, Rog Usborne, and Charlie Balch
for an unforgettable experience.
We also mourn the recent deaths of Harvard
professor and founder and former chairman of
Best Doctors Inc. of Newton, Massachusetts,
Ken Falchuk, M.D.; college football Southeastern
Conference Commissioner Mike Slive; and SUNY
Plattsburgh distinguished university professor and
author Doug Skopp, Ph.D. Obituaries can be found
on the class website (1962.dartmouth.org) and
DAM website (dartmouthalumnimagazine.com).
Congratulations to the founding principal of
Apgar & Co., Sandy Apgar, recipient of the 2018
James Felt Award for Creative Counseling from
the Counselors of Real Estate. Sandy’s accomplishments include senior advisor of the Center
for Strategic and International Studies, trustee
and foundation governor of the Urban Land Institute, and chair emeritus of the South Harbor
Renaissance Inc.
—David L. Smith, RR4 Box 225B4, Galveston, TX
77554; (775) 870-2354; david@davidlsmith.com
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How lucky can you get? Our 55th reunion theme took on more meaning,
June 11-14, thanks to the nearly 200
attendees, including Ken and Milli Kvistad of Geneva, Switzerland; Tige and Peggy Harris of Portland,
Oregon; and Mike and Jane Emerson of Seattle. Freeman Ford piloted his plane from Chico, California.
Terry Russell, Bill Marshall, and Johannes and Lynne
von Trapp, whose family-brewed lager enlivened

proceedings, arrived from Vermont.
Sports and parties happened at Mount Moosilauke and Lake Morey, Vermont, but in Hanover
the focus was on bonding, including a memorial
service conducted by Ken Kvistad and Steve Macht
with Paul Binder, Marty Bowne, Dave Goodwillie, Larry
Bailey, and Sam Cabot.
At the Rocky courtyard Monday night Armand
Villager, Steve and Sharon Brenner, and Roger Parkinson talked at table. Nearby John Chamberlin, Doug
Bell, and Geoff Murphy recounted undergraduate
Glee Club miscues.
At Tuesday’s BBQ Bill “Ollie” Purcell recalled
that as young New York DA he convinced a court
in 1973 that the porn film Deep Throat was obscene.
Appropriately, we adjourned to Loew Auditorium to
hear a lecture by Dr. Sam Smith ’58 titled “Intimacy
Should be Fun: What Does Age Have to Do with It?”
Nothing, said Smith, if you follow three tips: hold
hands every chance you get, kiss passionately, and
hug in public. And we thought reunions were only
for drinking, back-slapping, and swapping of old
tales. An informative lecture on global warming by
professor Erich Osterberg was followed by dinner
on Baker lawn, where Claudia Rose, former account
manager at J. Walter Thompson and spouse of Ted
Morehouse, former ad man and later Internet bank
executive, remembered Madison Avenue’s glory
days. We packed Moore Theater in Hopkins to see
Paul Binder and Petie Subin (wife of Bill) recreate
their New York cabaret, with pianist Steve Kurland
performing Gershwin and contributions from John
Chamberlin, Steve Macht and Joyce Ratner, whose
husband, Tim, directed the ’63’s glee club.
Wednesday featured talks on diabetes by Drs.
Gordon and Susan Weir and world politics by professor Jennifer Lind. During our class photo Sturgess Dorrance, a retired broadcasting exec, proudly
described the house he and wife Pam built on the
Columbia River in Washington State.
Outgoing president Larry Bailey thanked fellow officers, including 55th chair Ed Mazer and 50th
chair Tom Jester, and introduced Sam Cabot, our
new president, at the class meeting. The evening
banquet featured Soaring Pine Awards to Bob Bysshe, Ed Mazer, Marty Bowne, Steve Lewinstein, Tom
Perry, Steve Guthrie, Terry Russell, Larry Bailey, Bill
Russell, and Harry Zlokower for their service to the
class and College. Humorist and UConn professor
Gina Barreca ’79 brought down the house with tales
of early Dartmouth coed days, followed by dancing
and clapping to a hot Motown band.
More news on 55th reunion attendees and
other classmates to come in future columns, including Tom Washing’s new book about a company’s
quest to conquer an infectious child-killing disease
in India. Catch up October 26-28 at the Homecoming (Harvard) mini-reunion in Hanover, and, if a
vacancy arises, consider the class Tuscany trip in
November.
I regret to report the deaths of Mike Morell and
Ted Graves.
—Harry Zlokower, 190 Amity St., Brooklyn, NY 11201;
(917) 541-8162; harry@zlokower.com
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After receiving his Ph.D. in mathematics with a specialty in probability theory from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Bennett Eisenberg taught for three years

at Cornell University, where he met his future wife,
Jeanine. They have been married for 48 years and
have one son and two grandchildren adopted from
China. After the Ithaca, New York, winters, Bennett felt the need for a warmer climate and taught
for two years at the University of New Mexico. He
then joined the mathematics department at Lehigh
University, where he has taught for 46 years. He still
enjoys teaching and writing mathematical papers.
In fact, he just submitted a paper for publication
within the last month. He hopes the referees for the
journal agree to publish it. For the rest of the summer he will supervise mathematical projects for
two students. He feels fortunate to have been able
to spend his life at a variety of great universities and
hopes to continue at Lehigh for a few more years.
Roger Klein continues to serve as a congregational rabbi in Cleveland. He had previously taught
college prior to assuming the pulpit in 1993. Roger
earned his Ph.D. in philosophy in 1980. He notes:
“I continue to teach the subjects that I love: Judaism, religion in general, philosophy, and music around Cleveland and throughout the region
around Cleveland. I am currently unmarried but
dating a wonderful woman. I have three children
and two grandchildren from my prior marriage. I
continue to work as a congregational rabbi because
what I do is enormously gratifying. I have the opportunity to spend my days teaching and learning
with stimulating people. I work with children and
adults of all ages. I am invited into the lives of my
congregants and help them through the high and
low points of their lives. Who would want to stop
doing something as gratifying as this?”
Gerald Kolski is a physician, who, prior to medical school, obtained his Ph.D. in chemistry from
Purdue. He married his wife, Susan, 51 years ago
as a graduate student. They have triplets—Brian
(a cardiologist), Andrea (a criminal defense lawyer), and Melissa (a physical therapist and college faculty member)—and four grandchildren.
Although Jerry began his career teaching college,
he decided at age 30 to attend medical school at
Cornell and become a pediatrician. He practiced
in Philadelphia for six years. During that time he
developed an asthma program for inner-city children called Healthy Hoops. It celebrated its 15th
year last year, and has expanded from Philadelphia
to Louisiana and Michigan, where Jerry still travels.
To spend more time with his children he moved
to Cooperstown, New York, for seven years while
they grew up. He and his wife then moved back to
Philadelphia, where he became chair of a hospital’s
pediatric program while continuing his work on
asthma. He occasionally fills in for allergists in
the Houston area.
I invite all readers to please send me information you would like to share with classmates.
—Harvey Tettlebaum, 56295 Little Moniteau Road,
California, MO 65018; (573) 761-1107; dartsecy64@
gmail.com
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Mike Gonnerman reports the May

monthly Hanover micro-mini reunion
was “an outstanding breakfast meeting. There were eight from 1965 and four from the
class of 1964. Classmates included Bill Webster,
Jim Griffiths, Bob McConnaughey, Bob Murphy, Mark
Sheingorn, Gonnerman, Larry Duffy, and John Shevlin.
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Our first joint activity with the ’64s was the fall
mini-reunions. This was our second.” We’re looking
to continue and expand the relationship.
Five classmates were in Carunchio, Italy,
for a week in June attending the Abruzzo Cibus
cooking school at the Palazzo Tour d’Eau. Ken and
Jorunn McGruther organized the event. Also attending were Betsy and Mike Gonnerman, Pat and
Frank Hankins, Ellen and Dave Wagner, and Jane and
George Wittreich. The trip included a lecture on
wines from a sommelier, a search for truffles with
truffle-hunting dogs, visits to an olive oil press, a
cheese manufacturer, and a bell-making foundry,
and lunch at a trabocco (a fishing house on stilts) in
the Adriatic. After making Italian dishes all week,
the class ended with a gala pizza party featuring
pizzas made by the guests and rousing Italian music
by singers and musicians from Carunchio.
The summer class gathering-planning meeting was on July 17 at Bill Webster’s house in Connecticut. If we have your email address, you will
have received notification. Bill’s home was featured in an article about the Ledyard Canoe Club
Trip to the Sea. Bill hosts a party-reception for
the canoers. There is a nice picture of his home in
the article at www.news.dartmouth.edu/photos/
galleries/2018-trip-sea.
Dartblog.com’s featured article on June 6 spoke
of the “carefully researched profile of Fletcher
Burton’s short life and military service written
by Ted Bracken. It is part of Bracken’s series about
the men of Dartmouth who died in Normandy in
June and July of 1944. He assembled the portraits
as background for the class of 1965’s journey to
Normandy in June 2016. The trip was planned and
led by professor Tom Long ’65 of George Washington University, whose course on the Normandy
invasion Bracken audited in the first half of 2016.”
Joe Asch ’79, Dartblog’s lead editor, notes, “The
site provides a daily report of the goings on at the
College: the failings of the administration and the
many challenges currently facing Dartmouth. On
weekends history and travel are featured.” Along
with critical commentary, you get updates on wandering bears, the deer population, and other matters
relating to Hanover. Ward Hindman writes, “After a
career in aerospace (U.S. Air Force and corporate)
I retired summer before last.” He notes that this is
his first submission to the notes in decades and
urges me to “be gentle with your editing.” In the
interest of gentle editing and his great note about
travel, I will defer most until next column. (The end
of a chapter should induce the reader to hunger
for the next, right?) Finally, we note with sadness
the passing of two classmates, Joel “Ike” Eiserman
and Ted Stafford. As always, send me a note on your
doings (or undoings).
—John Rogers, 6051 Laurel Ave., #310, Golden Valley, MN 55416; (763) 568-7501; johnbairdrogers@
comcast.net
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Fifty-six years after we matriculated at
Dartmouth, the achievements and good
works of our multi-talented classmates
continue to amaze your scribe and accumulate at an
astounding pace. Current examples follow.
Alan Macdonald retired earlier this year as
president and CEO of Hallmark Health System, a
community health group north of Boston. During
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his 20-year stint he engineered a number of key
changes, including a recent affiliation with Tufts
Medical Center. “Albie” also served for 23-years as
executive director of the Massachusetts Business
Roundtable. He’s currently an executive committee
member of the Massachusetts eHealth Collaborative, a group he helped establish to promote more
comprehensive use of electronic health records
in managing care.
Lawyer Allan Ryan, in his 33rd year as director
of intellectual property at Harvard Business School
Publishing (Harvard Business Review, etc.), also
teaches law courses at Harvard summer school.
Allan was a producer of the March 2017 PBS special
Dead Reckoning about war crimes from WW II on
and is at work on another PBS documentary on the
Sandy Hook school killings and their aftermath.
More? Allan chairs Veterans Legal Services, which
provides legal counsel to homeless and low-income
veterans in Massachusetts. Allan and Nancy have
been married 40 years, their two grown children
live nearby, and they take an annual battlefield exploration trip with Patty and Bob Bryant (to Chattanooga, Tennessee, this year).
The indefatigable Jim Cason has retired after
six years as mayor of Coral Gables, Florida, and 38
years in the U.S. Foreign Service, including assignments as chief of mission in Cuba and ambassador
to Paraguay. He’s now working to create a national
coalition of coastal states (www.SeawallCoalition.
org) to prepare for sea-level rise. Jim and Carmen,
married 46 years, also stay busy with global cruises
and their six grandkids, three each in Brazil and San
Diego, California. The Russian Mineralogical Society (RMS) has elected Edward Grew, a University
of Maine research professor, as a foreign honorary
member. Only 18 people from the United States
have been so honored since the RMS was founded
in 1817. During the past 45 years Ed, who is fluent
in Russian (he started learning at Dartmouth), has
embarked on many explorations and published
numerous papers with Russian coauthors.
Dr. Jeff Brown, an internist and rheumatology
specialist for 48 years in Silicon Valley, still serves
as a medical director one day a week. He continues
with his lifelong passion—contemporary oil painting (see jeffcontemporyoils.com)—and spends time
with grandkids and traveling the world. And playing
golf. Jeff joined other ’66ers and spouses at the
sixth annual class golf mini-reunion last March
in Tucson, Arizona, where he and Alex and John
Arnold, Mary and Rich Daly, Pam and John Harbaugh,
Jo and Al Keiller, Rick MacMillan, Linda and Don Ries,
Steve Smith, Carol and Dean Spatz, Mary and Brad
Stein, and Ken Zuhr successfully met the challenge of
four scenic courses and four excellent restaurants.
Jeff also passed along a thought that might
strike a reassuring or helpful chord: “Today is the
oldest that you have ever been and the youngest that
you will ever be.” Pass on the good news.
—Larry Geiger, 93 Greenridge Ave., White Plains, NY
10605; (914) 860-4945; lgeiger@aol.com
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For this issue we explored what we’ve
learned in the last three years and how
we learned it. Al Hine reflected on seeing
far too many friends and colleagues struggle with
pain: “We were put here to help each other out.
Life should not be so hard for some. Be grateful

and be helpful.” John Lobitz commented on the loss
of his first wife: “Seeing how hard it is for a child
to lose a parent reemphasizes the importance of
having conversations about wishes for end-of-life
healthcare as a ‘gift’ to your loved ones.” Bruce Pacht
has learned he doesn’t have the stamina he used to
have: “I cannot burn the candle at both ends without
serious consequences and don’t recover as fast as
I used to. It’s a very, very difficult reality to recognize, accept, and then to practice.” Rob Kugler has
learned from working on the 50th yearbook and
our reunion “that so many of the classmates whom
I had written off at graduation as reprobates, incapable (and undeserving) of redemption are actually
decent, interesting people with whom I am proud
to be associated.” Ed Kern learned by trial and error
that “in fundraising the end justifies the agony;
and through fundraising I learned what thoughtful
and diverse classmates I have.” Tom Flannery has
learned “pretty much what I’ve known all along:
Things are never as good as they look and rarely
as bad as they seem, and grandkids are God’s gift
to old people.” Warren Cook added, “I have learned
that looking back and taking stock of my past has
enriched my life going forward. I have learned it
through a number of efforts, but top of mind is how
I have been able to include my memories of Bill
Smoyer into my life today even though he’s been
gone for 50 years.” Pat Horgan has learned “that with
very few exceptions, man is mostly an emotional
animal who uses invalid or fallacious constructions to rationalize and justify his feelings. And
everyone our age needs to have a colonoscopy.” Bill
White learned that he has become more emotional,
which he discovered by looking at the photos of
himself walking his daughter down the aisle. “On
my face was, instead of a grin, a grimace.” Phil Curtis
says, “Carpe diem! If relatively speaking we’re on
the last few holes of an 18-hole life, then I hope all
of them are par fives!” Jim Clark found downsizing
and relocating after 40 years to be “liberating and
reinvigorating despite the tremendous effort involved. Old dogs can learn new tricks. Life is indeed
good.” Larry Fabian has learned about Morocco, and
Ed Arnold has learned a great deal about allopathic
medicine: Read more from them and other news
at our new website (www.1967.dartmouth.org).
Finally, Larry Langford hopes his marriage on June
16 to Candace Langan, several years after they each
lost their spouses, confirms to everyone that love
is all, and life is indeed good.
—Larry Langford, P.O. Box 71, Buckland, MA 01338;
larrylangford@mac.com
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Just because you shouldn’t live in the
past doesn’t mean its not a nice place
to visit. An apt description for our 50th
reunion this past June. We all had a great visit. Four
hundred and two classmates and guests gathered
for some or all of five days to renew or establish
friendships and learn where life’s journeys have
taken them. Day one, for some, included a Moosilauke hike, with a knee-challenging (complaining?)
trip up and back that took nearly seven hours. For
some reason the mountain has gotten taller since
our freshman trips. The rest of our time was in
Hanover, featuring days of glorious weather and
interesting activities throughout. We had thoughtprovoking seminars prepared by classmates, a vir-

tual art gallery, an address by President Hanlon,
talks by adopted classmate professor Don Pease
and about-to-be adopted professor Jennifer Sargent, and an honorary degree for outgoing class
president Peter Fahey. Peter also announced that
our Dartmouth College Fund contribution this year
would be more than $2.8 million, our freshman
trip fund gift totaled more than $1.7 million, and
counting bequests and professional school gifts a
total of $49.6 million will be provided to Dartmouth
from the class. Dan Hedges welcomed us to a Sunday evening cookout at his house overlooking the
Connecticut River. And the class tent was busy all
weekend with classmates and guests catching up
for the last five or last 50 years and planning for the
future. Watch the class website and newsletter for
all the details and photos from a superb reunion.
Thank you reunion chair Gerry Bell, reunion treasurer Dave Walden, and the full outgoing executive
committee for your work during the past five years.
We also had an election to establish our new posse
of class officers: David Peck, president (tag, you’re
it); Roger Witten, vice president, Dick Olson, secretary; Mark Waterhouse, newsletter editor; Bill Rich,
mini-reunion chair; Parker Beverage, head agent;
and returning officers Jim Lawrie, treasurer and
webmaster; Ed Heald, gift planning chair; and Hugh
Boss, alumni councilor. Past executive committee
officers will be invited to continue as at-large members. Our first meeting is planned for Homecoming
Weekend, the morning of Saturday, October 27,
and all classmates are welcome. Location of the
meeting to be determined; check the class website. Later, tailgating at Alpha Delta, the Harvard
game, and then a dinner that evening at Dowds’
Country Inn in Lyme, New Hampshire. Some other
classmate news to share. Gary Horlick was honored
with the 2018 Who’s Who Legal Lifetime Achievement Award. After Dartmouth and Yale Law School
(1973) Gary worked for the U.S. Department of
Commerce and in private practice, specializing
in international trade law. He also received the
Trade and Customs Lawyer of the Year award an
unprecedented nine years in a row. Tom Laughlin has
published his second novel, The Other Side of the
Lake; his earlier book was Absence of Intent. Both
are available from major e-book retailers. With
those final words, I turn the column over to new
secretary Dick Olson, rwolson68@gmail.com.
—David Peck, 16 Overlook Road, Plymouth, MA
02360; davidbpeck@aol.com
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A year out from our 50th reunion, we
have an amazing 260 classmates already definitely or probably coming to
Hanover! So now is the time to quit equivocating
and let Dudley Kay know what your own plans are,
whether yes, no, or maybe. Unless you have a better
excuse than Jerry Zaks ’67 did for missing his 50th,
you should sign up now. Jerry said in a recent DAM
article that “[he] still beats himself up over missing
his 50th reunion….It was the same weekend as the
Tonys, and Dolly was up for eight awards, including his first nod for best director in 11 years. ‘I feel
such a bond with my classmates and wanted to see
everyone, so it was a huge disappointment to not be
there.’ ” So, avoid that disappointment and attend!
Did you respond to the questionnaire, write your
bio-essay, and send in photos? The reunion book

will be amazing, so don’t be left out! Unless you
plan to stay in a dorm, you’d be wise to make your
reunion housing arrangements ASAP. Jo and I can
attest the Hanover Inn was booked solid within 20
minutes of opening up next year’s reservations.
Remember: We overlap graduation week with our
Connections class of ’19s!
Mini-reunions are still in the works, although
we will have missed one of the best ones when you
read this, as Peter Schaeffer reports our former
president and solid contributor to good times for
his class, Sandy Alderson, has once again made Citi
Field and a New York Mets home game a reunion
destination for a July 7 game against Tampa Bay.
These gatherings typically draw several dozen
classmates, and I look forward to passing on a description next column.
There are apparently some problems between
the town and Dartmouth, as we will not be allowed
to build the kinds of Homecoming bonfires we have
enjoyed prior to this year. Peter Schaeffer weighed
in on the subject with the following comment,
which he agreed to print in this column, referring
to our freshman creation: “We had a 69-railroadtie-high bonfire, which at 9 inches per tie equaled
51 3/4 feet! Back in the days when our generation
went to Dartmouth, they dismantled abandoned
railroad tracks, tore down houses to use for filler
fuel, and then went out and beat Princeton to win
the Ivy League championship and the Lambert
Trophy! I realize I’m commingling two different
events, but I’m taking poetic license for a better
story. Besides, as David Prentice and I were discussing the other day, at our age we can tell almost any
lie about anything in our personal histories and
practically no one can dispute it.”
Dudley Kay and Steve Cline are closing in on a
mini for Charleston, South Carolina, with tentative
dates of October 9-11. They have many interesting
things planned, so check the ’69 website for details
and make plans to attend.
Regrettably, we have learned of the passing
of H. Flanders Fuenzalida on April 25 and Richard
Neuhoff on March 21.
—Steve Larson, 837 Wildcat Trail, 10328 Big Canoe,
Big Canoe, GA 30143; (360) 770-4388; wheat69@
outlook.com
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Normally, I start this column with a
brief comment to put the rest of my
words in context. Today I feel a bit like
Old Mother Hubbard because my mailbox is bare.
Our 50th reunion is less than two years away. The
reunion committees have been meeting regularly
to create an outstanding experience.
One major task involves communication with
our surviving classmates and their spouses. We
typically provide updates via email newsletters and
other social media. We will, of course, use traditional mail to reach as many classmates as possible
with regard to reunion planning. The last electronic
newsletter was sent to 493 email addresses, with
a surprising 61-percent open rate. About half the
emails were opened on a desktop computer, 24 percent on a mobile phone, and 12 percent on a tablet.
Although that “open” statistic is nearly twice the
norm for email services, our emails are not reaching everyone. If you have recently retired, changed
jobs, or simply changed your email, please update

your information in the College’s alumni records.
Paste this shortcut link into your web browser to
update your information: www.dartgo.org/update.
During the past couple of years we have adopted six alumnae to our class. About 68 women
from college exchange programs were part of our
campus lives. An effort started by the class of 1971
and aided by a member of the Dartmouth faculty
has grown into an all-out effort to contact each
alumna and ask her if she would like to be adopted
by her contemporary class. Lis Tarlow has been doing
a wonderful job performing this valuable service
for our class.
Expect to learn more about reunion planning
via this column and other means in the future.
A recent Facebook encounter was posted by
Peter Logan, who had a visit from Harvey Katz and
his wife, Mary, in San Francisco. The accompanying picture of three happy faces will appear in a
future newsletter.
Sadly, I must report the loss of two of my Sigma
Nu Delta brothers, Chris Henderson and Robert King.
Chris Henderson spent most of his legal career in Maryland and lived in St. Thomas. Chris
returned to the Rochester, New York, area before
beginning a lengthy battle with cancer. Chris passed
on January 23.
Robert King served as an officer in the U.S.
Navy before receiving an M.B.A. from Harvard. In
addition to a successful business career, Bob had a
deep commitment to prison ministry for 20 years.
Bob is survived by his wife, Cheryl, three children,
and three grandchildren. Bob passed on March 16.
Save the date for our 50th—June 11-16, 2020.
—Gary Miller, 7 East Hill Road, Canton, CT 06019;
garettmiller@mac.com
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Summer greetings to you and your families. Richard Wooster hosted a successful
and well-attended N.Y.C. mini-reunion
this past June at the Yale Club. Coach Buddy Tevens ’79 honored our class with his presence. Peter
Pratt noted to me that our classmates have generously contributed more than $45,000 to Friends
of Football. Buddy told me at a Dartmouth Club
of Tampa reception in May that our financial support has enabled him to build a stronger football
program and recruit top players. We hope they’ll
be the caliber of the great players from our class.
See my expanded class note in our class website,
www.71.dartmouth.org for a list of all the N.Y.C.
mini-reunion attendees. Pete Webster has kindly
prepared the following write-up, titled “Lest the
Old Traditions Fail,” on the Ledyard canoe trip
down the Connecticut River to Old Saybrook, Connecticut: “On a Sunday morning this past May,
24 students, mostly seniors, pushed off from the
Ledyard dock in their canoes to begin the 222-mile,
seven-day journey down the Connecticut River
to Old Saybrook at the mouth of the river on Long
Island Sound. This tradition, dating back to the late
1950s, honors the intrepid John Ledyard, class of
1773, one of the College’s first dropouts and its most
famous early American explorer. Ledyard felled
a pine by the riverbank, hollowed it out, and set
down the river to explore the world. The Dartmouth
Club of Southeast Connecticut hosts the final day
reception at the house of my brother, Bill ’65, right
by the lighthouse, continuing a tradition started by
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my parents, Bill ’39 and Bunny Webster in the early
1960s. Each year this reception is the highlight for
the local alumni club and gives area high school
seniors, alums, and students alike the chance to
mingle and enjoy a wonderful tradition. The class
executive committee has placed this trip on the
class mini-reunion schedule for early May 2019.
Having done this trip myself as an undergraduate,
and most recently with my youngest daughter the
week after she graduated from college, a few days
on the river paddling with this group will indeed
make a great mini-reunion for classmates. And
a wonderful way to get to know some students!”
Here’s a link to see more about this year’s trip: www.
news.dartmouth.edu/photos/galleries/2018-tripsea. Congratulations to Art Hittner on the recent
publication of his first novel, Artist, Soldier, Lover,
Muse. It is a historical novel chronicling the life of
a young, emerging artist in the New York art world
during the late years of the Depression and run-up
to World War II. Much more information is available at Art’s author website, www.hittnerbooks.
com, as well as at Amazon.com. Art is pleased to
note that the six reviews posted to date on Amazon
are five-star. Janet Rosa retired from the College this
past June. For many years Janet provided dedicated
service to the Dartmouth College Fund and our
class. Our class head agents Michael Maynard, Malcolm Jones, Sam Cuddeback, and Jim Rager greatly
appreciated her expert guidance.
—Bob Lider, 9225 Veneto Place, Naples, FL 34113;
liderbob@yahoo.com
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Ah, the sweet and long days of summer
have arrived as I write this column. I
must say, they are most welcome after
the fearsome winter we endured in the Northeast
this year.
Let’s start this time with hearty congratulations to David Kreps, who received a very prestigious
award from the National Academy of Sciences.
David is a renowned economist on the faculty of the
Stanford University Graduate School of Business.
He was awarded the John J. Carty Award for the
Advancement of Science for his work in providing
“a framework, known as sequential equilibrium, for
modeling dynamic effects in economics.” I confess
that I’m not sure exactly what that means, but apparently the National Academy of Sciences did!
David also recently published The Motivational
Toolkit, which lays out the fundamental principles
of employee motivation. Now that is something we
can all relate to. Well done, David!
Marc Josephson reports that our class has been
asked to participate in the Class Connections program sponsored by the College. The idea is for our
class to connect with this year’s incoming class of
Dartmouth students, who will graduate when we
have our 50th reunion in 2022. Marc tells us that
the first part of the program will be to connect with
the class of ’22 in late August and early September
when they take their freshman trips. “One of the
activities is to cook dinner for freshman trips to
the College Grant. The College will provide cabins,
food, beer, and wine, and our class will cook barbeque dinners each night.” Other classes that have
done this before us had a wonderful and satisfying
experience. And contact with the class of ’22 will
continue during the four years running up to their
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graduation and our 50th reunion. A committee has
been set up to lead our class effort on this, including
Marc, Greg Yadley, John de Regt, Geoff Clear, Craig
Bentley, and me. If you like the idea of being part of
this effort, please drop me a line, and I’ll let Marc
know that you should be included on the team!
Finally, our class executive committee recently made a decision to provide a donation to
the College’s Student Experiential Learning Fund
(SELF). SELF is a partnership between the center
for professional development and the center for
the advancement of learning and is intended to
support students in pursuing unpaid or low-paying
internships. Our donation will enable students who
would like to participate in off-campus internships
that align with their career goals but are unable
to do so because of financial concerns. The SELF
program is managed by a committee of faculty and
professional development staff that reviews the
student applications for funding and ensures that
funds are properly and appropriately allocated.
More important, our class officers will have direct
interaction with the students funded by our donation to hear about their internship experiences. It’s
truly a worthwhile cause for us to contribute to.
Until next time, stay well.
—David Hetzel, 5 Chestnut St., Windham, NH 03087;
dghetzel@gmail.com
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Election season cannot end soon
enough….
Roger Bermingham has been practicing family medicine, with a specialty in geriatrics, in Fort Collins, Colorado, for more than 30
years. In 2014 the Northern Colorado Medical
Society named him Physician of the Year, citing
Roger’s compassionate care, skilled teaching, and
thoughtful leadership and mentoring to countless
individuals. In his geriatric practice, Roger cares for
homebound elderly and patients in skilled nursing
facilities.
In May the Morrill Memorial Library in Norwood, Massachusetts, hosted Kelvin Chin, 1969 Norwood High valedictorian, for two presentations on
his 2016 book, Overcoming the Fear of Death. Kel’s
work assisting people to overcome the fear of death
is based on the individual’s belief system. The four
main belief systems he identifies are no belief in
afterlife, belief in an afterlife with fear, belief in
an afterlife without fear, and belief in past lives.
This spring Bill Greenbaum joined Nicoll Davis & Spinella, a Paramus, New Jersey-based law
firm. Having previously served for 17 years as assistant general counsel for employment law matters at Warner-Lambert and as a partner at the
national firm of Lowenstein Sandler, Bill focuses
on all aspects of employment law, with a particular
emphasis on the life sciences and pharmaceutical
industries. He has published numerous articles
and has spoken at various seminars and trainings.
Community-minded, Bill serves on the board of
Free the Slaves and formerly served on the boards
of Jersey Battered Women’s Service and the New
Jersey Ballet. He is a founding member of the Academy of New Jersey Management Attorneys. A fellow Cornell Law School graduate, Bill embodies its
slogan “lawyers in the best sense.”
In June Dave Pelland retired as an associate
professor of mathematics and computer science

at Virginia’s Hampden-Sydney College, the 10tholdest institution of higher learning in the United
States and the oldest of the country’s few remaining private, all-male colleges. Dave had been at the
college for 37 years, during which time he advised
the math club and the school’s chapter of Pi Mu
Epsilon, a math honorary society, as well as serving
for several years as secretary-treasurer for the Phi
Beta Kappa Society. He is a recipient of the school’s
Cabell Award for Distinguished Teaching and the
Thomas Edward Crawley Award for Distinguished
Service. His favorite subject to teach was differential equations, since it required students to apply
what they learned in calculus and linear algebra.
Needed: An Alumni Council representative.
It’s a three-year commitment involving two trips
to Hanover per year, plus monthly conference calls,
some committee work, and email communications.
The term of current class councilor Marie Schaffer,
an outstanding representative and great communicator, expires in May 2019. It is not a high-power
role, but needs a good listener who can communicate diplomatically and thoughtfully and engage
with a diverse group of alums. Contact Marie at
marieshaffer@icloud.com or any class officer.
With reunion less than a year away, to facilitate
communication, please be sure your email address
is current. Go to www.dartgo.org/update (and control what you receive).
—Val Armento, 227 Sylvan Ave., San Mateo, CA
94403; valerie.j.armento73@dartmouth.edu
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At the end of April Chris Pfaff caught up
with his brother, Jamie ’77, and their
good friend but no relation, Bruce Pfaff
’76, to play golf in Scotland. Jamie and Bruce played
on the Dartmouth golf team together, and Bruce is
a member at Royal Dornoch. The trio started there
and worked their way down to St. Andrews playing
many courses. Jamie and Bruce played 13 rounds in
nine days, while Chris played six rounds in five days.
Chris noted that not all of his scores were good, but
he did manage to play six rounds with the same ball,
something he had never done before. Chris’s wife,
Sara, their daughter, Elsa, and his sister-in-law met
Chris in Edinburgh after five days of glorious travel
on the Royal Scotsman luxury train. Chris and Sara
are private wealth advisors and members of a ninemember wealth management team at the Union
Bank of Switzerland group in Chicago. Chris earned
an M.B.A. from the University of Chicago and Sara
earned an M.B.A. from Xavier University. They
met in 1982 when they both worked for an IBM
spin-off called Service Bureau Co., which provided
time-sharing access to high-end software. They
married in 1987 and have two children, Elsa, who
now works for UBS in New York City as a member
of its family advisory and philanthropy group, and
Fritz, a freelance video and film producer in Detroit
who loves the urban pioneering and renaissance
occurring there now. Outside of work, Chris and
Sara spend nearly three months a year in Montana
fly fishing, hiking, skiing, and golfing.
At the end of April Celia and I attended the
biennial Menuhin Competition in Geneva, Switzerland. The competition is often referred to as
the Olympics of the violin, with more than 40 of
the best violinists between the ages of 10 and 21
years from all over the world competing in two

age groups during a 10-day period. We heard the
concert with the four senior finalists and the closing
gala concert featuring the junior and senior winners with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra from
London under the baton of Julian Rachlin. At the
end of the Geneva events the Menuhin Foundation
announced that Richmond, Virginia, will be the
site of the next competition in May 2020, only the
second time the competition will take place in the
United States since beginning in 1983. If you enjoy
the violin and wonderful music, come and visit
us in Richmond for the competition! Please don’t
hesitate to contact me for tickets and additional
information.
Remember to mark your calendars for our
upcoming 45th reunion from Thursday, June 13,
through Sunday, June 16, 2019.
Be safe and send news.
—Rick Sample, Retreat Farm, 1137 Manakin Road,
Manakin Sabot, VA 23103; samplejr@msn.com
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My wife, Eliza, and I were recently in the
Upper Valley to (finally) sell our house
in Grantham, New Hampshire. Success.
While making our rounds I bumped into Roger
Clarkson dining at Three Tomatoes in Lebanon,
New Hampshire, with his wife, Karen, and family.
Needless to say, Roger was nonplussed to learn that
I had sold a house, and he was not involved. Worse,
he spilled the beans to Jeff Sassorossi that I was in

town and had neglected to turf up on his doorstep.
Although I was able to provide apologies, Jeff told
me that my penance was coughing up my annual
class dues, which we should all send along—now.
While connecting with folks through my (now
former) Upper Valley homestead, I received this
note from Blake Winchell, a fourth-generation Texan:
“Hope this finds you well and loving Galveston [Texas]. I had many great days of skipping high school at
Surfside! [It is just down the coast from Galveston.]
I had an opportunity to visit Chicago last week for
a board meeting and enjoyed a wonderful minireunion with three great ’75ers—John Koltes, Tom
Denison, and my dorm mate and roommate for all
four years, Keith Benson. We were proud to catch
up on each other’s families. A bunch of really great
kids have come out of those unions. Look forward
to seeing (all) you (all) at the 40th!”
To complete the Gray family geographic connection, I enjoyed a nice email exchange with Howard Hodel, who is in Honolulu. My mother’s family
dates back to the 1800s in Honolulu—go figure.
Howard is the acting chief investment officer of the
Hawaii Employees Retirement System. He plans to
attend our next reunion, which is the week after his
daughter’s graduation. As an aside, Howard is also
the class gifting chair. If you want to make a statement for our 45th (well…44th), Howard is your man.
Ron Cima pinged me to see if I might be willing to be the class of 1975 contact person for Zeta

Psi. Of course I would, so here goes. Hey, all you
Zetes, come to reunion next year. You know who
you are, but where the heck is Rick Cornwell? One of
my fraternity brothers, Brad Ashley, states that he is
just chilling in St. Johnsbury, Vermont. However,
he seems to have spent a great deal of time and
effort opening St. Johnsbury Academy in South
Korea. He and I are already concocting a bike ride
for our reunion.
Speaking of bike rides, we are preparing for a
mini-reunion in Austin, Texas, during the weekend
of October 26-28. If you want more details, just
send me an e-mail.
Vox clamantis in Tejas.
—Stephen D. Gray, 3627 Avenue M, Galveston, TX
77550; (650) 302-8739; fratergray@gmail.com
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I’m pleased to announce our first poet
laureate (unless I’ve somehow missed
someone—you’ll recollect I got burned
when I announced we had only one knight in the
class). Congratulations Dr. Henry Hart, recently
named poet laureate of Virginia!
Hats off to Henry Hart! Hurray!
Named poet laureate VA.
Distinguished prof at William/Mary
Wrote at Dartmouth where he
Started as a soccer star
But in Bob Siegel’s seminar
Found bigger kicks from poems than soccer,

Steps from Dartmouth
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Diversified and locked his locker,
Redefined what goals to score,
Our World Cup poet evermore!
I recently ran into a fit and youthful looking Bill
Nimmo and his wife, Joanne, and learned that both
their kids graduated from Dartmouth. Bill plays lots
of squash and mentors early-stage entrepreneurs—
a stimulating challenge after his lengthy and successful investment management career. Jack Fidler
just finished his 10th year of middle school English
teaching at Maimonides, a leading Orthodox Jewish day school outside of Boston. Jack says, “This
was quite a change for me after three decades in
the banking industry. Teaching is the hardest job
you’ll ever love, as the saying goes.” He has started
a theater program, which plays into a major family interest. One of his kids is an aspiring actorplaywright at Emerson College, while the other
landed the lead in her high school production of
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time.
Our beloved, adopted class member, the late
Professor John Rassias, would be proud that so many
of us have continued our love of the French connection he kindled. I am always on the lookout for Chris
Daniell, who, like us, visits Provence every summer
seeking hidden gems of the French countryside.
He and jazz musician Margaret Herlehy report
enjoying oysters in Marennes, canoeing the Dordogne, hiking Mount Sainte-Victoire, and biking
along the Canal du Midi. His last email was from
their rooftop deck in Uzes. How about co-leading
a mini-reunion trip through France next summer,
Chris and Margaret? With so many Francophiles
in the class, we’d have a mob scene!
—Sara Hoagland Hunter, 72 Mount Vernon St., Unit
4B, Boston, MA 02108; sarahunter76@gmail.com
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We located two more class authors.
John Bird compiled a collection of 23
oral histories in Twin Killing: The Bill
Mazeroski Story. John spent a decade researching,
publishing, and promoting the book, which became
a regional bestseller. John considers Hall-of-Famer
Maz, the master of the double play, “perhaps the
best fielder ever.” Peter Kenworthy wrote a short
historical fiction novel titled Bank Job, based on
an infamous bank robbery in Telluride, Colorado,
in 1929. The bank president pulled off the heist,
saving depositors’ funds before the institution collapsed. Peter spent three years doing the research
and writing, while holding down a full-time banking
job, raising a family…and procrastinating. “I once
heard it said that the hardest thing about writing
is cleaning the refrigerator. Too true.”
Tim Carroll missed reunion “for the best possible reason: baseball.” His son, Ryan, was the starting catcher for the Wellesley (Massachusetts) High
School varsity team in the state Division 1 championship game—“an unforgettable experience after
an improbable playoff run.” Ryan will matriculate
at Dartmouth this fall, while his twin sister begins
at Cornell, the alma mater of Tim’s wife. Tim anticipates some intra-family fun during green-red
athletic contests.
In June five ’77 women gathered in Andover,
Massachusetts, for their 45th high school reunion
at Abbot Academy. Sarah Bayldon Beaman is an information technology specialist at the U.S. Department of Justice, lives in Falls Church, Virginia, and
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commutes—30 miles round-trip by bicycle each
day. She has three children and one new grandchild.
Being a grandmother is “fantastic!” Jenifer McLean
Cooke lives in Andover and teaches English to
young elementary school learners. She has recently
enjoyed traveling with husband George and their
two grown children. She is brushing up her French
for their next expedition. (Parlez-vous français?)
Down the road in Watertown, Massachusetts, Bets
Kent revels in her first two years of retirement and
marriage, while learning the craft of basketry at as
many workshops as she can manage. Lucinda Leach
teaches art at Edmund Burke, a progressive independent school in Washington, D.C. She and her
photojournalist husband, Jeffrey Macmillan, have
raised three sons: an illustrator, a cinematographer,
and a painter/print-maker (Dartmouth ’14) who is
now a teaching assistant in the art department at
Dartmouth. Betsy Fauver Stueber lives in Cleveland.
She serves on several nonprofit boards and as our
head class agent along with John Ogden.
We reached out to Chicago classmates. Our
thanks to Doug Cogswell, the lone respondent, who
recounted being recruited to Chicago 26 years ago
for a quick technology turnaround. It was, but others followed. The current one has taken longer; this
is year 16. Doug became heavily involved in his
mega-church (20,000 weekly attendees) and coled the effort to break it into 60 sub-communities,
where fellowship really happens. He has also led
initiatives in Zambia to connect local churches
to improve educational, health, and economic opportunities in rural villages lacking governmental
alternatives. Go to www.ZealForZambia.com for
information. His grandson “was born wearing a
Red Sox jersey.” Play ball!
—Robin Gosnell, 31 Elm Lane, Princeton, NJ 08540;
robins.nest@icloud.com; Eric Edmondson, Signal Hill
Capital LLC, 425 California St., Suite 19, San Francisco, CA 94104; eweedmondson@gmail.com; Drew
Kintzinger, 2400 M St. NW, Apt. 914, Washington,
DC 20037; akintzinger@hunton.com
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The raising of the Class of 1978 Bunkhouse in May made for a very special
week at Mount Moosilauke.
Our pirate crew included Rick Barrows, Scott
Barthold, Mary Brown, Scott Brown, Pete and Lex Bundschuh, Tom DeCarlo, Paul Ehrsam and wife Denise St.
John, Will Frazier, Arlo Frost, Dave Graham, Barbara
Kelly Hack with daughter Olivia, David Hathaway,
Chris Hughes with partner Sterling Wall, Lisa Kaeser,
Mindy Kassen, Cay Wiebolt Kendrick with husband
George Kendrick ’77, Helen Lukash, Tim McNamara,
Bill Paganelli , Terry Ann Scriven, Ellen Meyer Shorb
with husband Paul, Nick Scheiu, Rick Spier, Steve
Thompson, Doug Wildes, Carol Hillman Van Dyke, Andy
Welch, and Charlie Wise. We were led by an amazing

crew from Vermont Timber Homes under the direction of David Hooke ’84, and benefited from the
help of a few ringers, including Jim “Pork Roll” Taylor ’74 and Olympic biathlete Susan Dunklee ’08.
We quickly bonded with classmates we had
never known at school. For one incredible week we
were completely off the grid, together morning ’til
night, focusing our attention on a single goal. We
shared an intense sense of purpose and community, undiluted by everyday distractions. The world
shrunk to the task at hand, and conversations were

sprinkled with talk of scarf joints, kerfing, braces,
beams, and plates. “Slow is smooth, and smooth
is fast” became our byword. Even the least skilled
(me) learned to derive tremendous satisfaction
from shaping a mortise that is precise and square
or making a saw cut that “splits the pencil line.”
We worked until darkness enshrouded us on
Thursday night, and were back at 6 a.m. Friday for
a pre-breakfast shift to make everything ready for
the timber raising. The crane came at 9 a.m. and
the pros from Vermont Timber Homes took all the
posts, beams, plates, and braces we had so laboriously sawed and chiseled all week and assembled
them—it was magic!
At our final dinner Andy Welch recited the following poem, which captured the feelings of many.
But now the project’s wrapping up.
I guess all good things must end.
So let’s keep forever in our hearts:
This mountain. This lodge. And these friends.
In other news, Miles LeBlanc writes from Texas:
“I have not weighed in for many years about newsworthy events in my life. I neglected to report my
marriage in 2012 to Debra Harper-LeBlanc, Ph.D.,
who is a community college dean. I apologize for
that, especially since getting married for the first
time at age 56 has to be some of sort of record in
our class. I also failed to report that I have practiced
K-12 school law as in-house counsel at the Houston
independent school district since 2007.
“In an effort at redemption, I have news of
more recent vintage. Last week I received official
notification of my appointment as 2018-19 chair of
the Texas Bar Journal’s board of editors. Of course,
I was honored to accept the appointment.” Thanks,
Miles, worth the wait.
Send news!
—Rick Beyer, 190 Bridge St., #4409, Salem, MA
01970; rick@rickbeyer.net
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Five years ago I posted a Class Notes
column in which I wrote, “We have
much to be proud of, particularly when
it comes to service. Did you know, for example, that
we have had more Dartmouth Partners in Community Service (DPCS) mentors than any other
class in Dartmouth history?” That statement has
weathered well as our class’ “Partycipatory” legacy
continues to grow across the four key pillars of
a successful class—leadership, communication,
community, and service. This summer, for example,
’79s represented almost half of the total number of
DPCS mentors across the country. Thanks to Carol
Kurtz Bates, Paul Krupka, Bill McGee, Josh Nossiter, Etta
Pisano and Jan Kylstra, Kevin Rand, Ben Riley, Libby
Roberts, and Stanley Weil for stepping up.
In other “doing well by doing good” news, congratulations go out to Gina Barreca, who received
the University of Connecticut’s (UConn) highest
faculty honor when she “was named the Board
of Trustees Distinguished Professor of English
Literature” in May and was also honored with
“the 2018 UConn-AAUP (American Association
of University Professors) Excellence in Research
and Creativity Career Award”; Richard Conn on the
publication of his controversial, thought-provoking
new book titled The Earthbound Parent: How (and
Why) to Raise Your Little Angels Without Religion,
which you’ll find featured as one of the “Editor’s

Picks” in this issue of DAM; head and neck cancer
specialist Kevin Cullen, who for the last several years
has served as director of the University of Maryland
Marlene and Stewart Greenebaum Comprehensive
Cancer Center and who was elected chair of the
2018 American Cancer Society board of directors;
Jim Feuille, who will be taking his mad business
skills and decades of experience in the equity capital markets to the Tuck Center for Private Equity
and Entrepreneurship in September as executive
director; Bill Holmes, who received an honorary doctor of humane letters degree at Dartmouth’s 2018
Commencement ceremony for his altruism and
his humanitarian efforts “on behalf of the neediest of patients in every corner of the globe, often
at great personal risk”; Bruce Smoller, chairman of
the University of Rochester Medical Center, who
received the Distinguished Alumni Award from the
University of Cincinnati College of Medicine “for
achievements in the areas of basic research, education, clinical care, health service administration,
and public and civic duties”; Dave “Guy” Van Wie,
who in 1984 had the good sense to marry Cheryl
Bascomb ’82, Dartmouth’s recently appointed
vice president for alumni relations in charge of
worldwide alumni engagement efforts; and Cheryl,
primarily for having had the good sense to marry
a ’79, but also for her well-deserved appointment!
Hope you’re all ready for some football, tailgating, and parading at Homecoming October 26-27.
We have it on good authority that head coach Buddy
Teevens, his staff, and his squad will be ready to put
a can of something on Harvard instead of on the
ridiculously talented Mobile Virtual Player.
Finally, now is a good time to start preparing
for our milestone 40th reunion June 17-21, 2020,
so please be sure to mark your calendars and save
the dates. You don’t want to miss this one, not with
the likes of reunion chairs Dawn Hudson and Otho
Kerr running the show!
—Stanley Weil, 15 Peck Road, Mt. Kisco, NY 10549;
(917) 428-0852; stanno79@gmail.com; John Currier,
82 Carpenter St., Norwich, VT 05055; (802) 6492577; john.h.currier@dartmouth.edu
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We are still basking in the after-glow of
our 60th birthday party in Scottsdale,
Arizona, but looking forward to our
second annual Homecoming dinner on October
27 at Pierce’s Inn.
According to the inn’s website, “It is not your
quaincy-daincy, pristine Woodstock-Quechee type
inn. It is way more fun than those places!” Sounds
like a good fit for the class of 1980: Fun—not quaincy-daincy. (Put that in the reunion theme contest!)
Speaking of reunion, mark your calendars
now for June 18-21, 2020, for our 40th reunion.
Actuarially, most of us have just five reunions left.
Forty years: Show up while you still can. (Another
entry for the theme contest.)
New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy, a Democrat,
announced his plans in June to re-nominate Justice Anne Murray Patterson, a Republican appointee
of former Gov. Chris Christie, to another term on
the N.J. Supreme Court. New Jersey justices have
initial seven-year terms and then become eligible
for tenure. Governor Murphy said he was “pleased
to uphold the practice of reappointing good, fairminded, and qualified justices, regardless of their
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party affiliation.”
The Alumni Council inaugurated the Professor John Rassias Faculty Award in 2017 to recognize Dartmouth professors for exceptional educational outreach to alumni. This year the Alumni
Council honored Susan Ackerman with the award.
Susan holds the Preston H. Kelsey Professorship
in Religion. She joined the religion department at
Dartmouth in 1990.
Describing himself as an accidental filmmaker,
Dr. Blake Kerr burst onto the film festival scene last
year with his documentary Eye of the Lammergeier.
Blake managed to obtain some the only footage
recorded in the last 30 years of what he describes
as the systematic genocide that is occurring in the
Chinese military occupation of Tibet. A lammergeier is a large vulture. “The eye of the lammergeier
is a birds’ eye view of the Chinese military occupation of Tibet,” says Blake.
Steve Brooks reports that he recently visited
with Steve Rutan and Keith Glovins on the shores
of Canandaigua Lake, New York. All three live in
western New York. Keith is commercial director
for architecture at Corning. Steve is president of
Rutan Management Consulting. Brooksie is chief
information officer of ITT Industrial Process. A
good time was had by all.
Earlier this year I had the good fortune to
spend the weekend in Nantucket, Massachusetts,
with Kate and Tom Chapin, Roy and Leigh Limbach
Johnson, and Tom and Emily Lisberger Vitale. Tom,
Roy, Leigh, Emily, and I were all freshmen in Hitchcock. The weekend was so wonderful, I tried writing a poem about it to best capture the emotions
and magic of our time together. I only managed the
first line: “There once was a man from Nantucket.”
After that I had trouble with the rhyme scheme and
thinking of what might come next.
What do Kenneth Golden, John Rich, Harvey
Manger-Weil, Ron Chen, Kevin Ryan, and Ty Burr all
have in common? Send me your entries on the back
of a Lou’s menu.
—Wade Herring, P.O. Box 9848, Savannah, GA 31412,
(912) 944-1639; wherring@huntermaclean.com;
Rob Daisley, 3201 W. Knights Ave., Tampa, FL 33611;
(813) 300-7954; robdaisley@me.com; Frank Fesnak,
242 River Road, Gladwyne, PA 19035; (610) 5818889; ffesnak@gmail.com
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The granite of New Hampshire may
be in our muscles and our brains, but
we all have amazing heart and soul as
evidenced by the astounding acts of the past few
months. Our very own Annette Gordon-Reed ended
her eight-year tenure as a member of the board of
trustees with a wonderful smile and a statement of
devotion saying “what an honor to be asked to serve,
and to serve.” She oversaw the distribution of the
precious big “D” parchment to our palindromic pair
class of ’18, some of whom have proud parents in
our class, including Barnes Darwin, Jane Alexander,
Robert Webb, Cathy Haley Rost, Grace Macomber Bird,
Tom McGonagle and Anne Hallager McGonagle, David
Edelson, and Annabelle Brainard Canning. Also getting

measured for the lone pine robes of the trustees is
the highly distinguished Eileen Chamberlain Donahoe, who is the executive director of the global digital policy incubator at Stanford University Center
for Democracy, Development, and the Rule of Law.
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Eileen joins classmates Bill Burgess and chair Laurel
Richie on the board.
On the Fairfield University campus David Frassinelli was honored with the Distinguished Faculty/
Administrator Award. He is the vice president of
facilities management and oversees campus operations as well as capital planning and construction.
He has overseen the construction or renovation of
more than 500,000 square feet of campus facilities
that include a stadium, residential buildings, a dining hall, a center for nursing and health sciences,
parking garages, and now a new $42-million school
of business. He obtained a master’s in finance from
Fairfield in 1992.
Down in Virginia Yvonne Howell is professor of
Russian at the University of Richmond. She enjoys
the music scene with her husband, Carter Blough
’76, who is a bass player in several bands there. Her
next book is a translation of a “Russian feel-good
book” called Moments of Happiness.
In Bourges, France, nearly 40 years after her
1979 language study abroad trip, Julie Koeninger
rekindled relations with her host family in the
shadows of the cathedral. She shared this family
one term later with Sharon Washington, and they
recalled the interesting 10-kilometer journey each
morning on bike for Julie and moped for Sharon.
The “memories came flooding back” for Sharon,
who recalled the incredible home-cooked meals
and the daily visits to the patisserie. I personally
recall the speedy, intrepid mobilette driver Sharon
weaving through traffic to get to classes as I hoofed
it through farm fields along the river, casting my
fly rod, if I had time! The College’s “spell on them
remains” indeed.
Send news, or we will have to put on our creative caps.
—Emil Miskovsky, 520 Seneca St., Suite 312, Utica, NY
13502; (802) 345-9861; emilmiskovsky@gmail.com;
Veronica Wessels, 224 Buena Vista Road, Rockcliffe,
ON K1M0V7, Canada; (613) 864-4491; vcwessels@
rogers.com
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We did it! We broke the attendance
record at a Dartmouth College 35th
reunion. Congratulations to reunion
chair Mary Thomson Renner and team for enticing
almost 300 members of the class to return to Hanover for four days of connecting, including dozens
of classmates who had never attended a reunion.
The welcome reception and dinner in the class
tent on Thursday featured crepes, and later Matt
Norton was our DJ. Many of us saw the new Moosilauke Ravine Lodge—either by staying overnight
or on a bus tour Friday morning (and, yes, I mean
a real yellow school bus!). Our Friday lunch at the
Dartmouth Outing Club was relaxing and a great
chance to make new friends and rekindle connections. The 1982 TED-style talks titled “The Roads
We Take” were a big hit. Kudos to Beth Johnston
Stephenson for organizing. Jonathan Marvel, Judith
Service Montier, Stephen D’Antonio, Bill Cole, and Margaret Spring shared stories of triumphs and challenges showing that many of us are doing things we
never imagined. The reunion committee organized
many diverse events, but there was also time to just
relax in the class tent and catch up. On Saturday we
had a “clustered” lunch on the lawn of Baker Library
with the classes of 1983 and 1984, followed by the

first-ever “Salty Dog Rag” flash mob on the Green.
A new slate of class officers was elected during our
Saturday night dinner (with grilled lobster tail!) on
the lawn outside Hitchcock.
Congratulations to Daniel Black on his election as class president and to Corinne Heyes and
Robin Shaffert as vice presidents! I am thrilled that
Jennifer Chandler Hauge will be joining me as class
co-secretary. And David Plekenpol will continue on
as treasurer. The class officers thanked outgoing
president Cathy Judd-Stein with an engraved crystal
bowl from Simon Pearce. Thanks to Matt Hoffman
for organizing that gift. Matt wins the award for
most dedicated classmate. He drove to Hanover
on Thursday and then drove back to Boston for his
high school reunion Friday night and returned to
Hanover on Saturday.
On Sunday morning Cynthia Hall McCraven organized a memorial service for our most recently
deceased classmates. The Rev. Dr. Adrienne “Tee”
Lotson officiated, and as she read the names, classmates shared personal recollections and stories.
We were honored to have Tony Lupien’s wife, Miriam
’84, and Rob Maxwell’s sister, Denyse ’84, join us.
Yisrael “Jay” Rosenberg blew the shofar, and Jay
Shofet recited the Kaddish. Bernie Thompson and
Glenn Grube played instrumental music, and Karen
Cassidy Thompson, Kevin and Darlene Thorne, Al
Forbes, and Matt Yee sang.
I want to close by thanking my co-secretary
these past six years, Robin Shaffert, for never missing a deadline and for her careful eye in proofreading all these columns and writing several obituaries
as well as dozens of cards to classmates on both
happy and sad occasions. On to the 40th-41st reunion! We are stronger together!
—David Eichman, 9004 Wonderland Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90046; dme4law@sbcglobal.net; Jennifer
Chandler Hauge, 3506 Idaho Ave. NW, Washington,
DC 20016; (973) 650-7914; jchandlerhauge@gmail.
com

ning highlights included dancing to our favorite
reunion band, The Marsels, with a performance
by Kelly Fowler Hunter. Early Saturday morning in
picture-perfect weather, Reed Webster guided a
canoe trip on the Connecticut that included Fred
Cuda, Kathy Bowler Mitchell, Belle Traver McDougal,
and Jim Bloomer. They paddled upriver and drifted
back down. Spotted at the alumni row were Anni
Dupre Santry, Steve Hart, Andre Hunter, Libby Lawrence, Mike Hjerpe, Patty Shepard, and Laura Stephens
Robinson. Meanwhile, back on solid ground, ’83s
were represented at the tennis round robin by Kathy
Provost, My Nguyen, David Ellis, and Lynn Vanderhoek.
On Saturday afternoon the Baker Library lawn was
awash with a luncheon gathering of the classes of
1982, 1983, and 1984 alumni, while 35th Reunion
Songsters, composed of alumni from many singing
groups, sang Dartmouth favorites. Some ’83 Glee
Club singers included Catherine Brown Dougherty,
Natalie Hulen Diana, Beth Hovey, and James McKim,
who also directed the performance of Pea Green
Freshmen. Saturday evening featured an outdoor
banquet at the DOC House on Occom Pond during
a beautiful sunset. The evening’s festivities went
full-tilt boogie when the Dartmouth Idol All-Stars
took center stage at the Green with live musical
performances showcasing the extraordinary talent
the College continues to nurture. Alumni classes
danced, waved glow sticks, admired a pyrotechnic
spectacular, and gave more than a rouse for dear old

Dartmouth. As occurs every five years, the class
elected its new class officers, which include Maren
Christensen and Martha Gerhan as co-presidents,
Walter Foster as vice president, Joe Dempsey as treasurer, and Becky Ankeny, James McKim, Elliot Stultz,
and Shanta Sullivan doing communications. Our
class has an active Facebook page—“Dartmouth
Class of 1983”—and we hope everyone who attended the reunion will post photos.
—Shanta Sullivan, 1541 North Sierra Bonita Ave., Los
Angeles, CA 90046; shantaesullivan@gmail.com;
Elliot Stultz, 421 West Melrose St., #8A, Chicago, IL
60657; elliotstultz@yahoo.com
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Well, as many of you know, the class of
1984 recently celebrated its 35th reunion. Though turnout was excellent,
I was not among those in attendance. I suspect that
several of the readers of this column were also unable to attend. Fortunately, my co-secretary Juliet
Aires Giglio was in Hanover for the festivities. Juliet
gave me a rundown of the event, so I could share
some of the excitement with the rest of our class.
Well, hearing about it made me feel even worse.
As a service to those of us who stayed home, I will
relay Juliet’s story of our reunion, with a few minor
changes, in hopes of making those of us who missed
reunion feel a little less badly.
If you missed the reunion, this is exactly how
it went down. If you attended the reunion, per-

haps you should skip to the class of 1968 notes, or
something in that neighborhood of the magazine.
Nothing to see here. Move along.
David Cumberbatch, who is one of our three
class vice presidents, opened the reunion by making
a lovely toast in the class tent. During his remarks,
David, who is an attorney and seems to spend an
awful lot of time in Paris, accidently knocked over a
candle, setting fire to a few of the tables in the tent as
well as a portion of the stage. Not to worry, co-vice
presidents Kaya Kazmirci (who lives in Turkey) and
Derek Chow (who lives in Colorado) were ultimately
able to extinguish the flames. The damage was limited to about 40 percent of the tables in the tent,
which were completely destroyed. The 1984 ice
sculpture did not survive. That was pretty much
the first night.
The next day there were several panel discussions. Sarah Strauss, who is a professor at the University of Wyoming (one of the square states in the
middle, I believe), moderated a lively session. Sarah
and Allyson Bouldon (our new class president) then
led everyone back to the class tent, where Allyson
accidently tripped over one of the tent stakes, causing a collapse of a significant portion of the tent.
Fortunately, damage was limited to a large stack
of cookies and several of the remaining tables. Bill
Hamlen, who was attending his first-ever reunion,
was slightly injured. Bill, who recently moved back
to Hanover, immediately put his house up for sale.
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Many of us are still basking in the
glow of our 35th reunion and three
wonderful days in Hanover. Two hundred ninety-six classmates, partners, and children participated. For some, the reunion began
on Wednesday night with a stay at the newly rebuilt
lodge at Mount Moosilauke, followed by a cold and
blustery hike to the summit on Thursday led by
Peter Kilmarx. Hikers included Lynn Johnson, Peter
Kidder, Dan Zelikow, Melissa Kaish, Keith Moskow, Peter Ham, Jessica Rosenberg Brown, and Chris Hunt.
Back in Hanover Mac Gardner graciously hosted a
Thursday evening reception at his home, just steps
from Main Street. On Friday four classmates talked
about their recent work. Shelley Drake Hawks spoke
about her book The Art of Resistance: Painting by
Candlelight in Mao’s China, which tells the stories
of secret, counterrevolutionary artists during the
Cultural Revolution. Jean Hanff Korelitz read from
her latest novel, The Devil and Webster, a captivating tale about a college president and a student
protest at a small New England liberal arts college.
Former CNN producer Marika Olsen described the
two years she spent in Baghdad helping to establish
the country’s election process, and former federal
prosecutor Brian Kelly discussed trying the notable
case U.S. v. James “Whitey” Bulger. Friday eve-
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Undeterred, Karen Trost, who had organized
the “35th reunion singers” took to the non-charred
portion of the stage to lead a rousing rendition of
several Dartmouth songs. Unfortunately, several
amplifier cables fell into the puddle that had, until
recently, been the 1984 ice sculpture. The resulting
short-circuit left the class tent in the dark. Jolie Epstein Kapelus, who was probably attending her second reunion ever, was last seen sprinting across the
Green, toward the safety of the class of 2008 tent.
Then it rained.
So, there you have it. That’s essentially how
Juliet relayed the story. We really didn’t miss much.
No reason to feel bad.
—Eric Grubman, 2 Fox Den Way, Woodbridge, CT
06525; (203) 710-7933; grubman@sbcglobal.net;
Juliet Aires Giglio, 4915 Bentbrook Drive, Manlius,
NY 13104; julietgiglio@gmail.com
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We are going to pick up the baton handed off by this year’s Commencement
speaker, Mindy Kaling ’01. Specifically,
focusing this class column on two of our classmates
and granting them permission to root for themselves. Well, sort of—I mean, others technically
passed this information along to me, but we are
going to give a rouse to each of them, as I know you
will enjoy cheering for them through these updates.
In case you have been wondering where in
the world Susan Johnson Bower is, look no further
than Greensboro, North Carolina. Sue was recently named athletic director at Guilford College.
However, let’s really bring you up to date. After a
three-year stint on the Ladies Professional Golf
Association’s Futures Tour and three years as an
assistant golf professional, Sue took over Tulane’s
fledgling women’s golf team in 1992, a five-woman
squad ranked second from the bottom among Division I programs. By 2005 the team finished 15th in
the NCAA Championship and had reached NCAA
regional tournaments in five of Sue’s last six seasons before the program was suspended due to
university cutbacks forced by Hurricane Katrina.
Sue garnered 13 various coach of the year awards,
including the 2003 National Golf Coaches Association East Region honor. In 2006 she transitioned
from coach to Tulane’s assistant athletic director
for internal affairs, playing a key role in developing
and executing the university’s plan for reinstating
eight teams. Sue joins Guilford from St. Martin’s
Episcopal School in New Orleans, where she was
athletic director for the past two years. Heralded
by Guilford’s president as a collaborative leader
who “brings a depth of skill and experience that
strengthens Guilford’s athletics department and
the whole institution,” Sue is the Quakers’ first
full-time athletic director since 2007. Way to go,
Sue—give her a rouse!
Since her days on the Hanover Plain, Michelle
Duster has been busy creating her career, and she
currently is a professor of writing at Columbia
College Chicago. In addition, she has been even
busier preserving a legacy by undertaking work
to preserve and promote the legacy of her greatgrandmother Ida B. Wells, a journalist, suffragist, and civil rights activist. After the Ida B. Wells
Homes community in Chicago’s Southside was
demolished in 2002, Michelle decided in 2008 to do
more to preserve her ancestor’s legacy. She edited
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and published two books that include the original
writings of her ancestor, Ida In Her Own Words
and Ida From Abroad. Michelle has been involved
for a decade with a committee focused on creating
a monument to honor her great-grandmother on
the land where the housing community stood for
more than 60 years. (To learn more, visit www.
idabwellsmonument.org). Thanks to recent interest and support shepherded by Michelle, the
committee targets completion in mid-2019. Once
erected, it will be one of only a handful of monuments dedicated to a black woman in the country.
Let’s give another rouse to Michelle!
Until our next column update, send us your
news—we will print it here.
All the best to all of you!
—Leslie A. Davis Dahl, 83 Pecksland Road, Greenwich,
CT 06831; (203) 552-0070; dahlleslie@yahoo.com;
John MacManus, 188 Ringwood Road, Rosemont, PA
19010; (610) 525-4541; slampong@aol.com
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Anthony Pelligrini writes that his three

daughters graduated from Bowdoin
or Tufts or nearly graduated from
Providence College. Anthony remembers that
36 or so years ago, he wanted to be a computer
hardware engineer. “Physics was too hard, so I
switched to computer science to be a software
programmer. I started my career as a computer
software programmer, but ended up as a lawyer.
I am now a partner in my law firm and work as a
patent, immigration, contracts lawyer, and litigator. I have been a lawyer, but I would like to be a
beach bum.” Shelley Mosley Stanzel writes, “I love
to read the Class Notes to hear what is going on in
my classmates’ lives. My life is very different from
most of those who submit news, however, as I am
the parent of a disabled son who is now 23 years
old. He has a high-functioning type of autism called
Asperger syndrome (AS), which means that he is
highly intelligent, but finds it challenging to connect with others and express his feelings. Many
of those with AS become experts in a narrow set
of interests. Basically, they are smart but a little
weird. Additionally, he has Klinefelter syndrome,
which is caused by an extra copy of the X chromosome. He also has a bit of mental illness and very
poor judgment. While many of you are concerned
about where your children will go to college, I’m
worried about him continuing to bring homeless
people into the home in the middle of the night,
after he snuck out to visit Kevin and Robert, two
homeless men who ‘teach him about life’ and live
under a bridge. Being the parent of a special-needs
son has completely changed the way that I think
about success. I’m writing this because we are
very proud that he has been hired at a local pancake house to bus tables and polish silverware.
It is a low-pressure environment, and the other
employees and customers are very nice to him.
We’ve noticed a vast improvement in his sense of
self-worth and happiness since he began the job in
the fall. He now can ride the bus by himself from
my family’s ranch—where he lives—to get him
away from the homeless people. On Saturdays,
I drive two hours to get him to and from his job.
I meet friends at the restaurant every Saturday,
order the same omelet and decaf coffee, and spend
more on our meals than he makes working. It’s a

wonderful situation, and we are blessed that he
has finally found a place in the world that makes
him feel complete. Plus, the hostess at the pancake
house gives me priority seating whenever there
is a long line!” In response to my query, “Can you
write your life story in six words?” Peter Henderson
wrote, “Dartmouth, family, career, transformation,
psychology, service.” David Criswell’s life story is
“Cornfield, Granite Mountains, skyscrapers, Beervana, bless.” In beauty, it is finished.
—Mae Drake Hueston, 624 Poppy Ave., Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625; mdhueston@me.com
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In this column I am spotlighting current
and former class officers with news to
share about careers, connections to
Dartmouth, and efforts to make their communities a better place.
Class co-vice president Brendan Connell has
made the transcontinental trek and relocated
from N.Y.C. to L.A. to become the chief operating
officer at the new Academy Museum of Motion
Pictures. Brendan will oversee the museum’s operations, administration, and finance, including
the construction of the museum building itself. For
the past 18 years Brendan was at the Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum in N.Y.C., most recently as
its deputy chief operating officer. In the Academy
Museum’s announcement, Brendan stated that he
is excited to “help make the vision for this amazing
film center a reality and to establish the Academy
Museum as a must-visit destination for movie
lovers from around the world.” As an “it’s a small
world” aside, I already knew of this new position
from a friend of mine here in San Francisco who is
also a museum executive. Best of luck to Brendan
as he takes on this new challenge!
In another small-world story, class social media chair Hermann Mazard unexpectedly stumbled
across a distant relative in the class of 2020 during a visit to Dartmouth. After Hermann finished
leading an on-campus workshop focused on student voting, a student approached him and asked
whether Hermann was going to meet up with “his
son” Jason Mazard. Hermann has no children
(to his knowledge!), so he was understandably
stumped. After some online research, Hermann
discovered that Jason is from Tampa, and then
found the names of Jason’s mother and father,
Thomas Mazard. Hermann eventually spoke with
Thomas and learned that his mother and Hermann’s father are distant cousins. “Thomas asked
that I look after his son,” Hermann said, “and I try.”
He and Jason met in Hanover for lunch at Molly’s
shortly thereafter and “remain in touch.”
Former class secretary and 25th reunion chair
Allison (Bleyler) McDonald decided to jump into local
government and this past March was elected to
the Amherst school committee, the public school
board in Amherst, Massachusetts. “Our town of
38,000 may look to visitors like a traditional New
England college town, but inside it has an incredibly diverse population,” Allison said. As one of
the many Amherst residents who ran for town
offices for the first time, Allison was motivated
to get involved after the Amherst town government rejected a proposal (and accompanying state
funding) to rebuild the elementary school buildings. She is excited to be part of this “new wave of

government” and is still getting used to serving in
a town that lives up to the local saying: “Amherst:
only the ‘h’ is silent.” Having known Allison for
more than 34 years, I am sure she will make her
voice heard and do a great job!
—Laura Gasser, 746 17th Ave., San Francisco, CA
94121; marcklaurag@aol.com
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This is my last Class Notes column.
Although it’s been my pleasure and
privilege to write these columns these
past five years, I am thrilled to pass the baton to my
successor, Tory Woodin Chavey. Tory, together with
president Traci Byrne Gentry, VP Lisa Ellis, treasurer
Kim Fasolo-Lomonaco, and the rest of their team—
they’re keen to get new people involved—will lead
us into our 35th reunion in 2024. You are in good
hands, people. But, before I go, perhaps you will
indulge some personal musings by me?
More than 34 years ago I was lucky enough to
be asked to join the class of 1988. I can’t imagine
what my life would have been without the courses
I took, the lessons I learned outside the classroom,
the snow I battled through and sometimes tripped
on and over (who remembers those giant snowbanks lining the pathways throughout the early
months of 1985?), and the friends I made during
those four years and the 30 years since.
Give a rouse for Taylor Thomas and Anne
Chmielewski Kushwaha and their amazing team,
who treated us to a magical 30th reunion weekend full of reminiscing, reconnecting, and, yes,
making some new connections—and a seriously
fun silent disco. We were nearly 350 classmates
strong—another record smashed by our class—and
we had fabulous food (Jodi Gould Monster and Jane
Grussing Lonnquist), beverages (Alec Frisch, Todd
Jackson, and Peter Rutledge), activities (Stephanie
Welsch Lewin), music (Derek LeLash, Meegan McCorkle and Paul Steinwald), souvenirs (Scott Marr
and Barb Turley Marr), tent decorations (Cherise
Glick Bransfield and Kajy Rejaie Vicinelli), a nostalgic
but fun Saturday night slide show in the class tent
(put together by Cuong Do from vintage photos we
submitted), and a timely and thought-provoking
panel on aging (Caroline McKeldin Wayner, Sarah Hoit,
Michelle Stowe Ong, Brent Forester, and Simon Cordery). Also, let’s not forget the important work done
to get us all registered (Cari Lynel Jackson Lewis and
Kendall Grigsby Carbone), excited to attend (Regina
Glocker and Lee Asher Prince), and get it all paid for
(co-treasurers Alec Casey and Jolin Salazar Kish).
Last, but certainly not least, we had TED-style
talks (organized by Lee Asher Prince and Charlie
Wheelan and moderated by Rachel Dratch) and an
exceedingly moving memorial service (organized
by Mary Flounders Green and led by Jevin Eagle with
original music composed by Brian Howrey). The
fierce honesty, humor, and courage of our classmates who delivered the talks and spoke at the service—Patrick Rutty’s talk on how Uber saved his life
drew a standing ovation reminiscent of Playfair—
made me so proud to be a part of this class. And a
special shout-out to past leaders listed at www.
dartmouth88.org/our-class/leadership. Their
groundwork made so much possible. If you weren’t
able to join us in Hanover, or if you did but missed
the slideshow, the talks, the service, the Freshman
Book photos displayed in the tent, or just want to

see them again, check them out—and the video
of our graduation—at the following links: www.
dartmouth88.net/30thReunionVideo, www.dartmouth88.net/tedtalks, www.dartmouth88.net/inme, www.dartmouth88.net/FreshmanBook, and
www.dartmouth88.net/commencement. Finally,
we are collecting photos from the 30th reunion
(not the old photos this time around!). Please send
them to dartmouth88photos@gmail.com.
I will sign off by saying that I couldn’t be
prouder to be part of this great class of 1988—we
truly are “Better Together,” which makes the reunion theme all the more appropriate. Hope to see
you all on the dance floor at our 35th—this time
without my crutches but with that silent disco
and fabulous playlist?!
All the best, my fellow “gr’88s.”
—Jere Mancini, 34 Wearimus Road, HoHoKus, NJ
07423; d88correspondent@gmail.com
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Fall is here, which means students
are back at Dartmouth, the leaves are
changing, and I get to go back up to Hanover for Class Officers Weekend. And stock up on
maple syrup from Mac’s Creamery. In the summer
it makes its own maple syrup ice cream, and it’s
amazing. Thanks to Ray Prado and his wife, Gesine,
for introducing my family to it. I may stretch the
carry-on limit coming back….
Clint Stinchcomb was named president and
CEO of CuriosityStream, the award-winning
documentary streaming service founded by John
Hendricks (founder of Discovery Channel.) There,
Clint is tasked with “building on the success of the
streaming service, home to world-class original
documentary films and series exploring science,
technology, history, nature, health, and more.”
Clint joined CuriosityStream as chief distribution officer and has been in traditional and digital
media for more than 25 years.
Our own Geeta Anand is joining the faculty of
the UC Berkeley Graduate School of Journalism as
acting professor of reporting, teaching students of
differing experience levels in the school’s foundational reporting class. Geeta will also offer strategic guidance for the overall reporting curriculum,
serve as a master’s thesis advisor for second-year
students, and take part in school governance as
a member of the school’s senate faculty. Geeta
has been involved in journalism now for 27 years,
with a career spanning The Boston Globe, The Wall
Street Journal, and The New York Times, where she
spent the past 10 years as a foreign correspondent
in India.
By the time you read this, my oldest will be in
the throes of her college applications, and we’ll be
supportive of any school she wants to go to. Fiona
Bayly responded to my column asking for favorite
covers (hers are “Running Down a Dream,” “Got
It Made,” “Broken Wings”) and then, as we went
back and forth, Fiona remarked that “the ultimate
endurance event is being a good parent.” Wow.
That’s good stuff. What to you makes a good parent, aunt/uncle, or even a mentor? Would love to
hear back from you all. We are now less than a year
away from reunion, and I’m already getting excited.
Mark your calendars for June 13-16. Thankfully,
our oldest daughter’s high school graduation is not
that weekend…so I know I’ll be there. I’m hoping
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that as many ’89s can make it as possible.
—Ned Ward, 2104 Graham Ave., #B, Redondo Beach,
CA 90278; ned@nedorama.com
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This month I asked ’90s, “What are
your salient memories of your freshman trip?” I think I received enough responses for at least two columns! Here’s Part I. Kyrie
Robinson: “Thinking about freshman trips gives me
mild PTSD. I called the College in August to inquire
about the details of my trip and was informed that I
had never actually sent in my forms! The person on
the phone said they couldn’t fit me in (which was
undoubtedly not true, had I pushed), so I arrived on
campus friendless and feeling lonely (though my
undergraduate advisor group quickly made things
better). Anyway, those are two life lessons I have
never forgotten: Send in your forms, and don’t take
no for an answer. This is also why I was so happy
to meet up with everyone at the Ravine Lodge for
our 50th birthday party this past June—I’d never
been!” Laurilyn Goettsch Dowling: “So much fun,
although when we arrived at Moosilauke and I
was reorganizing my backpack, I pulled out my
waterproof ground cover (unused, because we
all had one and didn’t need them all), and found
inside a brick wrapped in foil. Prank, courtesy
of some DOC members—though I suspect they
didn’t expect the brick to remain hidden for the
entire hike!” Elizabeth Allen Edgar: “I got great
advice that no real expertise was needed for the
more experienced canoe trip. We drifted much
of the time, tying the canoes together and using a
tarp as a sail on occasion. We had lots of fun kicking back and getting to know each other, and we
definitely got to Moosilauke less exhausted than
some folks!” Langdon Doty: “Our hike was amazing, but it rained a lot. On the second rainy night I
noticed there was a town near our campsite, and
I managed to get a couple of volunteers to join
me on a pizza run that took about three hours
round-trip. Best rain-soaked pizza I’ve ever had.”
Rebecca Baggett: “Disaster in some ways, fun in
others. I discovered I love challenging hikes but
hate camping.” Jack McBride: “We had a blast! Our
trip had seven guys and one woman, Amy Fulwyler. When our hike started, most of the guys did
pretty well. I was soon sweating, gasping for air,
and exhorting the others to go on without me; I
told them I’d just lie there and take my chances.
Amy didn’t hear any of that—she was already
up the mountain. The next day we were nearing
another summit, and had stopped for lunch at a
clearing with an amazing view. Our leader, Vic
Trautwein ’87, remarked that some watermelon
would sure hit the spot. He then reached into his
pack and pulled out a watermelon to share with
everyone. Vic also taught us every Dartmouth
song and cheer, which I fear are lacking in today’s
trips. Vic was captain of the rugby team, Amy was
later captain of the women’s ski team, and I had a
21-swipe meal plan every term.” Mark Sternman: “I
mostly recall the rides to and from Hanover for
my freshman trip. Mara Leventhal, who grew up in
a neighboring town, drove me both ways. She was
the first ’90 from outside my high school whom
I met, and her graciousness got my Dartmouth
experience off to a great start.” Rahul Ranadive:
“None. I caught pneumonia a few days before my
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trip and had to miss it.” Rich Mazzola’s automatic
email reply message: “I am currently on vacation
and, with any luck, I am busy at the moment reeling
in a big brown trout.”
—Rob Crawford, 22 Black Oak Road, Weston, MA
02493; crawdaddy37@gmail.com
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I had so much timely news last issue that
I was not able to share the updates that
many classmates posted on Facebook on
the 91st day of the year, April 1. It happened to be
Easter, the day after Passover, April Fool’s Day, and
the end of a crazy winter that dragged on forever.
Here are some of the posts.
Kristin Savilia: “Watching my four kids open
their Easter baskets. Persuading my three teenage children to participate in the egg hunt to appease their 5-year-old brother.” Melissa Robbins
Mahr was “recovering” from hosting Passover Seder
for all of her local family. “Lots of turkey and stuffing leftovers here,” she noted. Mitch Epner posted
two truths and a lie: “I’m getting ready to take my
wife and daughter to Easter services. I’m enjoying
my new position as of counsel at Rottenberg Lipman Rich, P.C., litigating patent and white collar
criminal defense cases. I’m in final consideration
to serve as the president’s counsel in the Mueller
investigation.”
Jen Clark was having fun indoor skydiving with
extended family in Nashua, New Hampshire. “Not
even kidding,” she said. “We will all be risen!” Interestingly, Robert Muir was also enjoying indoor
skydiving, but he was in Montreal! Nice photo, Rob!
Stephanie Rouzee Pendleton: “It’s a beautiful day
here in Savannah, Georgia. After Easter services
and lunch we will be out watching golf.” Andrew
Field was enjoying Easter in Shanghai; Josie Sandler
had just arrived at the pool in Sarasota, Florida,
where Matthew Johnson was also enjoying some
“Florida sun and family fun”; and Rebecca West was
skiing the powder at Grand Targhee resort in Alta,
Wyoming. “Convening in the church of Mother
Nature,” she wrote.
Linnea Alvord was trail running (and posted a
great photo) with her “trusty companion,” a Weimaraner rescue, Billy. Allison Schutte was doing
her taxes while her kids were out skiing. “Something not quite right here,” she wrote. Carter Payne:
“Watching it blizzard outside in my garden in north
Idaho. Getting stoked to head to a Mexico house
rental on the beach in a few days with family.” Jennifer Silver was reading on her sunporch after the
first day of gardening in Vermont. “Pitbull Luna
is basking in the sun. Kids are both sick, but I hear
them goofing around in the house instead of doing
homework, so they’re not that sick.”
Most of us are going to be hitting the big 5-0 in
the year to come, so I’ll close with this great update
from Lissie Bates-Haus: “Church. Cleaning. A nap.
Embracing middle age by seeing if my new progressive contact lenses will let me actually use my
camera again!” These Facebook “virtual reunions”
are a great way to stay connected. Our next one is
coming up soon on 9/1, or as we like to call it, ’91
Day. Please visit our page, “Dartmouth Class of
1991,” and share a bit about your day or your life.
Enjoy the last days of summer!
—Deb Karazin Owens, 166 Colonial Drive, Fairfield,
CT, 06824; djowens@optonline.net
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I welcomed more updates from classmates involved in nonprofits. Jennifer
Williams is raising and training a puppy
named Spike for Canine Companions for Independence, and his blog is a must-read: www.foxnews.
com/category/shows/the-daily-spike.html.
Steve Frinsko wrote: “I’m on the board of The
Cabin here in Boise, Idaho. The Cabin supports
literacy, reading, and writing by, among other
things, putting writers in local schools and hosting readings and conversations with authors. So
far this year we’ve hosted Reza Aslan, Jesmyn
Ward, and Colson Whitehead. What drew me to
The Cabin was a lifelong interest in reading. Plus,
I had a personal connection with the current board
chair. That said, the most intriguing thing to me was
The Cabin’s Writers in the Schools program, which
puts writers in local schools (largely elementary but
some secondary) to teach writing classes. Some of
the work that comes out of that program is truly
amazing, and it adds a curriculum that I don’t think
many Boise public schools do well. I’ve been a corporate lawyer for about eight years with the largest
Idaho law firm, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley,
which was a mid-life career change after spending
15 years in Sun Valley, Idaho. My wife works for an
organic baby and toddler food company, and our
14-year-old daughter is in eighth grade. I used to
live across the street from Wendy Alexander and
still bump into her occasionally. I also see Christy
Shero Neuhoff once in a while.” (Congratulations to
Christy on the MIT M.B.A.!)
Liza Herbst Knapp wrote: “I have been a youth
soccer coach for the past 10 years, have served in
almost every capacity from room parent to president of our town’s PTO, and recently signed on to
be newsletter editor for the class of ’92. In addition,
I have been a member of our town’s education foundation, the Wayland Public Schools Foundation, for
the past seven years and have served as its president
for the past three. Serving all five schools in our
town, our organization raises money so that we
can fund innovative teacher projects that wouldn’t
otherwise be covered by the school budget. Since
our inception in 1983, we have funded more than
$3.5 million in projects, ranging from a few hundred
dollars to tens of thousands each.”
Liza recently produced our annual paper
newsletter, which included notes from many classmates about their volunteer efforts, 92nd day of
the year activities, and more. Here’s her request
for an upcoming edition of The Standing Bonfire:
“Is it just us, or does it seem like yesterday that we
’92s were settling into campus for our Sophomore
Summer term? Twenty-eight years later, many of us
have either sent our own firstborns off to college or
are preparing to do so in a few months’ time. What
were your fondest memories as a college freshman?
Was it the first care package or letter you received
from home? Meeting the other members of your
undergraduate advisor group? Going to your first
morning language drill? Are you already a college
parent? If so, what advice do you have for those
of us who might be first-timers? Are there things
you’d do differently? What worked so well that
you’d do it again for your other kids? Do parents
still send care packages? Should we really avoid
sending text messages to our kids during their first
week? Take a trip down memory lane, and tell us

what you remember most about freshman year, or
help advise your classmates about sending their
own kids off to college for the first time. Regardless,
we want to hear from you!”
—Kelly Shriver Kolln, 3900 Cottage Grove Ave.
SE, Cedar Rapids, IA 52403; (920) 306-2192;
dartmouth92news@gmail.com
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As has been said many times but
deserves to be repeated many more,
thank you to Veree Hawkins Brown for
organizing an amazing 25th reunion in June.
More than a quarter of our class attended. My kids
were still in school (think many makeup days for
repeated blizzards) and made more of a cameo
appearance, but appreciated it nonetheless. On
Friday afternoon I was able to stop into the rather
frightening college admissions seminar. Before it
started I bumped into Stephanie Rupp and met her
oldest daughter. Steph is an anthropology professor at Lehman College in New York City. She said
she’s teaching a class about gun culture, one of the
few in the nation. We had a very interesting chat
about gun culture, something I’m rather familiar with from living in rural New Hampshire. At
the end of the seminar I bumped into my former
freshman-year roommate Christie (Carlson) Hinshaw
and met her oldest daughter.
I had the great joy of teaching a yoga class for
some classmates. Nothing starts the day right like
kicking up into a handstand. At lunch I sat down
with my former freshman-year Russell Sage floormate Morina (Harder) Litchstein, who now lives in
L.A. I had forgotten that Marina was a coxswain
her freshman year, and she and another classmate
coxswain we sat with gave my daughter tips, as
she’ll start next spring, a year early, for the Lebanon
(New Hampshire) High School team. And then up
walked my freshman roommate Brenda Vale. She
still rows and invited my daughter to join her on
the Connecticut River this summer at 5:30 a.m.
(I passed.)
While waiting for a tour of the Baker Library
bell tower, I was approached by Andrew Lehto.
We couldn’t figure out how we knew each other
but knew we must have somehow taken a class
together. It turns out that he and his family now
live right across the Connecticut River from me
in scenic Hartland, Vermont. I may represent the
class again at Homecoming, depending on the
weather (I’m not dedicated enough to parade in
the rain). And news has broken that the town of
Hanover is requiring a redesign of the bonfire to
issue a required permit, so I may just have to go
and see what it looks like.
Please send me your news, and shoot me an
email if you are visiting (or moving to) the region.
—Suzanne Spencer Rendahl, 224 Route 120, Plainfield, NH 03781; suzanne.spencer.rendahl@gmail.
com
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No matter how many years pass since
we graduated from college (almost 25,
but who’s counting?), I still regard the
year on a school calendar rather than the traditional calendar. Maybe it’s my constant craving for
summer vacation, maybe it’s keeping the master
calendar for my family with school-aged kids, but
regardless, August feels likes an ending, and Sep-
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“

I have a lot of fun. I stay busy with
exercise classes, word games, crafts,
anything you can think of. The
staff here is outstanding and
they are always willing to help.”
–KENT HAMMERLIND

169 Summer Street, Newport, NH 03773
Tel: (603) 863-8181 • www.summercrest.net
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THE TRUMBULL HOUSE
BED & BREAKFAST

Hanover’s first and finest B&B, just four miles east
of campus. Luxurious country lodgings with six
spacious rooms and sumptuous breakfasts. Free
high-speed wireless Internet plus a business center.
Sixteen acres with swimming pond, trails and
gardens. 40 Etna Road, Hanover, NH 03755.
(603) 643-2370;
(800) 651-5141;
trumbullhouse@gmail.com;
www.trumbullhouse.com.
BREAKFAST ON THE CONNECTICUT

Sits on 23 acres in Lyme, just 12 miles from
Dartmouth and overlooking the tranquil Connecticut River. Completed in 1997, we have 15 spacious
bedrooms replete with amenities, each with private
bath, TV/VCR and thoughtfully appointed. Some
bedrooms have gas fireplaces, skylights, romantic
Jacuzzi tubs and a stunning view of the river.
Bicycles, canoes and kayaks are complimentary, as
is the 8-person Jacuzzi spa. Open year-round. For
a virtual tour, see our website. Our gracious B&B is
the perfect place to escape for a weekend, a vacation, a retreat or reunion. A hearty New England
breakfast with house specialties and real maple
syrup makes getting up each morning a treat.
651 River Road, Lyme, NH 03768;
(603) 353-4444;
(888) 353-4440;
www.breakfastonthect.com.
THE JACKSON HOUSE INN

Peaceful blend of casual elegance and comfort on 3
acres just beyond Woodstock. Suites with fireplaces,
massage tubs. Unforgettable breakfast featuring
local organics. Easy access to Dartmouth, skiing,
attractions. 43 Senior Lane, Woodstock, VT 05091;
(800) 448-1890;
www.jacksonhouse.com.
THE QUALITY INN AT QUECHEE GORGE

Minutes from the Junction of I-89 and I-91, and 12
minutes from Dartmouth. Spacious guest rooms
and suites. Full service restaurant on premises. Hot
breakfast, indoor pool, fitness room. Pet friendly.
Wireless Internet. Exit 1 off I-89 in VT three miles
on Route 4 West.
(800) 732-4376;
www.qualityinnquechee.com.
tember feels like a fresh start.
What “fresh start” lies ahead of you? Consider
sending me your news, as you read through the
updates of your classmates below.
Len Mead is sporting a new job these days. He
reports: “After seven years managing the content
at Comcast SportsNet New England (home of the
Celtics among other things), I had the opportunity to shift west and become general manager of
NBC Sports Northwest (home of the Trail Blazers
among other things). My wife, Amanda MacMillan
’95, and three kids are still in Littleton, Massachusetts, and I’m doing the world’s worst commute. I
fly home to Massachusetts most weekends, then
hop on an early Monday morning flight out to
Portland, Oregon.”
As long as Len is making that commute, he
is making the most of his time on the West Coast
and is catching up with a few Dartmouth alums. He
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HILTON GARDEN INN HANOVER LEBANON

Brand new hotel and event center near Dartmouth.
HGILebanon.com, (603) 448-3300.
THE NEW LONDON INN

Historic Main Street charm in the beautiful
Dartmouth Lake Sunapee region, we capture the
spirit of yesterday with the luxuries of today. Our
inn-house fine dining restaurant, The Coach
House, along with our beautifully renovated tavern
and charming 23 guest rooms are minutes from
year-round events and venues. Complimentary
breakfast, flat-screens, wi-fi, pet-friendly rooms,
private parking lot, Jacuzzi suites.
(603) 526-2791; thenewlondoninn.com.
WOODSTOCK INN & RESORT

Located in idyllic Woodstock, Vermont, the
Woodstock Inn & Resort defines country sophistication in one of New England’s most charming and
popular year-round vacation destinations. The
142-room, AAA Four Diamond Resort and member
of Preferred Hotels & Resorts, offers award-winning
dining in two restaurants, a Robert Trent Jones Sr.
18-hole golf course, Suicide Six Family Ski Resort,
Athletic Club and a LEED-certified Spa, creating a
luxury resort getaway.
(844) 545-4178; www.woodstockinn.com.
THE NORWICH INN

Experience historic New England charm just
1.5 miles across the river from Dartmouth.
The Inn features 40 rooms and Jasper Murdock’s
Alehouse Restaurant & Microbrewery offering a
variety of ales, hand-crafted on site. All free:
Parking, Wi-Fi and Fitness Center.
325 Main Street, Norwich, VT 05055;
(802) 649-1143; www.norwichinn.com.
DOWDS’ COUNTRY INN

Historic Inn with all the modern comforts. Just 8
miles from campus. New Latham House Tavern onsite. Full country breakfast with every stay!
9 Main Street, Lyme, NH; (603) 795-4712;
www.dowdscountryinn.com.
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RESIDENCE INN BY MARRIOTT

The preferred all-suite hotel in the Upper
Valley. Easy access off I-89 and just 3 miles from
Dartmouth College with shuttle service to campus.
Complimentary breakfast buffet. Guest access to the
River Valley Club and a pet-friendly hotel.
(603) 643-4511; www.residenceinn.com/lebri.
ELEMENT HANOVER-LEBANON

Discover the Upper Valley from the comfort of
Element Hanover-Lebanon. Our open-flow guest
rooms meet all your needs with the signature
Heavenly Bed and fully equipped kitchens.
State-of-the-art fitness center and healthy food
options help you be at your best.
260 Route 120, Lebanon, NH 03766.
(603) 448-5000;
www.elementhanoverlebanon.com.
THE LYME INN

The Lyme Inn has welcomed travelers to the
Upper Valley for over 200 years. Just minutes from
Dartmouth College, our 9 guest rooms and 5 suites
reflect a careful harmony between historic elegance
and contemporary luxury. Our restaurant tantalizes
your palate, while our warmth and hospitality
invite you to return. 1 Market Street, Lyme NH;
(603) 795-4824;
www.thelymeinn.com.
COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT
HANOVER/LEBANON

Located just minutes from Dartmouth College.
Shuttle service, high-speed Internet, fitness center,
breakfast café and dinner menu.
10 Morgan Drive, Lebanon, NH;
(603) 643-5600;
www.courtyard-hanoverlebanon.com.
506 ON THE RIVER INN

Serene. Most rooms have river view. Cable, Wi-Fi,
a/c, free local calls, continental breakfast. AAA.
Two miles south on Main Street (Route 10);
(603) 298-8721.

Minutes from Woodstock Village, this awardwinning boutique is recognized for its beautiful
balance of casual elegance and rustic charm. The
45-room & suite hotel offers a country breakfast,
indoor pool, hot tub & sauna, game rooms, spacious grounds, as well as the 506 Bistro & Bar,
serving a locally inspired & seasonal menu, and
selection of microbrews and crafted cocktails.
1653 West Woodstock Road, Woodstock, VT;
(802) 457-5000;
www.ontheriverwoodstock.com.

hosted Jeff Buehler at a Blazers’ game, and he spent
a weekend in Seattle with long-time friend Mike
Gardner and his wife, Jenn, and their two children.
Calling other West Coasters? Reach out to Len!
Honor Sachs shares her own westbound story.
Honor writes, “Well, everything is signed, and the
ink is just about dry, so I think it’s safe to share my
news: After five wonderful years with an amazing faculty here at West Carolina University, I am
moving on. In the fall I’ll be joining the history
faculty at the University of Colorado, Boulder. It
will not be easy to leave my WCU colleagues, who
are among the hardest working people I’ve ever
had the privilege of working with. But I am also
excited to join a new group of incredible scholars
at Boulder. I will be in North Carolina one more
year as a fellow at the National Humanities Center
before I head out west. Life came at me fast this
year, and I am excited and grateful to have a year

off to finally write this long-gestating Coleman
family book and to embark on a new professional
adventure. Thanks to all who helped along the
way!” We are looking forward to reading about your
next chapter—both literally in your next book and
figuratively in a future update in our Class Notes.
Matt Feeley sends news of his interesting and
recent career change. After 16 years in private
law practice, he has accepted the appointment to
serve as an assistant U.S. attorney in the Southern
District of Florida. He writes, “I am assigned to
investigate and prosecute healthcare fraud cases.
As you might imagine, we have quite a bit of that
in south Florida. I would be happy to connect with
any classmates who might find themselves passing
through Miami.”
Keep the news coming!
—Laura H. Davis, 1664 Cambridge Court, Bethlehem,
PA 18015; lauradavis723@mac.com
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From coast to coast, we have new
branches on the ’95 tree! In New York,
Brooke Sophia was born in May to Joe
Santos and his wife, Lauren Geer, joining big brother Joe Jr. In Chicago, Melissa (Trumbull) Mitchell and
her husband, Duncan, welcomed darling daughter
Victoria Lyn to the world. And in San Francisco,
Catrina and Jason Duty and their daughter, Jayla,
celebrated the birth of beautiful Spencer in May.
Congratulations, everyone!
Congratulations also to Alison Cook, who
recently published her first book. Coauthored
with Kimberly Miller, Boundaries for Your Soul
draws on clinical psychology and spiritual practice to guide readers from “doubt and conflict
to confidence and peace.” Alison is a counselor
and specializes in the integration of faith and
psychology. She holds an M.A. in counseling from
Denver Seminary and a Ph.D. in religion and psychology from the University of Denver. Alison and
her family live in Boston. Boundaries is available
from Amazon, Barnes and Noble, and beyond.
Check it out!
This summer Dan Glazer opened the London
office for the law firm Wilson Sonsini Goodrich
& Rosati. According to the firm’s press release,
Dan “is a fellow at Tech Nation (formerly Tech
City UK), an organization he has collaborated
with since 2012, including on the development of
a U.S. expansion and fundraising online library.
He was appointed a GlobalScot trade advisor
by the Scottish government, and worked with
the U.S. Department of Commerce to develop
its SelectUSA Tech program to support nonU.S. technology companies with U.S. expansion.
Glazer partners with Silicon Valley Comes to the
UK, London Stock Exchange Elite, Tech Nation
Future Fifty, Entrepreneur First, RocketSpace,
ICE, Seedcamp, the mayor of London’s international business program, TechHub, the London
Co-Investment Fund, Techstars, and similar
organizations to support U.S. expansion and
fundraising efforts by U.K. companies. Glazer
has been recognized by The American Lawyer
as its Transatlantic Innovator of the Year” and
identified as one of London’s top ‘International
Connectors’ by UK Tech News.”
Keep your news coming!
—Kaja (Schuppert) Fickes, 2 Bishops Lane, Hingham, MA 02043; kaja.k.fickes.95@dartmouth.edu
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It is with an extremely heavy heart
that I must share the news of the
untimely passing of one of our own.
Andre “Dre” Junior left us on March 15 in Washington, D.C., after succumbing to multiple gunshot
wounds; a D.C. man is under arrest and charged
with first-degree murder while armed. Born and
raised in Allendale, South Carolina, Dre and his
family had resided in Upper Marlboro, Maryland.
He is survived by his loving wife, Ericka PerryJunior, young daughter Ava, parents Richard and
Mary, and the extended Junior and Perry families.
Several of Dre’s Dartmouth classmates have
started a GoFundMe campaign in support of Ava’s
education (www.gofundme.com/andrejunior).
In the months since his passing, the campaign
has exceeded its initial goals for fundraising, but
continues to collect donations in support of Ava.
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A page has also been added in his memory to the
National Gun Violence Memorial site at www.
gunmemorial.org/2018/03/15/andre-junior.
I feel the words from a few of our Dartmouth
classmates themselves say it best: Dre “was a
people person; never met a stranger. He created
memories to last a lifetime with everyone…remarkable and irreplaceable!” He was “loved by
fellow students, faculty, and administrators alike.
This son of Dartmouth had a razor-sharp intellect, beautiful smile, and easygoing personality.
It’s telling that many of his friends from all points
of his life remembered him as ‘good people.’ That
was Dre, good, good people.” Tracey Gainor shared
the following with the class via Facebook: “Our
hearts are very heavy, and we stand by Andre’s wife,
beloved daughter, family, and friends. Andre was
and will continue to be loved. Dartmouth ’96 loves
you.” As beautifully expressed by Dre’s GoFundMe
campaign and in the poignant words of another
Dartmouth son (Dr. Seuss): “Don’t cry because it’s
over, smile because it happened.” Rest in peace,
Dre. Our thoughts and prayers are with your entire
family as it contends with this senseless tragedy.
As life so often does, with great sadness comes
great joy. I am pleased to announce several new arrivals to the extended ’96 family! First, I am happy
to report the arrival of Vivian Camilla Grimm,
who was welcomed into the world on March 13 in
Seattle by her very smitten mother, Kelcey Grimm.
Vivian joins her equally smitten older brother,
Luke (age 4). Second, I am elated to introduce Tyler
Robert Callahan, who was born on April 17 to our
own Tara Callahan (who reports he is “8 pounds,
10 ounces, 20 inches, and as cute as can be!”). And
last but certainly not least, I am excited to present
Om Rajana Putta-Swamy, the first child for Kishan
Putta and his wife, Divya. Om was born just in time
for Father’s Day on June 9 in Washington, D.C.
His first name represents the sound of symbol of
eternal truth and knowledge and the inner self,
and his second name means “brightening and
illuminating” and represents a combination of
all four of his grandparents. Welcome to all our
newest class babies, who (if my math is indeed
correct) represent some of the first members of
the Big Green class of (gulp!) 2040! Finally, and
with just a few words left of space in this month’s
column, I am happy to congratulate (via his wife,
Robyn Altman) Brendan Doherty on his promotion
to full professor in political science at the U.S.
Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland! Go, Navy!
—Garrett Gil de Rubio, 1062 Middlebrooke Drive,
Canton, GA 30115; ggdr@alum.dartmouth.org
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Hello, ’97s! It was wonderful seeing so
many of you at our 20th (21st) reunion
in June. Hats off to outgoing ’97 class
president Jenn Tudder Walus, co-president Lindsey
Noecker, reunion chair Amy Henry, Danielle Benware
Thompson, and everyone else who made the return
to Hanover of more than 250 ’97s and their families
such a resounding success. We had phenomenal
weather to boot. The fireworks on the Green set
to This Is Me and the alma mater was especially
moving.
Our ’97 class head agent Chris Winship also
deserves a special shout-out for leading the effort for our class to surpass our ambitious goal of

raising more than $1 million for the College. As of
this writing, we are this close to meeting our class
participation goal of 42 percent.
Now for some reunion news.
While chatting with Rachel Dratch ’89, who
was watching her son play in the kids’ tent, I ran
into Patrick Hansen, who was there with his beautiful daughters, 7-year-old Elisa and 1-year-old
Annika. Patrick’s wife, Cynthia, is a professor of
linguistics at Grinnell College in Iowa. Patrick
leads the TrustRadius customer success team and
manages the company’s community programs.
He also recently organized a political action committee to bring together small donors to make an
impact on local elections in Iowa.
Tim Curtin calls Burlington, Vermont, home.
He is a test data infrastructure, analysis, and
software engineer by day and an accomplished
salsa dancer at night. Tim teaches and performs
kizomba, a salsa-type dance which originates from
Angola. He has traveled to Montreal, Lisbon, Madrid, Barcelona, Milan, and Havana for performances. “It’s a good reason to travel and see the
world,” Tim said.
Cristina (Dugan) Schmidt and Eric Schmidt live
in Denver, where Eric is a pulmonologist and assistant professor at the University of Colorado
School of Medicine. Their sons are fourth-grader
Hunter and first-grader Matthew.
Also in Colorado are Mary Ellen Moore and
Neal Rich, who live in Snowmass with their three
daughters.
Rebecca Siegel Baron was having a mother-son
weekend with fifth-grader Jonah while her husband and two other kids were home in Larchmont,
New York. Rebecca works as in-house counsel for
an investment bank.
Anna Ochoa lives in Chelsea in Manhattan,
works as a director at Credit Suisse, and is quite
an impressive photographer.
After traveling the world for the U.S. State
Department, Tim Fitzgibbons is now based in
Washington, D.C., where he lives with husband
Jonathan. They were married in front of Casque
& Gauntlet in 2013.
Peter Mancoll also lives in the D.C. area with
wife Sara and their three kids.
Xantha Bruso works for AAA in San Francisco
shaping clean technology and climate policy by
advancing autonomous vehicle deployment.
Amy Semet lives on Manhattan’s Upper West
Side and is doing postdoctoral work at Princeton.
She plans to become a law professor.
For parents of kids approaching a certain age,
Mollie Greves Grow, a pediatrician in Seattle, recommended It’s Not the Stork when it’s time for that
special conversation.
David Chiang has been with the Queens, New
York, district attorney’s office for 18 years and now
serves as a supervising assistant district attorney
dealing with community relations.
At Molly’s I ran into fellow Texans Vicky Martinez Garcia and husband Ted, who were in from San
Antonio, and Michelle Lewis in from Dallas.
Michelle Stern is a new mom to 7-month-old
son Ellis and works in digital marketing strategy
in Boston.
Jaime Guzman is the director of youth opportunity programs at the Obama Foundation and a
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member of the Chicago Board of Education.
More reunion news in the next issue.
—Jason Casell, 10106 Balmforth Lane, Houston, TX
77096; jhcasell@gmail.com
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Hey ’98s!
Well, this is my official last column
as your class secretary. It’s been a blast
serving you these past five years, and it is now my
sincere pleasure to be passing the baton to Gabe
Galletti. Gabe loves the class of 1998 and is so excited to be taking over as class secretary. You’ll see
his first column this fall, so be sure to pass him
along any news and notes starting right away at
galletti@gmail.com.
But before I go, I wanted to give a shout-out to
so many of the people who I got a chance to catch
up with at reunion a couple of months back. It
was incredible being back in Hanover and seeing
so many old friends, and, in particular, the ’98s
who I haven’t had a chance to see lately. So, in no
particular order, it was great seeing Chris Atwood,

Aaron Klein, Steve Zrike, Josh Freeman, Tara (Bennett)
Bristow, Katy (Bieneman) Romita, Ryan Broderick,
Tracy Van Dorpe, Simone Swink, Noah Schneiderman,
Ed Kim, Kristen Hinman, Kara (Josephberg) Paldino,
David Hoverman, Abby Smith, Dave Smith, Ruth Douzinas, Paul Borchardt, Peter Lanfer. Marc Lewinstein,
Spiros Maliagros, Jason Jones, Brian Fleming, Shannon
(Jarosh) Walsh, Kevin Walsh, and Amanda (Nelson)
Greenwald.
Special shout-out to my old pal Ben Cooperberg, with whom I had the pleasure of sharing

a house in Quechee, Vermont, along with our
families, for the reunion. And a special mention
to my fellow outgoing class officers, including Jo
(Weingarten) Golub, Rodrego Byerly, Stuart Davidson,
Rachel (Bogardus) Drew, and Kate Gold. It’s been

wonderful getting to represent the class with all
you guys these past five years.
Last, but certainly not least, best of luck to our
newly elected slate of class officers: class president
Roger Griesmeyer, VP Kelly (Wardwell) Ryerson, treasurer Mark Franklin, and my successor as secretary,
the aforementioned Gabe Galletti.
If I saw you at reunion but forgot to mention you here, please don’t take it personally—my
41-year-old brain isn’t retaining information as
well as in years past. But if you were at reunion, I
am sure Gabe would love to hear from you and to
get an update on how things are going with you. So
shoot him a note! As for me, I won’t say goodbye;
just “until we meet again….” Happy trails!
—Jeffrey Beyer, 25 Aspen Way, Morristown, NJ
07960; jeffrey.beyer@gmail.com
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Another summer has come to pass,
and the chill of autumn is taking hold.
I hope you all made the most of the
warmer weather!
As members of the class of 2022 settle into
Hanover, there will be someone with ties to our
class among them. Sara (Bauer) Alexander writes
that her son, Kevin, is going to Dartmouth, making
him the first child of a ’99 admitted to Dartmouth.
Sara and her family went to see Dartmouth after
Kevin’s admission and spent some time with Meg
(Cashion) Lysy, who is director of the admissions
ambassador program in the alumni relations office.
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They had a great time, and Meg promised a regular
supply of warm cookies when he’s in Hanover.
In other news, Alexis Bunten has produced a
new anthology, Indigenous Tourism Movements
(University of Toronto Press), that explores how
indigenous peoples around the world are using
tourism to assert their own identities. This work
brings together varied expressions of identity—
from the commodification of indigenous cultures
to the performance of heritage for tourists—to show
the complex local, national, and transnational connections that these expressions produce. This work
follows Alexis’ book So How Long Have You Been
Native? which describes and analyses her personal
experience working at a tourism company owned
by the Tlingit Nation in Alaska.
Finally, it is with mixed feelings that I write
that I will be passing the torch as class secretary
to Jackie Rioux Gladstone, effective from the November/December issue. I have greatly enjoyed
this special opportunity to keep in touch with all
of you and to share your news and updates through
the years. It really has been a privilege, and I know
that Jackie is excited to continue this work going
forward. Please send any updates you might have
to Jackie at jackie.dartmouth99@gmail.com. I will
continue to serve on the ’99 executive committee and look forward to seeing you all at our 25th
reunion!
—Tony Perry, 24 Purssell Close, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 3XU, United Kingdom; tony.j.perry@
gmail.com
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Hello, ’00s! Our fearless leader, class
president Joseph Scott, assumed command of the U.S. Army’s 3rd Battalion,
6th Air Defense Artillery Regiment, at Fort Sill,
Oklahoma, in March. Joe’s battalion trains American and Allied military personnel on the use of
the Patriot air defense system and the terminal
high-altitude area defense system. He also oversees
a small detachment of soldiers at White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico that conducts testing
on emerging air defense technology. As part of his
preparations for command, Joe went to Fort Jackson, South Carolina, in October 2017 for a couple
of weeks of training. There he was able to meet up
with Jen Bess, who currently works as a director
of national fellowships for the University of South
Carolina Honors College. Congratulations, Joe!
Allison Aab sent in some good news: “My husband, Max Brunet, and I welcomed my first child
(he has two kids from his previous marriage), a little
boy, Hudson Brunet, on April 24 here in Toronto.
Hudson is doing great, and I am very grateful for
the generous Canadian year-long maternity leave!”
Turning to publications, Michael Leong just
published another book, a collection of poetry
called Words on Edge. In the words of the publisher,
“Leong superimposes the following layers onto
the reader’s experience of his latest contemporary
poems: politics, chaos, hilarity, language, meaning,
and camouflage. He uses language to show us all
how language is used to manipulate everything we
experience.” Michael is an assistant professor of
English at the University at Albany, SUNY.
Rob Ristango recently wrote the book A Member is Worth a Thousand Visitors: A Proven Method
for Making More Money Online. It’s a guide for con-

tent providers to sharpen their digital strategies and
increase revenue. Rob is the CEO of the Sterling
Woods Group, LLC, a digital marketing advisory
firm in Needham, Massachusetts.
Finally, a note on another one of our class officers: Molly (Gregg) Otter welcomed her third child
in May, a daughter named Beatrice. She and her
family moved from Seattle to Boise, Idaho, at the
end of July.
Thank you for the updates, and I hope to hear
from more of you soon.
—Kate Ryan Stowe, 849 26th Ave., San Francisco,
CA 94121; dartmouth2000secretary@gmail.com
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Hello, ’01s! Not too much news to share
this time around, but what we do have
is exciting as always. The class of 2001
seems to be in the midst of a baby boom out in California. Rupa Magge welcomed another daughter,
Nadiya Parvathi Cross, in May. Big sister Kareena
is already obsessed with the new addition and is
excited to show her around their hometown of Los
Angeles. Kim Vu wrote in from San Jose to share
the June arrival of Valeri Cat-Linh Dau. Kim and
her husband, Nathan Dau (Columbia ’00), happily
introduced Val to older siblings Bruce and Vivian.
In addition to adding to the family, Kim recently
took a managing counsel role at Align Technology.
Finally, Amy Salomon sent an update from
North Redding, Massachusetts. Amy and Matt
Deninger report that starting this fall, Norah (9)
and Barrett (6) will both finally be in school for
the full day! Amy is taking this opportunity to head
back into the classroom herself as a teacher at the
Temple Emanuel Preschool in Andover, Massachusetts. Congratulations to everyone!
—Rachel Milstein Sondheimer, 143 Branchville
Road, Ridgefield, CT 06877; (203) 645-693; rachel.
sondheimer@gmail.com
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Hello, ’02s! I have lots of happy news
to share this time around.
In May Caroline Newman Phillips
and her husband, Jacob Phillips (LSU ’05), welcomed their second son, Beau Newman Phillips.
It makes for a very rambunctious household, with
3-year-old Tyler and Cookie, the dog that never
seems to age or lose energy. The whole family is
enjoying life in Austin, Texas. Caroline continues
to work in the field of educational equity by raising money for Austin’s public schools through a
nonprofit, Austin Ed Fund.
I heard from Molly (Stutzman) Miranda: “Jorge
and I welcomed Theodore “Theo” Armando Miranda on May 14; he joins big sister Eloise Frances
(3.5) and big brother Oliver Lincoln (1.75). We are
looking forward to getting to know Theo and to settling in as a family of five. We’ve been living in the
San Francisco Bay Area since 2010 and in Alameda
(East Bay) specifically since 2015. I work in people
operations for Google, where I’ve been for nearly
five years now.”
Lynnie (Rudner) Correll updated me on her recent graduation: “I graduated from the pediatric
anesthesiology fellowship, and my training is finally
over! I’m excited to have taken a job as a pediatric
anesthesiologist at the University of Rochester in
upstate New York.”
Asa Tapley also recently completed his medi-

cal training: “This month I completed my internal
medicine residency at Johns Hopkins Bayview
Medical Center in Baltimore. I’ve moved to Brookline, Massachusetts, and starting in July I will be
an academic hospitalist at Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center and faculty at Harvard Medical
School. I hope my Boston-area friends reach out—
I’d love to reconnect with people!”
Our class representative to the Alumni Council, Lauren (Smalkowski) Klentak, filled me in on her
busy spring: “In April I enjoyed a fun-filled girls
weekend with Lindsay (Jernigan) Bateman, Carla
(Giugliano) Oddy, Melanie (Schechter) Posner, Kristen
von Minden, and Kate (Douglas) Parkin ’03. Everyone flew in from coast to coast for a mini-reunion
in Nashville, Tennessee, where many laughs were
shared over our favorite country music songs.
“In May I attended the 216th Alumni Council
meeting in Hanover and got well-informed about
the Call to Lead Campaign while catching a glimpse
of my first Green Key Weekend since graduation.
The ’02 class was well represented at council
events, with Cherie Comeau, Jeff Hafner, and Alex
Roberts all in attendance. As your class representative I am always happy to raise your questions or
concerns to College leadership.
“Finally, in June I launched my own independent college counseling business, Ignite College
and Career Consulting, to assist students and their
families in both the admissions process and in career development in college and beyond. I’m looking
forward to continuing my involvement in higher
education with this new venture!”
Congratulations to our classmates on their
new family members and new jobs!
—Anne Cloudman, 315 West 99th St., Apt. 2D, New
York, NY 10025; acloudman@gmail.com
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Fall greetings, ’03s!
Although I’m drafting this column
at the beginning of the summer, we will
be into the fall by the time it is published. I remember the first time I drove across the bridge over the
Connecticut River on the way to my DOC trip in
the fall of 1999, seeing the tinge of color starting
to change on the leaves and feeling as though I was
coming home. It still makes me happy to get that
first glimpse of campus after driving up I-91.
After some begging, pleading, and not-sogentle nudging, I rounded up some news for this
column. Help me out for the next edition, please,
by sending in updates to the email address at the
end of the notes.
Paula (Bigboy) Maday reports she moved into
a new home in Ashland, Wisconsin, with her son,
Everett (6), and her husband, Travis. These days
Paula is writing, doing photography, and providing
educational outreach for the Great Lakes Indian
Fish & Wildlife Commission, an intertribal agency
assisting Ojibwe tribes in Wisconsin, Minnesota,
and Michigan with treaty-reserved rights. Her outreach recently landed her in the classroom of Beth
Paap ’87 in Bayfield, Wisconsin. Paula’s writing is
featured quarterly in Mazina’igan, a chronicle of
the Lake Superior Ojibwe. Hope the move went
smoothly, Paula!
Yungsheng Wang shared the news of Jon Kartt’s
wedding to Sandy Osborne. Yungsheng, along with
Darren Thomas ’04, Kate Thomas ’04, and Jeff

Beardsley ’04, traveled to Lisbon, Portugal, for the
nuptials. He reports that it was a gorgeous ceremony in an awe-inspiring location with more food
than could fit in a Vegas buffet. Yungsheng also
says the dancing continued until 5 a.m.! I haven’t
been to Lisbon since 2014, but that description
sounds about right to me. Congratulations to the
happy couple!
Rebecca (Meyers) Galemba is racking up more
professional achievements. She wrote in to say that
she received the Public Good Faculty of the Year
Award from the University of Denver for research,
teaching, and service that contributes to the public
good. Congratulations on the recognition, Rebecca!
I recently caught up with Meredith (Schwartz)
Beuchaw and her husband, Steve, when they were
in D.C. in May for work. We were scheduled to meet
my husband, Matt Kenney ’04, and Mike Hamilton
on the roof of the W, where we also, by happy coincidence, ran into Tara Maller! Tara is currently a
fellow at the think tank New America and regularly
speaks on various cable news programs regarding
terrorism and security. As I’ve noted before, D.C.
can be a very small town, or, of all the gin joints….
Please send news to our class email, below.
—Megan (Riley) Kenney, 3408 Quebec St. NW, Washington, DC 20016; dartmouth2003notes@gmail.
com
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In just 10 months we’ll all be showing off our gray hairs at our 15-year
reunion! Speaking of colors, have you
been dreaming of green lately? Longing for your
days amidst the granite of New Hampshire? If so,
perhaps you’d like to help with the planning for
our reunion. If you are interested in this or would
like to learn more about being a class officer for
the next term, please reach out to me or any of our
current class officers. We’d love to get more ’04s
involved as we ramp up to reunion and plan for
the next five years.
Here are a few updates from our awesome
class.
Eileen Carey was recently appointed the director of U.S. Paralympics Nordic Skiing! Go, Eileen!
Rebecca Aledort Ryan and her husband, Dan,
welcomed a baby boy, Benjamin Edward, to the
world on October 13, 2017. Rebecca met up with
Julia Brant, Sohwon Cha, Lauren Kingsley Dunn, Cindy
Lin, Katie Walters Marenna, and Christina Poulsen in
Las Vegas for a reunion last year. They had a great
time lounging by the pool, eating great food, and
catching up. It was the first time they were all together since graduation!
Nick Danoff recently relocated with his wife,
Carol, and daughter Jordan from Chicago to the
San Francisco Bay Area, where he will be living
in Oakland and working for Facebook in a brand
research and strategy role. Nick writes, “For those
in the Bay Area, please do reach out. I look forward
to connecting soon! And for those in Chicago, we’ll
miss you. Thank you for a fantastic six years!”
Seth Eaton and his wife, Lynsey, welcomed
their second child, William Jack Eaton, on March
7. Seth and Lynsey, along with their 2-year-old
daughter, Edie, celebrated the birth of Will one
day shy of their 10-year wedding anniversary!
On February 27 Patrick Dowling and his wife,
Toby, welcomed Calvin Patrick Dowling to the
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THE WOODSTOCK INN & RESORT

Farm-fresh cuisine, carefully harvested ingredients and regional recipes inspire the seasonal
menus at the Woodstock Inn & Resort’s distinct
restaurants. The talented culinary team prepares
creative entrées and innovative cocktails, resulting
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overlooking the Ottauquechee River. Sip a handcrafted cocktail, watch our master glassblowers
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world. Since that time Cal has been loved ever so
tenaciously by his 5-year-old big brother, William.
Reena Dutta, a partner at Hodgson Russ LLP,
was recently elected as a director of the bar association of Erie County, New York, for a three-year
term. Congratulations, Reena! Keep the updates
coming, and have a great autumn.
—Cliff Campbell, 10001 Venice Blvd., Apt. 215, Los
Angeles, CA 90034; cliff.campbell@gmail.com
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Hope the summer was great for all of
you as we wind down and head into
fall. I, unfortunately, need to start the
column with some sad news. For those that were
unaware, we tragically lost classmate Marzuq Muhammad in May to an accidental fall from an Atlanta hotel balcony. Marzuq left behind his wife,
Mary, their sons, Amir (3) and Amari (7 weeks),
as well as a large and loving extended family. The
Boston and Roxbury, Massachusetts, communities continue to mourn his loss along with many of
you. We will keep the class apprised of any future
celebrations of his life, as well as donation opportunities in his memory. Rest in peace, Marzuq.
In happier news, spring and summer continued the expansion of our ’05 family. Haley Peckett
Woodward and husband Greg welcomed their second son, Mateo, in March. He joined big brother
Ilan, who is 3. Haley also wrote in to report that Cliff
Orvedal and his wife, Haley (a different Haley), welcomed their second son, Edison, a few weeks after
Mateo was born. The Orvedals have son Ben (2),
and they live very close to the Woodward family
in Washington, D.C.’s Capitol Hill neighborhood.
Don Wyper and wife Ashely welcomed their first
child, son Donnie, in March as well. Finally, Caitlin
(Sherry) and Dan Yacey welcomed their third child,
daughter Claire, to their family in June. Congratulations to all the parents and siblings!
In other news, Becca Heller went on The Daily
Show in June to dispel the myths about refugees
in the Trump era. David Gardner recently launched
a podcast called The Big Jump that is focused on
human reinvention. It features pro athletes who
have leveraged their athletic minds for success
beyond sports and is available via Apple Podcasts.
Jason Moore recently moved to Portland, Oregon,
to take a new job with Nike.
That’s all for now though, so please send more
updates and stories this fall.
—Matt Nicholson, 79 Potomac Ave., SE, #345, Washington, DC 20003; mtnicholson3@gmail.com
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Hello, ’06s. Greetings from Chicago! I
recently moved here in a new role with
Synchrony Financial helping launch
our relationship and credit card program with our
new client, Crate & Barrel.
There is lots of exciting news to share this
issue. It’s been great to see renewed energy across
our class recently, starting with 06/06 Day in June.
Thanks to all who came to our events in Boston,
Chicago, New York City, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C, and to our organizers in those cities:
Brad Heritage, Alex Middleton, Matt Schwartz, Joe
Boswell, and Jess Magidson, respectively.
Be sure to check out the Class Notes on our
website (2006.dartmouth.org/classnotes) for photos from these events and for the updates below.
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Thanks to our communications chair Joe Boswell
we’ve been seeing increased engagement online,
so don’t forget to follow our class on Instagram
(@dartmouth06) and join our Facebook group
(“Dartmouth Class of 2006”).
Ty Manegold moved to Seattle last September
after living in Eugene, Oregon, for a few years after
grad school. The company he cofounded, Roam
Fitness, was recently featured in Entrepreneur
Magazine as one of its “100 Brilliant Companies.”
Roam was named in a category that included companies such as WeWork, Starbucks, Airbnb, and
Zillow. Roam is a brand of airport-based health
clubs, located post-security. Learn more on the
website www.roamfitness.com. Ty is looking
to connect with other alums in the Seattle area
and will also be headed down to the Dartmouth
Entrepreneur Forum (DEF) in San Francisco on
September 6 and 7.
Dan Oberlin recently finished a robotic urologic oncology fellowship at the University of
Southern California. Dan is moving to the Bay
Area to practice at Golden Gate Urology in Berkeley, California. Danielle Curley and her husband
moved with their two kids (ages 2 and 5) to the
Philadelphia area at the end of June. She would
love to connect with other ’06s in the area, especially others with young children, as she is always
ready for a good playdate.
Silas St. James and his wife, Kelsey, just celebrated their first anniversary and are excited
to welcome a baby to the family in December.
They live in Franklin, New Hampshire, and Silas
is working as the director of curriculum and instruction for the Shaker Regional School District
in Belmont and Canterbury. Katherine Harrison and
her husband, Albert Chen, welcomed daughter
Ravenna into the world on April 27. Michael Reiss and Elizabeth Right Reiss ’04 welcomed their
newest family member, Benjamin Right Reiss, in
early May. Helen Sterling and her husband, Seth,
welcomed their first child, Ian, on May 5.
The Offers family (Sean and Lauren) welcomed
their fourth baby, Bianca Klara James Offers, on
March 23. Bianca joins big brother Chase (5) and
big sisters Stacia (4) and Olivia (2). Jenna Harris
was married to Omar L. Mosley on May 24. Several
Dartmouth alums were present, including her maid
of honor Brittany Beth and a quartet of Dartmouth
Aires who sang at the wedding.
Thanks again to all who contribute to the Class
Notes. Keep sending in your updates—we look forward to hearing from you!
—Cindy Tsai, Synchrony Financial, 222 W. Adams
St., 27th Floor, Chicago, IL 60606; cindaaay@gmail.
com
The class of 2007 is renowned across
the College as officially the best class
ever, but these updates take it to the
next level. The bonfire may not be, but we are certainly lit! Derrick Smith has been selected as Beyonce’s new lead backup vocalist. He beat out all
the single ladies in the auditions, and Beyonce was
heard saying that he was irreplaceable and she was
crazy in love with his voice.
John Wilson has started a course teaching the
perfect Southern accent to actors and actresses.
Jacob Crumbine was the first to sign up. Christina
Luccio Sargeant is helming a new HGTV show based
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on the Chicago rental apartment scene. Joanna
Gaines called to offer Chip’s assistance.
Moira (Sullivan) Gallagher has moved to Ireland
to join a tribe of leprechauns. It was in George’s
best interest after all. After reaching all of the adult
milestones, Nicole (Mahr) Cannizzarro has decided
that she is, in fact, a kid at heart, and has run away
to Neverland, where she is frolicking in her favorite
items of flare, namely her tutu and sequined dress.
Ariel Eckstein has decided to leave his banking
career to pursue his love of ultimate Frisbee. He’s
trading suits and dress shoes for jerseys and cleats,
paychecks for discs, and fine china for Frisbees.
Daniela D’Osorio is nowhere to be found because she
changed her name again. Kevin Hudak has become a
Dartmouth board of trustees member. They didn’t
even bother holding an election.
Skye Zeller is pursuing yet another degree. (Insert random degree program here.) Ashley Henry
Musser, Courtney Henry Bhatt, and Brittany Henry
have all had identical triplet babies. Dartmouth
has already decided that they will all room together
freshman year. A.J. Chammas took over Avicii’s DJ
residency in Ibiza this summer! Harris Chung, Yusuf
Artam, and Theirri Callier took sabbaticals to spend
the summer with him.
Jaime Padgett has left her job as a trial attorney
to pursue her longtime goal of living out The Sound
of Music in a countryside far, far away. Her daily
routine includes extensive twirling practice and
light yodeling. Russell D’Souza is launching a lifestyle
brand. He describes it as “Richard Branson-like,
but younger and with less hair.”
Wes Milks has finally admitted that he was an
original member of *NSYNC and shares that he is
reuniting the group! We all want you back, *NSYNC,
so thanks, Wes!
After a vacancy in the Idaho Senate opened up
due to the northern senator getting run over by a
small herd of bison, Johannes Thum ran for the seat
and was elected in a special election! Our first ’07
senator! (Don’t worry; the previous guy is fine, but
without going into detail, he can no longer work
effectively as a public servant.)
Dax Tejera has revealed that he’s been a member of MI6 since college. He’s writing a memoir
about his experiences and has an exclusive interview airing soon on ABC.
Danny Hundert is living in a cabin in the middle
of the woods in Colorado without any connection to
the outside world. He is focused on trying to breed
a new genetic strain of ducks that are hardy enough
for mountain life, yet mellow enough to be tame.
In his limited free time he is entertaining himself
by driving tiny tractors around (he reports that he
has amassed quite the valuable collection at this
point). He invites classmates to swing by for a ride
if they’re in the area!
This is what happens when you hoard the details of your fabulous lives and accomplishments,
rather than sending in updates—we’re left only
imagining what you’ve been doing.
—Jaime Padgett, 1837 W. Patterson Ave, #109, Chicago, IL 60613; dartmouth2007s@gmail.com
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Hello, ’08s! Thanks to everyone who
sent in updates. As promised, here they
are, free of charge.
In June Ashley Mas married Mike Hearn in

Grafton, Vermont. Guests included Charlie Stoebe,
Dave Lamb, Jess (Ogden) Lamb, Dana (Cushing) Olverson, Devin Fallon, Jon Hopper, Zach Deane-Mayer,
Lindsay Deane-Mayer, and many more. Congrats to
team Full Service Gas!
Also in June Mita Sharma married Manish
Dave in Princeton, New Jersey. Lots of Dartmouth
alumni were in attendance, including Sravya Venguswamy, Ashia (Sheikh) Dearwester, JeanCarlos
Bonilla, Mitalee (Patil) Christman, Nora (Ward) Graham, Stephanie St. Louis, Mike Dearwester ’10, Nick
Christman, Marie-Louise Meng ’06, and Irene Shyu.

Mita and Manish moved to Westchester county in
New York, so let them know if you’re in the area.
Tim Shen and Aimy Tran got engaged. He also
started his fellowship in pulmonology and critical
care medicine at Cedars-Sinai in July. Congrats
to both!
Ani Liu started a job as a design director in WeWork’s new concepts studio and would love to connect with any other alums in the WeWork family. As
you’ve likely read in this very magazine, Ani’s own
art practice is also flourishing. She recently won the
Biological Art & Design Award and is exhibiting in
four different countries and a the Queens Biennial
this year. Ani has also moved back home to N.Y.C.
and would love to see any ’08 faces.
Portia Lombardo has been busy! Within the past
year she received her Ph.D. in molecular biology
from the Salk Institute-UC San Diego, had beautiful
baby daughter Imogen, moved across the country
to Boston with the baby, her husband, and their
two dogs, and started work at a biotech company
in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Katherine Scovner finished up an internal
medicine residency at Brown last July and is a
year into her subspecialty training in nephrology
(that’s kidneys) at Brigham and Women’s HospitalMassachusetts General Hospital. She’d be pumped
to find more alums in Boston.
Elliot Dial is currently working at Loomis
Chaffee in Windsor, Connecticut, entering his
eighth year at the school (and second as the head
football coach). His girlfriend of two years is
moving in this fall, and they are on the hunt for
a puppy to add to the house. He recently saw “the
infamous” Erica Jones in Hartford, Connecticut. If
you’re around the Hartford area yourself, or making
your way up I-91, let him know!
Chris Smith is making moves. In August he
moved to Los Angeles to work in the film and TV
industry. He’d love to meet up with anyone in the
city who wants to catch up or give him a job.
Joe Malchow has launched Hanover Partners, a
new technology investment fund located in Menlo
Park, California. Elise Krieger writes in with some
updates from the past few years. In 2016 she graduated from Kellogg School of Management. In the
summer of 2017 she married Brent Bowen, with
Dartmouth friends in tow: Frances (Samolowicz) Lazarow, Jonathan Lazarow ’05, Hayley Steplyk, Katie
Frett ’05, and Akay Tuncak ’06. These days Elise
and Brent are settled in Columbus, Ohio. She says
they may not get enough sleep but are entirely in
love with their newborn son, Otto Krieger Bowen.
Fernando Orta and Maura Pennington had their
third annual get-together in Mexico City in March.
Maura graduated from UCLA School of Law in
May and is moving to work in Orange County for

A family operated all-season,
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~ 20 cozy rooms with private baths
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~ 80 seat tavern
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~ 200 seat banquet room

Free WiFi & Telephone

www.dowdscountryinn.com
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The Quechee Inn at Marshland Farm
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25 individually appointed guest rooms
Only 15 Minutes from Dartmouth College
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Jones Day. She plans to take one surf lesson and see
how it goes. Craig Breslawski visited Kevin Pfieffer
’09 in London and missed his flight back in the
morning. Whoops!
Until next time.
—Chris Barth, 315 14th Ave. NE, Minneapolis, MN
55413; (609) 405-9153; cbarthrun@gmail.com
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Hello, class of 2009! I hope all is well
as we head into the fall. Congratulations to our classmates growing their
families and starting new adventures.
Michael Bamberger and his wife, Melissa, joyfully welcomed son Jace to the world on April 24.
They recently moved from N.Y.C. to south Florida to
be near family. Josh and Elyssa (Campbell) Benedikt
welcomed Aden Samuel Benedikt into their home
on February 2. Elyssa shared, “We are so lucky to
have a beautiful baby son. Also, Diana Dinescu, Alice
Kogan, and Mike Belinsky ’08 had children in April
and May.” Caroline Brandt moves to Geneva, Switzerland, in November. If any alums are in the city she
hopes they’ll get in touch. Georgina Emerson recently
started a not-for-profit organization called Teach
About Women, which brings gender-inclusive resources and practices into schools. Its mission is
to change the stories we tell about women, gender,
and power in classrooms and beyond. Casey Diehl
and his wife, Karen, Tu’13, welcomed daughter
Eleanor on November 27, 2017. They are enjoying
the wonders of being new parents, while also gearing up for a large renovation to their house. Never
a dull moment! Alexandra Gortchilova recently got a
position as an attorney at Bose McKinney & Evans
and had her first child, a girl named Elena. Vanessa
Hurley will join the Washington, D.C., alumni this
August when she starts as an assistant professor
in the department of health systems administration at Georgetown University. A.J. Jangalapalli and
Medha Raj ’13 are engaged! He wrote, “We first
connected over the phone as I was about to graduate
in 2009, and Medha was about to enter Dartmouth
as a freshman. It wasn’t until 2017 that we reconnected and immediately clicked. Though ’round the
girdled earth I roamed, her spell on me remained
(with apologies to the alma mater).” Virginia Ryan
and C.J. Ryan moved from Nashville, Tennessee,
to Rhode Island in May, where C.J. started a new
job as an associate professor of law at Roger Williams University School of Law. Virginia continues
to work in a remote capacity as the competitive
intelligence senior analyst at Butler Snow LLP.
Their toddler, Ames, is 18-months-old and loves
his new life by the beach. They are expecting baby
No. 2 in January. In their “spare” time Virginia
and C.J. are renovating a 1950s colonial in Barrington, Rhode Island. They are happy to be closer
to Dartmouth and to Northeast friends and would
love to have visitors! Carl Sciacchitano has signed a
publishing deal with Simon and Schuster/Gallery
13 to publish a graphic memoir that he’s writing
and illustrating titled R.E.M.F., which tells the
story of his father, a Vietnam veteran, and their
relationship. It’s currently due for release in 2020.
Jen Stebbins Thomas was recently back in Lebanon,
New Hampshire, opening the new Hilton Garden
Inn right off of exit 10 on I-89. She wrote, “It was
so fun to be back in the Upper Valley, and I hope
our classmates can check out the hotel when they
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are back to visit!” Katy (Whisenhunt) Townsend and
her husband, Bruce, welcomed their first child,
Reid Kenneth Townsend, on November 17, 2017.
Layne Zhao had a baby on January 21, a day before
her birthday (January 22). Baby Paul weighed 6
pounds, 10 ounces.
—Liz (Doolittle) Kahane, 7 Chatmoss Road, Henderson, NV 89052; (617) 909-7669; elizabeth.d.kahane@
gmail.com
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Cory Hoeferlin graduated from the Em-

ory University School of Medicine in
May and is currently in his internship
year at Harbor-UCLA Medical Center. He was the
first candidate to be selected to UCLA’s new eyeM.B.A. program, a joint ophthalmology residencyM.B.A. program (according to a proud parent)!
Loren Sands-Ramshaw launched his programming book The GraphQL Guide from his home
office in a Brooklyn co-op. Check it out at www.
graphql.guide. Nick Barber got engaged to Mark
Russo (Georgetown ’08, Georgetown Medicine ’15).
C.P. Frost: “I recently finished my Ph.D. in neuroscience at the University of Wisconsin-Madison
and have now taken a position as a program and
policy analyst with the Wisconsin department of
corrections in the juvenile division of juvenile corrections, where I will help with efforts to reorganize
the youth correctional system.” C.P. also got married last September and bought a house this spring!
Tanner Tanenbaum tells me that Kevin Davis
ran the Sasquatch Marathon and survived both
the marathon and Sasquatch. (I would hope so!)
Hannah Raila finished grad school and moved from
N.Y.C. to the Bay Area to start a postdoctoral position at Stanford. “It’s been great living in N.Y.C. this
past year, and now I’m excited to connect with the
Dartmouth alums who are out on the West Coast!”
Hannah also shared news of other classmates
(thank you!): Sarah Klassen graduated from her Ph.D.
program in archaeology, will spend the fall working
in Washington D.C., and will move to Vancouver in
January for a couple years for a postdoctoral research position. Kristin Kern is marrying her fiancé,
Adam, in Nashville this October. And Ken DiCairano
married his fiancée, Kendall, in N.Y.C. in June.
Laurel Marcus is starting business school at
MIT Sloan. Kevin Mwenda: “I have recently graduated with a Ph.D. in geographic information science and cartography from University of California, Santa Barbara. I will be moving to Providence,
Rhode Island, with my wife, Si Jie Loo ’12, to start a
new job as assistant professor and associate director of spatial structures in the social sciences at
Brown University’s population studies and training
center.” Garry Harper’s debut novel St. Anthony’s
Fire will be released in mid-August! When the time
comes, you can find the links to purchase a print
copy or ebook at www.StAnthonysFire.com.
Caitlin Studdard and her husband, Adam, welcomed their first son, Gabriel Otis Studdard, on
May 12. “Gabriel measured in at 21.5 inches and 8
pounds, 4 ounces at birth and is quite the angelic
baby. We are so in love!” Leah Weisman started a
graduate fellowship in Avon, Colorado, at the
Walking Mountains Science Center. She’s working toward a master’s in science education. “I live
in the heart of the Rockies and get to mountain bike,
raft, and ski on amazingly gorgeous trails right out

my front door! I’m always happy to meet up with
friends traveling through or vacationing here!”
Nathan Bruschi and his wife, Roanna Wang ’13,
graduated from Harvard Business School, where
he was a Baker Scholar. They are headed to Albany,
New York, where the two will run an information
technology company together. They look forward
to hosting friends for hiking trips in the Adirondack Mountains or those on Hamilton musical
historical pilgrimages. Thea Sutton and Jack Boger
’13 got engaged at the top of Baker Tower in June
during his reunion weekend. “It was amazing being
back in Hanover, where we first met. I am enjoying
my work on the early clinical development innovation team at Genentech, and Jack is pursuing
several entrepreneurial ventures in the Bay Area
and beyond. We’re looking forward to a Big Green
wedding next fall!”
—Jennifer Chong, 7A Marine View, 19 Middle Lane,
Discovery Bay, Lantau, Hong Kong; jenniferashley
chong@gmail.com
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Hey, ’11s! Brandon Aiono here, writing a
guest Class Notes column so that Hillary
Cheng and her beau, Thomas Lane, can
enjoy some summer fun.
What a wonderful and exciting year it has
been for our class! A few months ago I traveled
up to Beijing to help Sydney Ribot direct a short
film she wrote; it was a whirlwind of a weekend,
but not only did we (and almost all of the extras)
survive, but her work earned her acceptance into
the American Film Institute! Soon after taking the
train back to Shanghai, I embarked once again to
attend a writing retreat on Chongming Island organized by Lelia Taha-Burt; she led us in composing
stories, songs, and slam poems by unlocking our
creative energy—all this only a few weeks before
her four-stop wedding tour and a few months before finishing her master’s program in intercultural
communication at Shanghai Theatre Academy.
Even more recently I was honored to be reinstated as vice president of the College alumni club’s
China chapter for a second term alongside two
classmates on the executive board—Stephenie Lee
(club secretary) and Trevor King (Shanghai regional
representative). We hope our first act of business
will be planning a trip down to Hong Kong so local
legend Steve Avila can take us for a day on the harbor
and night on the town.
Right now I’m home in the Bay Area, reconnecting with family and counting down the hours
until Kathleen Mayer’s wedding festivities. The
bride-to-be, who continues shattering societal
norms even after graduation—she was the one to
propose to her man—is saying her vows at a woodland retreat in the Cascades. I’m looking forward
to reuniting with Amanda and Bennett Siegel, Brielle
Milano, Eileen Vogl ’12, Ellie Hunter, Marian Mathias,
Maya Granit, Meredith Greenberg, and Taja Braggs,
and I already have bets placed on who will give the
most outlandish gift, who will make the drunkest
speech, and who will end up catching the bouquet
(obviously me…y’all better watch out).
Many ’11s are tying the knot this year—including Emily Duke, Genevieve Adams, and Mary Rockwell—with even more on the way, such as Tyler Ford,
who just got engaged while on a trip to Monaco. For
those of you who are nuptial-ed out, fret not—bridal

parties are about to be replaced with baby showers.
Carter Scott spent this Father’s Day celebrating the
birth of his new daughter, just one of a handful of
’11s to ascend into parenthood. As the season for
dads is also one for grads, we want to congratulate
all of the masters, doctors, and b-school ballers who
completed degrees this spring, such as Joe Coleman,
who I’m sad to have missed while he toured China
earlier in the summer. Remember to keep sending
in your announcements and updates to the class
account. We love knowing what y’all are doing, and
we know your classmates do, too!
When I passed through New Orleans a few
weeks back, I serendipitously ran into Lindsay Van
Landeghem, who was in town from South Africa
for a conference. I am making plans to meet with
Madolyn Mertz, who recently moved to San Francisco to be with her fiancé (another wedding!). I
love meeting and catching up with members of our
great class. At my sister’s graduation earlier this
month I discovered that her best friend’s father
(Matthew Berardo ’86) is a Dartmouth alumnus,
and as we shared our memories with one another,
I felt a tacit understanding pass between us. There
is truly no feeling more magical ’round this girdled
earth than running into another soul whose heart
has bled green in the wilderness of the still north.
—Hillary S. Cheng, 16013 Legacy Road, #304, Tustin, CA 92782; (603) 546-8452; hillary.s.cheng@
dartmouth.edu
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Hi, y’all! We’ve got a wide range of joyful
news to celebrate below—let’s get to it!
Paige Franklin just graduated with
her master’s in public health from Columbia University and is now working at NYU Langone Health
in the research division of the department of emergency medicine. Congrats, Paige!
A few of our classmates are making crosscountry moves: The inimitable Dana Or graduated
from Harvard Law School and will now be living
in Los Angeles. And after living in New York since
graduation, Brian Moon relocated to San Francisco
this summer to pursue new opportunities and
more space to get a dog. They will both certainly
be missed by his friends on the East Coast!
We also heard from Will Bishop this month,
who writes in about one pretty joyful occasion to
kick off our Class Notes: “In May I had the pleasure
of flying out from Seattle for the wedding of Aaron
Koch and Jennifer Koester at Rollins Chapel! Other
’12 guests included Billy Zou, Jeff Portnoy, Kat Hicks,
and Alyssa Lindsay. It was a very small ceremony, so
we got to spend the whole weekend with Aaron, Jen,
and their families, celebrating their marriage and
having a mini-2012 reunion.” Thank you, Will, and
cheers to Aaron and Jen!
Bianca Zlatea and Donnie Surdoval ’10 celebrated their marriage in the Swiss Alps this summer,
surrounded by love and a Dartmouth-heavy crew.
Raise a glass to the world travelers who are settling
back into life in N.Y.C.!
Catherine Roedel and John Ross ’10, Tu’17, made
the most of a (truly gorgeous-looking) vacation to
the Azores this spring by getting engaged. Congratulations, you two!
Finally, perhaps in a first for the ’12s column,
Peter Blair has been accepted for the novitiate for
the Dominican Province of St. Joseph to become
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a Dominican friar. After this year-long experience
Peter expects to take his vows and continue onto
further religious study. Best of luck, Peter!
That’s all for now, folks—hope you’ve got some
gorgeous Labor Day plans ahead of you, whether
that means relaxing in your backyard or getting
out of town.
—Liz Sullivan, 1444 Rhode Island Ave. NW, #603,
Washington, DC 20005; easullivan12@gmail.com

13

Hello, ’13s! Lots of updates this issue,
so let’s get started!
First, we have classmates celebrating the wonderful news of engagements, marriages,
and family additions! Trisha Murphy married Carl
Van Doren in Connecticut. Twin brother Luke
Murphy was a groomsman, and Alex Lucas was a
bridesmaid. Eva Petrow and John Burden ’11 recently got engaged. Camden Nogay is engaged to
Dylan Smith, and they are enjoying life in Los Angeles. Andrea Baer and Jorge Pelaez tied the knot
in April and have since moved to Chicago. There
was a squad of ’13s in attendance, including Lauren

Vespoli, Hannah Kuhar, Julia Danford, Katharine Pujol,
Tanay Ganga, Paul Wagdalt, John Yoon, Roberto Guerrero, Kimberly Mendez, and Hannah Decker. Caroline
Francis and Tim Brown got engaged alongside their
two pups, Dakota and Sadie. Medha Raj and Anirudh

Jangalapalli ’09 got engaged and will be getting
married next summer. Tommy Das and Olivia Martin
were engaged in December 2017. Finally, Rachel
Yang and her husband moved to Santa Monica,
California, in 2017 and welcomed a baby girl in
July! Congratulations to all!
Next, a number of folks have become masters
of subjects and industries. For example, Lexi Campbell completed her M.F.A., concentrating in photography at Brooklyn College CUNY. Tom McQuillan
finished up medical school in the Bay Area and has
now started his orthopedic surgery residency at the
Harvard hospitals. Dan Marcusa finished medical
school and is now an internal medicine resident
at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston.
Parnian Parvin-Nejad is starting his residency in
general surgery at Rutgers. Mike Jacobs also finished medical school at Jefferson Medical College
and has started an internal medicine residency at
University of Chicago. Remy Franklin has finished
his master’s in human geography and is moving
to Santa Cruz, California. Chris Zhao graduated
from Tuck and has moved back to N.Y.C. Natalia
Agredo completed her master’s in teaching at Relay
Graduate School of Education and has adopted two
adorable cats named Hall and Oates. Awais Malik
completed his Ph.D. in civil engineering and urban
informatics from New York University. Great accomplishments all around!
In other graduate school news, Joe Chance is
pursuing a Ph.D. in economics and public policy
at Tufts University. Melissa Gordon is starting her
master’s at Tufts’ urban and environmental policy
and planning program. Stephanie DeCross is starting
her Ph.D. in clinical psychology at Harvard. This
fall Angie Yang and James Lee will be pursuing their
M.B.A.s at Ross (Go Blue), where they will join Emily Fletcher. Ayda Ramadan is starting her M.B.A. at
NYU Stern, and Shea Smith is pursuing his M.B.A. at
Darden School of Business. Yours truly (Aly Perez)
will also be at Darden.
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Last but absolutely not least, here are the
classmates doing other really cool and impactful
things! Casey Aylward started work at an early-stage
enterprise fund as an investor. She would love to
connect with anyone who is interested in working
in tech-venture. Jules Sarkar is starting his own law
practice, Sarkarlaw, in San Francisco. Svati Narula
ran a 32-mile ultramarathon in Wyoming—I have
no words. Congrats, girl. Ally Armstrong just moved
to Berkeley, California, where she is working as
a pediatric nurse practitioner. In March Callista
Womick and her co-defendants were found “not
responsible by reason of necessity” for an act of
nonviolent civil disobedience blocking construction of a natural gas pipeline in West Roxbury, Massachusetts. The finding set a national precedent for
other activists and was covered through multiple
news outlets.
Wow…go, team. Thank you for being wonderful, impressive classmates. Enjoy the fall weather!
—Aly Perez, 104 Ivy Drive, Apt. 8, Charlottesville,
VA 22903; alyp625@gmail.com

14

Hello, ’14s! Can you believe our run
around the fire during freshman year’s
Homecoming Weekend was eight years
ago? Now, this school year, we’re headed back for
our fifth-year reunion!
I promised to share more information about
this highly anticipated event (June 14-16, 2019) as
it became available, and I will deliver! Your fiveyear reunion chairs are—drum roll, please—Kasey
Boyd, Sophia Vazquez, and Jenn Weissbach! They
eagerly look forward to planning and executing
an unforgettable weekend for our class. If you have
any comments or suggestions, feel free to reach
out to any of the organizers! Now, on to the news!
In May Jovalee Thompson graduated from
Johns Hopkins University with a master’s of science in nursing. She’s now working in the neuroscience critical care unit at Johns Hopkins Hospital
in Baltimore.
Phil Schmidt writes, “I have been in Manhattan
working in finance since graduation. I recently
made the move to Goldman Sachs’s leveraged finance sales team in the Fixed Income Clearing
Corp. division. It’s going six years strong with Caroline Black ’13, who is currently working at Decade
Capital, and I spend most of my free time with
fellow ’14s Myles Christian, Peter Calvanelli, and Dean
Bakes as well as the handful of ’13s living in the city.”
Aaron McGee interned this past summer at Citi,
where he worked with the mergers and acquisitions group; he was very excited to be back in New
York City. Now he’s returning to Philadelphia to
finish up his M.B.A. at Wharton.
Paige Monborne recently moved from the
Washington, D.C., area to Manhattan, where she
will be attending Columbia University Teachers
College to pursue her master’s of education in
counseling psychology.
Rae (Kameko) Winborn is in Beijing this academic year as a Yenching Scholar at the Yenching Academy of Peking University pursuing her
master’s. She will study Chinese private equity and
social impact investing in China, joining 120 other
Yenching Scholars from more than 60 countries.
Shea Flanagan will be starting the master of
environmental management program at the Yale

School of Forestry and Environmental Studies
in August after three years working for the Nature Conservancy. She is excited to connect with
Dartmouth alums and new friends in New Haven,
Connecticut.
Thank you to all of those who wrote in and
answered my requests for news. I look forward to
getting more updates, especially as we near June!
—Jessica Womack, 223 Madison Ave., Box E, Fort
Washington, PA 19034; jrwomack1991@gmail.com

15

In College news of late, South House
professor and sociology department
chair Kathryn Lively is serving as interim dean of the College.
Psychological and brain sciences professor
Paul Whalen has resigned from the College, effective immediately, following an investigation
of sexual misconduct allegations. Professor Bill
Kelley, also of the psychological and brain sciences
department, remains under review for similar
allegations.
For lighter news, I read the Mirror for “research,” and they are still talking about the long
lines at King Arthur Flour, the Dartmouth X, and
academic rigor. I’m not sure if this should make you
feel young or make you feel sad, but I just thought
you should know.
In classmate news, Meghan Hassett moved to
Chicago and started a new role as campaign manager for a first-time female candidate running for
Illinois State Senate! She’s thrilled to be playing
her part in the 2018 midterms. Since starting, she’s
met Anne Stava-Murray ’08, who is running for
state representative in an overlapping district, and
Sean Casten, a congressional candidate in one of
the most competitive districts and a Thayer ’98!
I will soon start a new job in Los Angeles, so,
as my Uber driver from LAX said, “Welcome to
hell town.”
In all seriousness though, let me know if you’re
in the L.A. area.
Please email 15classupdates@gmail.com with
news, updates, or column ideas, and let me know
if you’d like to write a guest column!
—Samantha Webster, 665 Washington St., Apt. 711,
Boston, MA 02111; (484) 356-3678; samwweb15@
gmail.com
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Hey, ’16s! Hope you all had a great summer! We’ve got several updates, so I’ll
get right to it.
Lauren Yeager and Katie McKay will both be
attending Harvard Law School this fall.
Anna Ghnouly was selected as a 2018 Payne
International Development Fellowship recipient
and will be attending Columbia University School
of International and Public Affairs beginning this
fall, pursuing an M.P.A. in development practice.
Bryan Thomson and Addie Himmelberger ’15
are engaged!
In March Miguel Peña was accepted to the
M.P.P. program at the Harvard Kennedy School
of Government with a focus in political and economic development. He will finish his medical
school degree at Tufts University before starting
the master’s program in September 2020.
After teaching for two years in England, Lucas
Bezerra is moving to Vancouver to start a master’s

in experimental physics at the University of British Columbia. Thanks for reading! And continue
emailing in news and updates about you and your
friends—it’s great to hear from you all.
—Feyaad Allie, 202 Running Farm Lane, Apt. 201,
Stanford, CA 94305; feyaad.allie@gmail.com

17

Congratulations to Matt Herzig and
Isabella Caruso for crushing the Boston Marathon this April! Isabella ran
a 2:56:18 and placed 40th among the women, and
Matt completed the course in 2:27:55 to finish 12th
overall. While at Dartmouth Isabella ran with the
Dartmouth endurance running team. She also
spent the past year on the Hanover Plain working as a teaching science fellow in the chemistry
department.
Since moving to Boston after graduation,
Matt has been training with the Heartbreaker
Running Club and puts in roughly 110 miles a week
in preparation for marathons. Matt lives with former Dartmouth track-and-field teammates Corey
Muggler and Matt Klein ’16, and he works in the
cardiology lab at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
Center. In August Matt will attend the Perelman
Medical School at the University of Pennsylvania
with fellow ’17 Meghan Chamberlain as well as Kelly
Bach ’16 and Patrick Gould ’15. When he moves
to Philadelphia, he hopes to find a training group
and run the marathon there in the fall. However,
before he starts school, Matt and Isabella will go
backpacking in Colorado for eight days. They will
also head up to the College Grant on the East Coast
for some peace and quiet without cell service or
electricity for a weekend.
Last fall Lucy Hale spent four months in Belize
as a public health intern for a nonprofit medical
center. She spent most of her time at a clinic in a
rural village in the south of Belize. Lucy has always
been interested in global and public health, and
she studied these topics as an anthropology minor at Dartmouth. For her first months in Central
America Lucy created curriculums in primary
schools. On a daily basis she would go out to remote villages in the mountains to teach kids about
dental hygiene and nutrition. For her last several
weeks in Belize she worked with a holistic education center in Belize City and wrote a piece on
disability awareness in schools. Upon her return
to the United States, Lucy began work at Hawk
Partners, a marketing consulting firm in Boston.
She lives with her random freshman roommate
and now close friend Blake Hamblett. Lucy enjoys
being in Boston because she likes her coworkers,
is around great friends, and is close to home (as
she grew up nearby). Although training has been
difficult, Lucy hopes to keep up with Blake, a former lacrosse star at Dartmouth, in their upcoming
seven-mile race.
—Dorian Allen, 117 West Grant St., Apt. 123, Minneapolis, MN 55403; (973) 986-5988; dorallen@
comcast.net
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Congratulations, ’18s! It’s hard to believe that our four years in Hanover
have come to a close. As a class, we have
learned and grown together. As alums, I’m sure
we’ll do the same. In the coming years I’m looking
forward to showcasing all of our classmates’ im-

pressive, exciting, and fun activities in this column.
If you or your friends are doing something exciting, please reach out to eschoate@gmail.com, so
I can highlight your news. Whether you’re starting
a new job, moving to a new city, attending graduate
school, or experiencing a major milestone, I hope
you’ll share your stories. I am looking forward to
celebrating the diverse achievements of our class,
so I hope you’ll share whatever makes you happy,
excited, and proud.
This summer Natalie Chertoff moved to southeast Washington, D.C. During the next year Natalie
will be working as an elementary school teacher
through a program called Urban Teachers and will
also be working toward her master of science in
education from Johns Hopkins University. Best
wishes, Natalie!
Trevor Davis enjoyed a very busy summer of
traveling and seeing his closest friends and family. After graduation Trevor spent a week in Cape
Cod, Massachustts, with a few Dartmouth friends
before returning home to North Carolina. Soon
after that he embarked on an Alaskan cruise with
his family. Trevor then traveled to Washington, D.C.,
to celebrate his grandfather’s 90th birthday. From
there, Trevor traveled through Spain and the Netherlands with friends and then headed to Costa Rica
with his father. In August he moved to Boston with
Andy Werchniak and Dami Apoeso. This fall Trevor
will start work as a software engineer at Microsoft
and is very excited to continue seeing other ’18s in
Boston, at Homecoming, and around the world!
Reed Horton also enjoyed traveling, as he backpacked around Thailand for the summer. In the
fall Reed started his job at the San Diego Zoo. If
any ’18s want a closer look at the reptile exhibit,
give him a holler!
Dylan Alvarez is very excited to begin a new
career. After graduating Dylan moved to New York
City to begin working as an investment banking
analyst at Goldman Sachs. Best of luck, Dylan!
Brendan Schuetze will be attending graduate
school at the University of Texas, where he will
be studying educational psychology and applied
statistics. Brendan was awarded the university’s
most prestigious graduate recruiting award, the
Harrington Graduate Fellowship, which will support his studies during the next five years. Brendan
and Stephen Banks are both looking forward to meeting other ’18s living in the Austin area!
Kate Letkewicz is going pro! In September Kate
began her professional basketball career on Lanzarote, one of the Canary Islands. Best wishes, Kate!
Cindy Li had a very enjoyable summer! After
road tripping with a friend from Chicago to Denver, Cindy visited her East Coast friends in New
York and Boston before heading to Hong Kong for
a month. While there, Cindy participated in a workstudy program at an aerial gym, where she pursued
her passion for aerial silks, trapeze, and acro-yoga.
After that Cindy headed back to California to take
the GMAT, before moving to San Francisco with
Janice Fidalgo. Cindy and Janice are both very excited to start their new jobs and are looking forward
to seeing other recent alums in California!
Rafael Nunez is beginning his two-year mission
for the Church of Latter-day Saints. From the class
of 2018, best of luck in your mission!
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ward to keeping in touch, and I can’t wait to reconnect in Hanover for Homecoming!
—Emily Choate, 172 Commonwealth Ave., Unit 3,
Boston, MA 02116; (603) 305-5346; eschoate@
gmail.com

Grads

The MALS Alumni Chapter, formerly the MALS
Alumni Council, hosted a social event at Morano
Gelato in Hanover on the afternoon of May 7.
Those attending included current film students,
current MALS students, MALS alumni, and their
friends and guests. There were approximately 50
attendees. The speaker, Michael Wilson, chose
to circulate among the small groups gathered
around the tables and also on the outside terrace.
He preferred to ask questions of his audience as
well as answer them. This created an engaging
and enjoyable setting for all. Michael and his wife,
Jane, moved through the crowd talking about his
experiences as a producer and screenwriter. He is
best known for his long association with the James
Bond films. This began in 1972, when he joined Eon
Productions, where he worked with his producer
stepfather Cubby Broccoli. He took a more active
role in 1971 as an assistant for the film The Spy
Who Loved Me. Since then he has been a producer
or executive producer of every subsequent James
Bond film. He made his first cameo appearance in
Goldfinger and then in every Eon-produced Bond
film since 1977.
The event was coordinated and inspired by
chapter board president Lyn Lord ’95 (MALS’98),
who is also intent on compiling a MALS alumni
media archive. She took advantage of the opportunity to videotape two interviews with MALS
alumni, Michael Beahan (MALS’97) and Gary Moore
(MALS’78). Each talked about his MALS experience and its impact on his life.
Current board members Kathy Coleman
(MALS’00), Stephen Spiess (MALS’07), and Analisa
Goodman (MALS’18) helped with the set up at the
food and drink tables and were joined by former
board members Judy Chypre (MALS’99) and Maggie Montgomery (MALS’99). There was also a surprise guest. Nermina Zildzo (MALS’05), who lives in
Bosnia-Herzegovina, just happened to be visiting
Hanover and saw the event announcement. So she
came and amazed everyone who hadn’t seen her for
more than a decade. The good news is that she intends to return to the area next year. And then it was
announced that the gelato counter was open, and
a new level of festivity was added to the occasion.
Lauren Weiner (psych’99) is the cofounder and
CEO of Wittenberg Weiner Consulting (WWC).
Her company was recently awarded the U.S.
Special Operations Command’s largest contract
ever awarded to a female-owned small business.
The five-year contract is valued at $200 million
and will provide management and subject matter expert support to the command worldwide.
With this award, WWC is set to become the largest defense contractor headquartered in Tampa,
Flordia, based on the latest published numbers
in the Tampa Bay Business Journal. WWC is a
federally focused management consulting firm
with extensive experience at the U.S. Department
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of Defense, the U.S. Department of State, and U.S.
Agency for International Development. Its mission
is to help federal agencies put good government
principles into practice. It takes an innovative
approach within the framework of federal government regulations, to program management,
financial management, regulatory compliance and
review, strategic communications, metrics and
evaluation, and policy design.
—Jane Welsh, 175 Greensboro Road, Hanover,
NH 03755; (603) 643-3789; m.jane.welsh.gr@
dartmouth.edu

Clubs &
Groups

Quite a few Dartmouth clubs kicked off summer
this year with fun outdoor activities and social
gatherings. A great example is the Dartmouth Club
of Suburban New Jersey. The club held its annual
golf outing at scenic Farmstead Golf and Country
Club in Lafayette, New Jersey, on June 5. Those in
attendance included Tom Swartz ’49, Don Syracuse
’69, Jon Rabinowitz ’74, David Dietze ’88 and wife
Claire Toth and friend Bev Luehs, Kristin Luckenbill
’01 (closest to the pin winner!), and Jim Felter ’74
and son Josh, and friend Brian Hamilton (longest
drive winner!).
The Dartmouth Lawyers Association (DLA)
provided a great update on all of the activities underway so far this year. First, the DLA organized
the admission of six of its members to the U.S.
Supreme Court Bar on January 8. Barbara Murphy
’79, Rick Sharpless ’79, Amy Folbe ’84, Ann Fromholz
’90, Tom Repczynski ’91, and Michael Regan ’00 were

admitted to the court by the justices in a courtroom
ceremony. Neal Katyal ’91, acting solicitor general
under President Obama, moved their admission.
Following the ceremony, DLA members and their
guests attended oral arguments for two original
jurisdiction cases, one of which was argued by
Gregory Garre ’87, Solicitor General of the United
States under President George W. Bush. Also present were Tom Skilton ’89, who organized the group
admission, and Xander Meise ’01.
Then on February 22-24, the DLA held its annual meeting at Squaw Valley, California. Eighty
people attended the event, which had terrific skiing,
interesting continuing legal education (CLE), and
networking and camaraderie with fellow Dartmouth lawyers. The meeting was chaired by Howard
Morse ’81 and included CLE speakers James Bach
’75, Jennifer Burdman ’98, Ann Fromholz ’90, Ellen
Halstead ’98, James Ladner, Sam Livermore ’73, Karen
Masterson Dienst ’82, Cameron Matheson ’94, Jonathan
Rubens ’85, and Greg Yadley ’72.

This spring the DLA co-sponsored the annual
Law Day Celebration at the College May 3-4. Michele DeStefano ’91, founder of LawWithoutWalls,
gave the Volk Lecture and explored the impact
the changing legal marketplace is having on the
expectations, demands, and desires of lawyers.
DLA president Barbara Murphy ’79 participated in
a subsequent panel discussion.
Finally, on May 21, the DLA sponsored a reception at the International Trademark Annual Meet-

ing in Seattle. Tara Vold ’93, Tsan Abrahamson ’85,
Michelle Brownlee ’90, Erica Klein ’93, Mark Matuschak
’81, John Froemming ’82, Cindy Walden ’90, Christina
Heiber ’94, Neel Chatterjee ’91, Kevin Kunzendorf,
Scott Ceresia ’05, Bruce Chasan ’67, and Barry A. Abbott ’72 attended for networking and camaraderie.

Please check the DLA’s website at www.dla.
dartmouth.org for upcoming events. Thanks to Tom
Skilton ’89 for the excellent write up!
Please send me brief updates about the great
events that your club, association, or affiliated
group have organized! Newsletters and other email
updates are also welcomed.
—Stina Brock ’01, PO Box 9274, Jackson, WY 83002;
stina.brock@gmail.com

Deaths

The following is a list of deaths reported to us
since the previous issue. Full obituaries, usually
written by the class secretaries, may appear on
the DAM website at dartmouthalumnimagazine.
com, where friends and classmates may post their
own remembrances of the deceased. Please contact alumni records at (603) 646-2253 to report
an alumnus death.
David Balmer ’38 • Dec. 5, 2017
Edward Louis Finn ’42 • May 19
Charles Wordsworth Does ’43 • May 2
Charles Fairweather Kane ’43 • April 29
Henry Andrews Best ’44 • April 29
Marshall Clark ’44 • Feb. 20
Malcolm Carr Morse ’44 • March 29
Frederic Nelson Alderman ’45 • April 24
Thomas Henry Lewis Jr. ’45 • April 23
William Brown Davidson Jr. ’46 • May 10
John Louis Greisberger ’46 • April 3
Richard Andrew Kelly ’46 • Sept. 16, 2017
Robert Patterson Mann ’46 • March 23
Maurice Daniel Smith ’46 • March 24
Robinson Vohr Smith ’46 • March 23
Michael Warden Ward ’46 • April 17
George Edward Young Jr. ’46 • March 20
Ernest Quillian Brazel ’47 • April 6
Austin Scudder Callaway ’47 • Sept. 2, 2017
Albert Guy Wilson Jr. ’47 • April 8
John Hulbert Parks ’48 • Dec. 13, 2017
Harvey Horton Chandler ’49 • April 25
William Ros Davis ’49 • April 19
Robert Jay Evans ’49 • April 20
Richard Woodworth McFalls ’49 • Feb. 28
Raymond Joseph Rasenberger ’49 • April 3
Robert Lang Miller ’50 • April 5
C. Russell Keep Jr. ’51 • March 21
Ralph T. King ’51 • April 13
Robert H. Meyer ’51 • April 29
John Jerome Staton ’51 • April 14
Charles B. Keenan ’52 • April 1
Gilbert D. Noble ’52 • April 18
Ray E. Pierce ’52 • Dec. 22, 2017
Charles A. Schuck Jr. ’52 • April 4
Peter Whipple Stanley ’52 • May 23
William J. Sweet Sr. ’52 • Aug. 13, 2017
Donald M. Unger ’52 • Nov. 18, 2017
John M. Wall ’52 • April 16
Herman F. Woerner ’52 • Jan. 9
Norman R. Carpenter ’53 • May 31
J. William Gilges III ’53 • March 8

Byron Alexander Menides ’53 • July 20, 2017
James E. Porath ’53 • March 30
James C. Stuebner ’53 • May 8
Warren K. Wentworth ’53 • April 7
Sargeant Eastman Joys ’54 • Feb. 26
Robert William McKeever ’54 • Nov. 3, 2017
Donald Eric Aronson ’55 • May 8
A. Bruce Bergquist ’55 • March 30
John Heyland Cogswell ’55 • June 1
Earl Fain III ’55 • April 30
John William Fitzgerald ’55 • Dec. 22, 2017
William Francis Gavitt Jr. ’55 • March 4
Robert Roe Taylor ’55 • May 16
Carl George Weisenfeld ’55 • March 27
Roger Stuart Young ’55 • March 30
Douglas Winston Bleiler ’56 • June 20
H. Stephen Farmer ’56 • Nov. 5, 2017
Stuart Klapper ’56 • June 3
Irwin Stanley Barshack ’57 • Nov. 18, 2017
Samuel Boles Bartlett ’57 • March 31
John Upman Farley ’57 • April 30
Daniel Brendon Goggin ’57 • April 12
William MacKenzie Hamel ’57 • Jan. 8
Robert Erskine Hamilton ’57 • Feb. 15
Lee Traffarn Hirschey ’57 • May 24
Robert Edwin Prasch ’57 • March 22
Malcolm Weeks Robinson Jr. ’57 • April 16
Andrew Emerson Turner Jr. ’57 • April 22
Sterling T. Apthorp Jr. ’58 • Dec. 29, 2017
Robert Earle Fosse ’58 • Oct. 13, 2017
David Hoogland Johns ’58 • Feb. 27, 2017
Robert Frederick Meyerson ’58 • April 7
James Hammond Tyler Jr. ’58 • April 15
Harry Whittemore Gooch Jr. ’59 • Jan. 5, 2017
Roger Murry Miller ’59 • April 26
David Scott Palmer ’59 • April 28
Blake Trott Robinson ’59 • July 2016
Richard Lee Scherff ’59 • March 27
Harold Gordon Washburn ’59 • May 3
Frederic William Cook ’62 • April 4
Kenneth Herbert Falchuk ’62 • May 3
Charles Patterson Giersch ’62 • April 16
Douglas Richard Skopp ’62 • May 27
Michael Lawrence Slive ’62 • May 16
Ted William Graves ’63 • May 9
Michael William Morrell ’63 • May 14
Lockwood Churchill Barr ’64 • April 22
Getchell Brewster Cole ’64 • April 21
Lucien Blanchard Curtis Jr. ’64 • April 28
Whitney Pray Foster ’64 • 2018
Joel Terry Eiserman ’65 • April 29
Thomas George Seel Jr. ’65 • May 12
Edward Peary Stafford Jr. ’65 • Nov. 11, 2017
John Godfrey Cook Jr. ’69 • May 24, 2017
H. Flanders Fuenzalida ’69 • April 25
Richard Charles Neuhoff ’69 • March 21
Christopher Charles Henderson ’70 • Jan. 23
William Winfield Holcomb ’70 • April 17
Robert Simpson King ’70 • March 16
Daniel Arnold Westberg ’71 • Oct. 18, 2017
Michael Francis Mellin ’72 • Jan. 20
Clifford D. Croom ’75 • March 30
Scott Louis Steele ’76 • March 24
Ronald Louis Webster ’78 • May 12
Aileen D. Rigas ’88 • April 4
Winnie W. Huang ’92 • April 24
Andre Nicholas Junior ’96 • March 15
Allison Price Groff ’98 • May 8
Marzuq Muhammad ’05 • May 20
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AND
SERVICE
in Hanover since 1975. (603) 643-6004;
roger@rogerclarkson.com. Roger Clarkson ’75.

1885 FIVE BEDROOM
SUMMER “COTTAGE”!

 In Burkehaven on 2.9 Acres

 Walk to Your Own Boat Slip and 16.5’ of Owned
Frontage on Lake Sunapee  Inviting Wraparound Porch
 Cozy Reading Alcove  16’9” Pen Yan Boat Included in Sale

6 Burkehaven Terrace, Sunapee

$499,900.

(603) 526-4116
P.O. Box 67
224 Main Street
New London
NH 03257

A New Way To Vacation,
A New Way To Support
Dartmouth
When you rent this beautiful Sun
Valley home, the owners (fellow
alums) will donate a portion
of the income to Dartmouth.
To list your home or rent from
our Dartmouth-only network,
visit AlumniEscapes.com or call
Ki Young ‘81 at 650-468-9553.
Kim

FOR RENT
LUXURY TUSCAN VILLA. Set high in the Chianti
countryside, this exquisite, recently restored villa
has 8 bedrooms and 8.5 bathrooms. Perfect
for large families or groups of friends, the
beautiful vistas, large pool and outdoor
fireplace all make for the vacation of a lifetime.
Private chef available. mahokeza@comcast.net
or (860) 651-0010. D’82.
FRANCE, PARIS-MARAIS. Exquisite, sunny, quiet
one-bedroom apartment behind Place des Vosges.
King-size bed, living/dining room, six chairs, full
kitchen, washer, dryer, weekly maid service, Wi-Fi.
$1,350 weekly; max@gwu.edu.
PARIS, ILE SAINT-LOUIS: Elegant, spacious
top ﬂoor skylighted apartment, gorgeous
view overlooking Seine, 2 bedrooms sleep 4,
2 baths, elevator, well-appointed, full kitchen,
Wi-Fi. (678) 232-8444 or triff@mindspring.com.

AlumniEscapes.com
kyoung@alumniescapes.com

Weddings
Graduation Celebrations
Family Reunions
gatherings of all kinds

PROVENCE. Delightful five-bedroom stone
farmhouse, facing Roman theater. Pool, vineyard.
(860) 672-6608, www.frenchfarmhouse.com.
NANTUCKET. Thinking to visit Nantucket?
Check out the Hawthorn House. Dartmouth
alumnus owned and operated. 10% discount
using promo code “Moosilauke.”

CAREER PREP SERVICES
CAREER LAUNCH HELP ALL MAJORS:
Dean Lazar’s Golden Guide by Dartmouth
and Columbia alum. Go to Amazon or
www.lydialazar.com.

ADVERTISE IN DAM
CLASSIFIEDS
CONTACT CHRIS FLAHERTY AT
ADVERTISING@DARTMOUTH.EDU
OR CALL AT (603) 646-1208

kithkinstudio.com
802-649-9096
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what i’ve learned since graduation

David Shribman ’76

44 South Main Street, Hanover, NH

A veteran journalist on the Fourth Estate
Interview by L I S A F U R L O N G

Denise Dame, Linde K. McNamara, Barbara Heyl
A Real Estate Team With Proven Results!

“I don’t love the news. I love the coverage of what’s happening.”
“The term ‘fake news’ makes me crazy. I have never worked for a

603.643.4900 [Ofﬁce] 603.277.0067 [Cell]
linde@lindemac.com | LindeMac.com

Over 25 Years Experience in Real Estate Sales

Hanover, NH

Top of the world location with
unparalleled views across the
Upper Valley, including Killington
and Sugarbush in VT, with 335 +/acres of protected land and miles of
maintained trails for hiking and skiing.
Family owned for 43 years, this lodge
has been used as a destination
place for family and friends to gather
in every season to enjoy the great
outdoors. Create your own family
compound on this glorious spot, only
8 miles to Hanover and 20 minutes
to commercial non-stop air to NYC,
Boston and White Plains. $1,449,000

Etna, NH

This contemporary is just 4 miles to
downtown Hanover. With cathedral
ceilings and plentiful windows, this
home is ﬁlled with an abundance of
natural light. Sliding glass doors from
the living room and kitchen lead to an
expansive deck with great potential
views with clearing. The open ﬂoor plan
provides spacious yet intimate spaces
and features a large and charming
kitchen/family room, stunning formal
dining room, and a magniﬁcent living
room with a cathedral ceiling and
stone ﬁreplace. With four bedrooms
and a master suite, this home has so
much to offer. $849,000

paper that has knowingly printed a syllable it knew to be wrong.
Every newspaper has a different culture and attitude, but they
all share the same zeal.”
“Journalism is the most fun, uplifting profession there is.”
“From an early age I wanted to cover presidential elections and be a
political writer.”
“It’s important that people in power be held accountable.”
“Coverage of President Trump is exhaustive, and covering President

Trump is exhausting. One result of Trump’s presidency is that the
best and brightest want to be journalists.”
“I revere the Oxford comma and deplore the split infinitive. Writers
at the Post-Gazette know never to use the word ‘downplay’ or to
modify ‘unique.’ ”
“You can’t blame an editor for a reporter’s mistake.”
“Meeting deadlines isn’t limited to my work. I am sickeningly

Privately located on a double lot, this
stunning contemporary is one of a
kind! When ﬁrst entering the sunny
interior you will be taken by the 20’
ceilings and large windows ﬁlling the
home with light. Enjoy your mornings in
the well-designed kitchen with granite
counter tops, a built-in Miele coffee
system and Miele steamer. A corner
ﬁreplace in the living room provides
atmosphere on a chilly evening, along
with an in-house sound system for
those relaxing dinners with friends.
In summer, enjoy the large rear stone
patio and deck. $665,000

punctual.”

“The most positive feedback I have ever received was for a long essay
I wrote about the 50th anniversary of JFK’s death. The most negative

was just last winter, for killing half the comics in the Post-Gazette.
I was vilified for getting rid of Rex Morgan, M.D.”
“I take any phone call and answer any email. I don’t read all the
comments people post online, because some are so vicious, but
I’m glad people are passionate.”
“The best advice I give aspiring journalists is to read the Bible—and
all of Shakespeare.”
“The line between reporter and commentator shouldn’t be
blurred. If you’re a reporter you ought not be affiliated with

a political party. But instead seek to see the many sides of
any issue.”
“The very few things I like about myself I owe to my time at Dartmouth:

appreciation of the outdoors, scholarship, and a contemplative
life.”

“With so many alums in the family, my younger daughter didn’t want
anything to do with Dartmouth—so she went to Bates, which is the

Dartmouth of my time. But she didn’t know, and we didn’t tell her.”

“I may have come from a Dartmouth family, but until I visited campus
to attend the 1971 Yale game, I wanted to go to Princeton. My parents

weren’t happy when I changed my mind, because they thought I
was too bookish and boring to fit in. I’m still bookish and boring.”
“I’m an oddity in journalism as I was in a Dartmouth frat: I’ve never
had a drink.”
“I don’t have any job frustrations—except, maybe, retiring next year.”
“It is satisfying that horrible people have hated me and that admirable
people have liked me. I’ve had fabulous colleagues, seen a lot of the

world, and mentored some of the most luminous young people
in journalism.”
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HIS STORY

Notable: Won 1995 Pulitzer Prize for analytical reporting on U.S. politics;
author of I Remember My Teacher (2002) and books about Pittsburgh and
the College; trustee 1993-2003
Career: Executive editor, columnist, and VP, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, since
2003; longtime columnist, The Globe and Mail in Toronto; previously worked
for The Boston Globe, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The
Buffalo Evening News, and The Washington Star
Education: A.B., history
Personal: Lives with wife Cynthia Skrzycki in Pittsburgh; father of Elizabeth
’10 and Natalie; son of Richard ’47
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Quechee, VT
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The Perfect Setting for an Exquisite Wedding
is Vermont’s Most Beautiful Address.
The Woodstock Inn & Resort, one of New England’s most scenic, romantic, and luxurious destinations
for a Vermont wedding, is ready to make your celebration perfect in every way. Our experienced staff will
assist you with every detail — from room reservations to dinner menus, wedding cakes to rehearsal dinners.
PERSONAL WEDDING COORDINATOR
EXQUISITE WEDDING CAKES

•

•

FULL WEDDING VENUE SERVICES

CUSTOMIZED WEDDING MENUS

YEAR-ROUND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

•

•

BRIDAL PACKAGES AT THE SPA

EXCLUSIVE ROOM RATES

The World’s Best Hotels ~ Travel + Leisure

Woodstock, Vermont | 802.457.6647 | www.woodstockinn.com

